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IF THE DISTINCTION between great or major names and lesser or
minor names should carry any validity in onomastics, the names of
the continents are, indeed, the greatest names on earth; they pertain
to what we could call world onomastics. This explains then the
author's ultimate goal to treat in a book the names of the three con-
tinents that constitute the World Island: Europe, Africa, and Asia.
Within this plan, the present first part on the name Asia includes
general remarks on world units and their distinction as well as on
names compounded with two or even all three continent names.

It is no accident that the closed Mediterranean Sea, a huge lake,
has an Asiatic, a European, and an Mrican front; and it has been
the Mediterranean that helps to divide the world into three con-
tinents as well as to reconcile their differences in climate, flora,
fauna, peoples, and civilizations. These divisions started in the
classical period with the Greek Ionian scientists. It was early, a little
before 500 B.C., that the threefold division of the inhabited world
(Oikoumene) into Asia, Europe, and Libya occurred. But the names
by which these continents came to be designated were in use before
the continents themselves were known; the names were first applied
to limited regions but the application of each was gradually ex-
tended so as to include a larger area of land that lay behind it.

A second part of this Asia treatise dealing with the several names
for Asia Minor or Anatolia is to appear in Beitriige zur Namen-
forschung.

Both studies were in preparation for several years but were work-
ed out in the United States and, in part, in Athens during a fifteen
month sojourn in 1965-66, which was made possible by the gener-
osity of two American foundations, primarily for work on a dic-
tionary project, viz., the Guggenheim Foundation and the American
Philosophical Society, whose support was promptly matched with
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a sabbatical year leave of absence from the University of North
Dakota, so ably headed by President George W. Starcher; a Senior
Fellowship from the National Endowment for the Humanities for
1967-68 for work on the same dictionary project was also bene-
ficial for the furthering of the present study. For facilitating re-
search work on these studies during the academic years 1966-67
and 1967-68, I am indebted to the able and understanding Dean
Bernard O'Kelly, College of Arts and Sciences, University of North
Dakota. It is my pleasure and privilege to express my deep-felt ap-
preciation to the above institutions and individuals, among whom
are included the Editors of Names: the outgoing Dr. K. Harder and
the incoming Dr. C. Rothrauff.
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I. BIBLIOGRAPHY
A. JOURNALS AND REFERENCE 'VORKS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AJ A = American Journal of Archaeology
AJ P = American Journal of Philology
AOF = Archiv fur Orientforschung
CGL = Corpus glossariorum Latinorum, ed. G. Goetz. 7 vols. Lipsiae et Berolini,

1888-1923.
CBEL = Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum Latinorum
DEI = Dizionario enciclopedico italiano
EBr. = Encyclopaedia Britannica. A New Survey of Universal Knowledge. 24 vols.

Chicago, 1965.
EEB ~ = 'E1t'E:'t'1)pLC;"'E't"~r.pE:L~C;Bu~~v't"r.v(;}v~7tOua(;}v
E It. = Enciclopedia italiana
EEA = Eleftheroudakis' 'EYXUXA07t~r.ar.xovAE:~r.x6v
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F HG = Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum, ed. C. Miillerus, Paris, 1841-83.
Geographisches Jahrbuch
GaM = Geographi Graeci minores
Glotta
Gnomon
t'E:A):1JvLXcl
Hermes
Historia
Historia Mu'ndi (Bern) 1 (1952), 2 (1953)
IF = Indogermanische Forschungen
Imago Mundi
J H8 = Journal of Hellenic Studies
Der Kleine Pauly 1 (1964), 2 (1967), 3 (1968-69) = Der Kleine Pauly: Lexikon der

Antike, edd. K. Ziegler und W. Sontheimer. Stuttgart, 1964--. Cf. Thomasson
(below, p. 8)

KF = Kleinasiatische Forschungen
Klio
KU B = Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazkoi
KZ = Kuhns Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft
MAOG = Mitteilungen der Altorientalischen Gesellschaft
M DOG = Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orientalischen Gesellschaft
Minos
Mus. Helv. = Museum Helveticum
NE = Neoc; t'EAA1J\lO~\I~~{u'J

OLZ = Orientalische Literaturzeitung
Philologus
PM = Petermanns Geographische Mitteilungen
P P = Parola del Passato
RE = Pauly- Wissowa, Realencyklopadie der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft
Reallex. d. Assyriol. = Reallexikon der Assyriologie
REG = Revue des etudes grecques
RH A = Revue hittite et asianique
Rh.M. = Rheinisches Museum
RIO = Revue internationale d'onomastique
Th.L.L. = Thesaurus Linguae Latinae
Zeitschr. f. Assyriol. = Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie
ZONF = Zeitschrift fur Ortsnamenforschung

B. BOOKS AND ARTICLES (and some abbreviations)

W. F. Albright, "Some Oriental Glosses on the Homeric Problem," AJA. 54 (1950,
168-169 [on Asia, Assuwa].

Art. Asia, EBr. 2 (1965), 574b-604b.
Art. Asia, Eit. 4 (1929), 839b-904; append., 1.170b-173a; 2nd append., 274

to 287.
Art. Asia, RE 2 (1896), 1533-1562.
Art. Asia, Th.L.L. 2 (1900-1906),coll. 781-782; art. Asius, 786; art. Asius, 787;

Asis, Asias, Asiacus, Asia Palus, 786.
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J. Baunack, "Beitrage zur altgriechischen Onomatologie," Th. Vogel 8tudia Nico-

laitana (Festschrift) (Leipzig, 1884), 15-63 [Especially c. &.acno~ und &.aLO~,
21-23; d. Stamm croacx- in Eigennamen, 23-26; f. &aL~ ( ?) und cXawoll~,
29-33].

C. R. Beazley, The Dawn of Modern Geography. 3 vols. London, 1897-1906 .. [The
fullest account of ancient geography in English to the beginning of the twentieth
cent.; vol. 1 on late antiquity.]

H. Berger, Geschichte der wissenschaftlichen Erdkunde der Griechen.2 Leipzig, 1903.
idem, art. Europa 2, Name des Erdteils, RE 6 (1909),1298-1309.
Andre Berthelot, L'Asie ancienne centrale et sub-orientale d'apres Ptolemee. Paris,

1930. (Bibliotheque Geographique.) [With 24 maps.]
F. Bilabel, Geschichte Vorderasiens und Agyptens vom 16.-11. Jahrhundert v.Ghr.

(Heidelberg, 1927), p.280.
Kurt Bittel, "Die Reliefs am Karabel bei Nif (Kemal Pa~a) nebst einigen Berner-

kungen uber die hethitischen Denkmaler Westkleinasiens," AOF 13 (1939-41),
192f. with notes 30, 31.

R. Blanchard, Asie Occidentale, in: Geographie universelle, publiee sous la direction
de P. Vidal de la Blanche et L. Gallais. Tome VIII (Paris, 1929), 1-234 [A
survey with no documentation in the text; ch. III: L'Asie Mineure, pp. 59-108;
bibliography, p. 106 and 108].

Helmut Theodor Bossert, Asia. Istanbul, 1946 (Literarische Fakultat der Universi-
tat Istanbul, Nr. 323, Forschungsinstitut fur Altvorderasiatische l{~ulturen,
Nr. 2). [Of fundamental importance. A general treatment of the data pertaining
to the names' AaLCX and Assuva, records on it, localization of Assuva, review of
etymologies of 'AaLcx, etc.; his conclusions on p. 177.]

W. Brandenstein, art. Kleinasiatische Ursprachen, RE, Supplem. 6 (1935), 165-181
[a comprehensive treatment of the old Anatolian place names].

idem, "Die Erforschung der Ortsnamen in Altkleinasien," ZONF 11 (1935),61-78.
[Especially names with -assa-, p. 71 with note 2; Assos etc., p. 76 with note 2;
Assuva: 'AaLcx, 77 f.]

Brandis, art. Asia 3: Die romische Provinz Asia, RE 2 (1896), 1538-1562. [On the
Roman province Asia.]

T. R. S. Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor," in T. Frank et alii (edd.), An Economic
Survey of Ancient Rome, vol. IV. Baltimore, 1938, pp. 506-916.

idem, art. Asia, Roman Province of, EBr. 2 (1965), 604b f.
E. H. Bunbury, A History of Ancient Geography. 2 vols. 2nd ed., 1883. With a new

introduction by W. H. Stahl, 1959. [Full documentation, also on Asia.]
Biirchner, art. 'AaLcx 2 = Kleinasien, RE 2 (1896), 1538. [With old bibliography of

the 19th cent.]
idem, art. Assos 1, "Aaao~, RE 2 (1896), 1748 (with drawing of the city, 1749£.).
J. Chadwick, "Potnia," Minos 5 (1957), 117-129, especially 125f. [on aswios,

aswili].
J. Chadwick and L. Baumbach, The Mycenaean Greek Vocabulary, Glotta 41 (1963),

177 [on" AO'Loc;;, Aswilii, man's name Aswios].
Victor Chapot, La province romaine proconsulaire a'Asie depuis ses origines iusqu'a

la fin au haut-empire. Paris, 1904 (Bibliotheque de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes,
sciences historiques et philologiques, 150eme fasc.).
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J. T. Clarke, F. H. Bacon, and R. Koldewey, Investigations at Assos (1881-1883),
ed. by F. H. Bacon. London, Cambridge, Mass., and Leipzig, 1902-1921.
[On Assos as identical with Pedasos, the capital city of the Leleges, on the site
of which is situated the Turkish village Behram.]

G. B. Cressey, Asia's Lands and Peoples, a Geography of One-third of the Earth, etc.
1st ed., New York, 1944 (McGraw-Hill series in geography). 2nd ed., 1951.

Louis Deroy, "Le nom de l'Europe, son origine et son histoire," RIO II (1959),
1-22.

R. R. Dyer, "Asiaj*Aswia and Archilochus Fr. 23," PP 20 (1965), 115-132. [The
name, not Greek according to the author, is equated with A,s,suwa = the Troad
kingdom, an equation highly disputed; on the occasion of the Archilochos
passage the forms of the name Asia are discussed, wherein Dyer seems unaware
of the writings of A. Heubeck and others; the author perhaps did not intend a
systematic discussion of the total problem of the history and the origin of the
name.]

A. Forcellini's Lexicon totius Latinitatis, vol. 5: Onomasticon (Patavii, 1940),
185f. s. Asia, also related entries: Asianus, Asiaticus.

E. O. Forrer, "Vorhomerische Griechen in den Keilschrifttexten von Boghazkoi,"
MDOG, Nr. 63 (1924), pp. 7,16. - Cf. J. Friedrich, KF I (1927-30), 100 with
note 4.

idem, art. Assuva, Reallex. d. Assyriol.l (1928-32),227. [Assuva = Asia, comprising
Lydia, North Caria, South Phrygia, Mysia and Minor Phrygia. The here (p.
227b) promised closer treatment for E. Forrer's Forschungen I, 3. Heft, never
appeared.]

J. Friedrich, ,,Werden in den hethitischen Keilschrifttexten die Griechen erwahnt ?,"
KF I (1927-30), 100 with note 4.

Frisk, GEW = Hjalmar Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches TVorterbuch. 2 vols.
Heidelberg, 1954-.

J. Garstand and O. R. Gurney, The Geography of the Hittite Empire. London, 1957,
pp. 105-107 [on Assuwa, 'AO'L(x, Assos].

F. Gisinger, art. Geographie, RE Supplem. 4 (1924), 521-685 [Erdteile, Abgrenzung
der Erdteile, coil. 552-556].

idem, art. Oikumene, BE, N.B., 17, pt. 2 (= 34) (1937), coll. 2123-2174.
A. Goetze, Kulturgeschichte des alten Orients. 3,1: Kleinasien2• Miinchen, 1957, p. 180

[on A,s,suwa], map" Kleinasien zur Hethiterzeit" [facing p. 228].
Der Grosse Brockhaus16• 12 vols. Wiesbaden, 1952-57; 2 supplement vols., 13-14.

1958-63. Der Grosse Brockhaus Atlas, 1960. [Asien, 1.434b-441a; Eurasien,
3.683b.]

H. Harms - K. BrUning, Asien4• Leipzig, 1932.
H. Hassinger, Geographische Grundlagen der Geschichte2• Freiburg, 1953 [1st ed.,

1930] [Bibliography also on Asia]. See especially p. 51 [etymology of Asia].
D. Hay, Europe. Edinburgh, 1957. [Annotated bibliography.]
Albert Herrmann, Geschichte der Geographie imZeitraum 1926-1939. Teil I: Bis zum

Ausgange des Mittelalters, Geographisches Jahrbuch 55 (1940), 381-434,
especially 417-421.

idem, Die Erdkarte der Urbibel. Braunschweig, 1931, p. 52.
A. Rettner, Grundzilge der Liinderkunde.3 2 vols. Leipzig, 1930-32.
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Alfred Heubeck, Praegraeca. Sprachliche Untersuchungen zum vorgriechisch-indo-
germanischen Substrate Erlangen, 1961. (Erlanger Forschungen A, Band 12),
pp. 71-73. - Cf. W. Merlingen, Gnomon 34 (1962), 704-707, especially 705;
E. Risch, IF 69 (1964), 75-79, especially 77f.; cf. A. Heubeck, [review of
R. Dussaud, Prelydiens, Hittites et Acheens. Paris, 1953], OLZ 50 (1955), 132.

G. W. Hoffman, A Geography of Europe2• New York, 1961.
Bediich Hrozny, Ancient History of Western Asia, India and Crete. Prague [1952].

Previous German edition: Die iilteste Geschichte Vorderasiens und I ndiens.
Prague, 1941. - Cf. W. Otto, Kritische Bemerkungen zu Hrozny's gleichnamigem
Werk. (Munich, 1941 = SB d. Bayer. Akad. d. fViss., philos.-hist. Abt., 1941,
Bd. II, H. 3.)

Hermann Jacobsohn, "Zu den griechischen Ethnika," KZ 57 (1929-30), 89 note 1
['Aab), ~Hm6vl),"Amoc; A€L[J.WV],105 with note 1 [0;'Aaaoc;, "HamOL].

A. H. Keane, Asia2• London, 1906-09. Vol. I: Northern and Eastern Asia. II: South-
ern and Western Asia. (Stanford's Compendium of Geography and Travel.)

H. Kiepert, Lehrbuch der alten Geographie. Berlin, 1878 [on Asia p. 51 note 3].
idem, Atlas antiquus. Zwolj Karten zur alten Geschichte. Berlin, [1876]. [For Asia

provincia see tabula XII: Imperium Romanum.]
idem, Ancient Geography. London 1881.
idem, Karte von Kleinasien [in sechs Blattern]. 1884.
idem, Formae orbis antiqui. 1894.
R. Kiepert, Karte von Kleinasien, 24 Blatt. (Scale 1: 400,000). Berlin, 1899-1907.
G. H. T. Kimble, Geography in the Middle Ages. London, 1938. [On the medieval

notion of Europe and its peoples.]
W. Kranz in Bossert, Asia, p. 177-8 [Asiefor both Asia and Africa].
N. Krebs, Vergleichende Liinderkunde. Strassburg, 1951.
Paul Kretschmer, "Alaksandus, Konig von Vilusa," Glotta 13 (1924), 205-213,

especially p. 213 ['AaLetstands for Assuva by substituting -Let for -uva].
idem, "Die vorgriechischen Sprach- und Volksschichten," Glotta 28 (1940),231-279.

[On Assos, ('HamOL,p. 252.]
Eloise Lambert and Mario Pei, The Book of Place-Names. New York, 1959, pp. 25 to

26. [On Asia (of Semitic origin).]
LSJ = Liddell-Scott-Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon. Oxford, 1925-40. Suppl. '68.
H. J. Mackinder, The Regions of the World. 12 vols. London, 1902:ff.
David Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor to the End of the Third Century after Christ.

2 vols. (1: Text, 2: Notes). Princeton, 1950. [Also on Assos, 2.905.]
A. M. M[ansel], art. Assos ('Aaa6c;), Der Kleine Pauly 1 (1964), 1542-44 [bibliogr.].
Santo Mazzarino, Fra oriente e occidente; ricerche di storia greca arcaica. Firenze:

La Nuova Italia, 1947. [Reliable and very important, especially for the dis-
cussion of the concepts' AaLetand Eupw1tl) in Greek literature; amply docu-
mented in 915 notes. Cf. pp. 45-50; notes, pp. 329 (note 88), 330 (note 104),
338 (note 220). The author was unable to take into consideration the book of
H. Th. Bossert (1946).] Cf. review by A. Heubeck, Historia 2 (1953-54),
476-479.

Ed. Meyer, art. Asies ('AaLl)C;),RE 2 (1896), 1579f.
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K. Miller, Mappae Arabicae. Arabische Welt- und Liinderkarten. Stuttgart, 1926-31.
Anna Morpurgo, Mycenaeae Graecitatis Lexicon. Romae, 1963 (Incunabula Graeca,

3). [On Mycenaean "AcrFLO~.]
M. Ninck, Die Entdeckung von Europa durch die Griechen. Basel, 1945.
Eugen Oberhummer, "Lander- und Volkerkunde der ostlichen antiken Welt: Klein-

asien," Geographisches Jahrbuch 34 (1912), 374-388.
The Oxford Olassical Dictionary. Oxford, 1949.
OED = The Oxford English Dictionary, a corrected re-issue with an Introduction,

Supplement, and Bibliography of a New English Dictionary on Historical
Principles. 13 vols. (12 + 1: Supplement and Bibliography). Oxford, 1933.
[On Asian, Asianic, Asiatic.]

Denys L. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad. Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1959
(Sather Classical Lectures, 31), pp. 104, with notes 27, 28 [on page 115]; cf. A.
Heubeck, Gnomon 33 (1961),113-120; S. Dow, AJP 83 (1962),92.

L. R. Palmer, The Interpretation of Mycenaean Greek Texts. Oxford, 1963. [On
a-si-wi-ja, etc.]

Pape-Benseler, WGE3 = W. Pape - G. Benseler, lVorterbuch der griechischen Eigen-
namen3• Braunschweig, 1870, p.156. [Articles on 'AcrL(x, 'AcrLcX~, etc.]

Alfred Philippson, Das Mittelmeergebiet. Leipzig, 1907.
idem, Eur0Pa3. Europa aufJer Deutschland. Leipzig, 1928.
Hans Philipp, "Die Namen der Erdteile Europa, Asien und Afrika," PM Jahrg.

82 (1936), 109-110 [popularizing without documentation; cf. also G. R.
Stewart, Names 9 (1961), 77].

Erich Polaschek, art. Klaudios Ptolemaios. Das geographische Werk, RE, Supplem.
10 (1965), 680-833; bibliogr. 819-832. [On general ancient geography, 820.]

idem, "Ptolemy's Geography in New Light," Imago Mundi 14 (1957), 139ff.
Claudii Ptolemaei, Geographia. Vol. 1, I and 2, ed. C. Miillerus. Paris, 1883-1901.-

2 vols., ed. C. F. A. Nobbe, Lipsiae, 1887-98. - Of. w. H. Stahl, Ptolemy's
Geography; a select bibliography. New York, 1953. 86 pages. - H. s. Cronin,
"Ptolemy's map of Asia Minor: method of construction," Geographical Journal
(London) 25 (1905), 429-444 [maps, tables].

Claudii Ptolemaei, Geographiae codex Urbinas Graecus 82. Pars prior: textus cum
appendice critica F. de Oavalieri. Pars prior: commentatio. Pars altera: Tabulae
geographicae. Lugduni Batavorum <et) Lipsiae, 1932. (Codices e Vaticanis
selecti, vol. XVIIII, in three parts.) [In the pars altera: 12 maps represent
parts of the orbis terrarum, 11 represent parts of Asia, 6 parts of Africa, and 51
parts of Europe.]

Geographie de Ptolemee. Traduction latine de Jacopo d'Angiolo de Florence. Reproduc-
tion reduite des cartes et plans du manuscrit latin 4802 de la Bibliotheque
Nationale. Paris, 1926. (Bibliotheque Nationale, Departement des Manuscrits.)
[Asia is given in twelve plates as follows: Asia I (Asia Minor), II (Asiatic
Russia), III (Armenia), IV (Cyprus, Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia and Arabia),
V (Assyria and Persia), VI (Prosperous Arabia).]

w. M. Ramsay, The Historical Geography of Asia Minor. London, 1890.
Carl Ritter, Die Erdkunde von Asien. Berlin, 1835.
W. Ruge, art. Asia 1, RE 2 (1896), 1533-37.
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Michel B. Sakellariou, La migration grecque en Ionie. Athenes, 1958 (Collection de
I'Institut Fran9ais d'Athenes), pp. 452-456. [A review of the matter of locali-
zation of Assuva; the author is against Lydia or Mysia.]

Fritz Schachermeyer, Hethiter und Achiier. Leipzig, 1935 (MAOG 9,1/2). [On' Acrb)
= Assuva, 21 note 1; 68 note 1; Assuva's location 42 and 95; etc.]

idem, " Zur Frage der Lokalisierung von Achiawa," M inoica, Festschrift fur J. Bund-
wall (Berlin, 1958), 365-80.

Alfred Schmitt, Der Buchstabe h im Griechischen. Miinster, Westf., 1952, pp. 44f.
with notes 19 and 20. [On the names 'Acrcr6r;, TAcrcror;, H~crO'LOL.]

A. Schultz, Der Erdteil Asien. StraBburg, 1950.
E. C. Semple, The Geography of the Mediterranean Region; its Relation to Ancient

History. New York, 1931, pp. 4-5.
W. Sievers, Asien2• Leipzig und Wien, 1904 (Allgemeine Landerkunde; 1st ed.,

1892).
P. S. [Philip Smith], art. Asia, W. Smith (ed.), A Dictionary of Greek and Roman

Geography. By Various Writers. (2 vols., London, 1878), vol. 1, pp. 232-9.
Felix Solmsen, lndogermanische Eigennamen als Spiegel der Kulturgeschichte.

Heidelberg, 1929, p.29f.
F. Sommer, Die AlflJijava-Urkunden. Munich, 1930 (Abhandl. d. Bayer. Akad. d.

Wiss., philos.-hist. Abt .. NF, 6,1932), p. 362 with note 1; 370 note 1 [onp. 371].
V. Stamp, Asia; a Regional and Economic Geography4. New York [1938].
G. R. Stewart, "Europe and Europa," Names 9 (1961), 79-90. [Concerning the

name Asia, p. 88f., he had not seen the most important work of Bossert and
generally he is bibliographically not well informed; he repeats the Semitic
explanation of Europe.]

Eduard Suess, Das Anlitz der Erde. Prag und Leipzig, 1885-1909. 3 vols. in 4.
[12th section: Die Continente, vol. 1, pp. 764-779.]

H. T[reidler], art. Europe 2, Der kleine Pauly 2 (1967), 448f.
Isaac Taylor, Words and Places or Etymological Illustrations of History, Ethnology

and Geography (London, 1896), pp. 50-53; 41936, p. 71 [old etymologies].
idem, Names and their Histories. London, 1896. [On Asia.]
B. E. Thomasson, art. Asia, Der Kleine Pauly 1 (1964), 636f. [On the Roman

province Asia; bibliography.]
J. Oliver Thomson, History of Ancient Geography. Cambridge, 1948, pp. 79,171,287,

363. [This supersedes earlier accounts of ancient geography in English except
for Bunbury, Beazley, Kimble, and Warmington. Bibliography.]

W. Tomaschek, "Zur historischen Topographie von Kleinasien im Mittelalter,"
BB d. Wiener Akad. d. Wiss., philos.-hist. Ol., 124 (1891), Abh. VIII. [On Assos,
p. 23, on Arab. Awas~, p. 32.]

R. V. Tooley, Maps and Map-makers. London, etc., 1949; 2nd ed., 1952. [On maps
of Asia, pp. 103-106; captions on Palestine, India, China, Japan,·pp. 103-108;
bibliographies on 108f.]

Henry F. Tozer, A History of Ancient Geography2 with additional notes by M. Cary.
Cambridge, 1935. [This includes a chapter on "Ptolemy and later geographers,"
pp.338-370.]

Richard Uhden, "Das Erdbild in der Tetrabiblos des Ptolemaios," Philologus 88
(NF 42) (1933),302-325. [On p. 309 the names' Aa((X, etc.]
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idem, "Der Ursprung des Erdteilbegriffes," PM 81. Jahrg. (1935), 193-197.
P. M. J. Vidal de la Blache et L. Gallois, Geographie universelle. 23 vols. Paris,.

1927-1948.
Jacob Wackernagel, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Homer. G6ttingen, 1916, p. 86-

with notes I and 2. - Cf. H. Jacobsohn, KZ 57 (1929-30),89 note 1.
E. H. Warmington, Greek Geography. London, 1934. [Collection of texts translated. I
Webster's 3rd N ID = Webster's Third New International Dictionary 01 the English.

Language. Unabridged. Springfield, Mass., 1961.
Webster's Geogr. Dict. (1964) = Webster's Geographical Dictionary. A Dictionary of

Names of Places with geographical and historical information and pronunciations.
Springfield, Mass., 1964.

L. Zgusta, Kleinasiatische Personennamen. Prague, 1964.

II. GENERAL ON THE CONTINENTS AND WORLD UNITS

1. Oikoumene. Continents

The uninhabitable world, called Anoikoumene, and the inhabitable-
world, called by the Greek term Oikoumene1 (Lat. orbis terrae or
terrarum2), extend to ca. 450 million qkm. The Oikoumene, of ca.
100 million qkm, was divided by the Ionian scientists into three-
parts and by others into two. The tripartite division or division into
three continents resulted from nautical experiences in the Eastern
Mediterranean and from considerations of practical geography;
the bipartite division by others3 was the expression of scientific ef-

1 The term OLXOUIl-€\I"t) "world" (for otxoull-€\I"t) yii) in Herodot. 3.106; ¥joe 1)
otXOUIl-€v"t) "our world" (= Asia, Libya, Europe) in Aristotle, de Mundo, 392b26,.
and otXOUIl-e\liXL "worlds," ibid. 31. Cf. F. Gisinger, art. Oikoumene 1, RE 34 (1937),
2158; Hassinger, Geographische Grundlagen der Geschichte2 (1937), 13, 15, 16f. The·
Romans held almost all the inhabited earth, according to the Greek historian Poly-
bius (1.1.5). The term Anoikoumene is certainly an irregular formation, from the
point of Greek compounding (&- privativum and noun otXOUIl-€\I"t), the expected
expression being 1) Il-~ otXOUIl-E:\I"t) or &o£x"t)'t'oc; (and &\lO£x"t)'t'oc;) "uninhabited"
and "uninhabitable"; the monolectic term Anoikoumene, however, coined by
geographers, is serviceable.

In China the notion of"oikoumene" (T'ien-hsia) signified in the period 480-249,
B.C. the cultural area, consisting of a number of states, in which the earthly
representative of heaven rules, while the world outside this oikoumene is inhabited
by the barbarians. See Kin-ichi Watanabe [Tokyo], " Ostasien im' Friihmittelalter'-
ein Vergleichsversuch mit Byzanz," Byzantinische Forschungen I (1966), 335.

2 Cf. orbis· KUKAOC;· OtKOUIl-€v"t) (GGL 2.139.36); otxoull-€v"t) orbis, orbis terrarum
(ibid., 2.380.40).

3 The philosopher Anaximander (sixth cent. B.C.) divided the earth on the map-
into two parts, Asia and Europe. See M. Pohlenz, H erodot, der erste Geschichtsschrei-
ber des Abendlandes (Leipzig und Berlin, 1937), p. 204.
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forts and a theoretical aspect, taking into account the contrasts
of climate and human race. The threefold concept of the world was
not substantiated during the Ionic scientific period but Strabo made
the first attempt toward that.

The parts of the world just mentioned are called continents. A
.continent is a large landmass or land unit. The Ionic notion of
"continent" signified the culmination of a development in scientific
"progress.4 Indeed, it seems that the Ionian geographers, including
Hecataeus, were the first to grasp the concept of a continent as an
'entity. Concerning Europe, from the late seventh cent. B.C. it
represented "Middle Greece"5 but about 500 B.C. it was conceived
of as a separate entity, as a continent. Thus, Herodotus (4.42-45)
establishes as a fact that the idea of a continent named Europe was
(}ommonplaceat his time (middle of the fifth cent. B.C.) and Hero-
dotus' passage makes it clear that the name "Europe covers the
whole continent, as much as was known as Europe at his time.

Europe and Asia were long known in antiquity but not as con-
tinent names before the sixth century B.C. Thus, the epic poetry of
Homer and Hesiod, that both record the name 'AaLcx, does not
know it as a continent name. 6

The Greek term for "continent" was applied in antiquity to one
'of the three known continents, beginning in the fifth century
B.C.7 The anonymous author of the Arabic work "The Regions of
the World" like all Arab geographers accepts the division of the

4 R. Uhden, "Der Ursprung des Erdteilbegriffes," PM 81. Jahrg. (1935), 193,
.195f.

5 Hom. hymn. 3.251 = 291. The Homeric hymns (Oxford, 1963), p. 34f.
6 Homer's text (Il. 2.461 'AO'Lcp €V A€L(.L&VL) confirms the statement of ancient

.authors that he knows nothing of the divisions Asia, Europe, and Libya. The Homeric
hymn to Apollo (73 and 113), composed ca. 600 B.C., includes the name Eop6>in)
but the broader sense as continent is not attached to the name. Hesiod, ca. 750 B.C.,
Theog. 357f., lists the names Europe and Asia as names of nymphs, yet not as con-
tinent names. Cf. Uhden, Ope cit., 193b, note 3. Even if the nymphs Europa, Asia,
and Doris, listed in Hesiod's Theogony, are personifications with a geographical
significance, as G. R. Stewart (Names 9 [1961],81) thinks they are, still Asia would
refer to West Anatolia but not to the continent, which was in its later or modern
magnitude unknown.

7 Sophocles, Track. 101 (lyr.) OLO'O'CXt cX.1t'€LpOL, i.e. Europe and Asia; idem, Fr .
.881 't"6> OU' 7)1t'€LpW; Isocrates, 4.35 ecp' €xcx't"epcxc;; TIjc;; 7)1t'dpou (on each of the two
.continents); Moschos [second cent. B.C.], 2.8 7)1t'€LP0r. OOLCXL; etc.; Pindar, Pytk.
9.8 PL~CXV &1t'€LPOU 't"pL't"CXV, of Libya. Also Herodotus, Aeschylus, Xenophon, and
.others use the term 7)1t'€LP0C; for "continent." Cf. also Schol. ad Ode 7.8 (Sckolia
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world into three continents.8 It is remarkable, therefore, that Idrisi
in the twelfth century was una"ware of it and did not know the
names Europe, Africa, and Asia, but knew the seven cliInates and
ten sections.9

Geography in modern times has established, since the <;liscoveries
in the Renaissance and after modern exploration, seven continents
on the planet: North America (third in size, ca. 9,385,000 sq.mi.)
and South America (fourth in size, ca. 7,035,357 sq. mi.), Europe
(third smallest, ca. 3,800,000 sq.mi.), Asia (largest, ca. 16,500,000
sq.mi.), Africa (second largest, ca. 11,530,000 sq.mi.), Australia (an
island continent, ca. 2,948,366 sq.mi.) with New Zealand as sub-
region, and Antarctica or the Antarctic Oontinent (the body of land
around the South Pole).lO

When the inhabitable world was divided about 500 B.C. into two
great parts, i.e. Europe and Asia-Mrica, the latter was called Asia
and included also Libya (then = North Mrica) as a subdivision.ll
To the twofold division of Asia and Europe, Eratosthenes, the
founder of scientific geography, later returned.12 The popular view
of the bipartite grouping is represented by Isocrates (fourth cent.).13
In the Roman period and specifically at the mid-first century B.C.,
Varro and Sallust mention that at their time certain realists dis-
tinguished two parts of the world: Asia and Europe.14

Graeca in H omeri Odysseam ex codicibus aucta et emendata. ed. W. Dindorf, vol. I
[Amsterdam, 1966], p. 321).

8 V. V. Barthold, in Hudiid als' Mam, The Regions of the fVorld, translated and
explained by V. Minorsky (London, 1937), p. 33.

g Konrad Miller, Mappae Arabicae (Stuttgart, 1926-31), vol. I, part 3 (1926),
p.70.

10 In the earlier, traditional way the continents were counted as five or - the
most - as six, depending on whether Antarctica was left out and the two American
continents were taken as one continent.

11 Cf. Herodotus 2.16; 4.45; Hippocrates, De aero 12.
12 See Varro, De re rustica, 1.2.3. Cf. H. Usener, "Dreiheit," Rh. M. 58 (1903),

339; H. Berger, Geschichte der wissenschaftlichen Erdkunde der Griechen2 (Leipzig,
1903), pp. 53, 78, and 86f.; cf. Tozer, History of Ancient Geography (1897), p. 67.

13 Isocrates, Panegyr. (4). 179 (Isocrate, Discours, 113, edd. G. Mathieu et E.
Bremond [Paris, 1956], p. 61): 't'1jc; ycXP iiic; &it&OIjC; ••• aLXex ~e:~(.L"tJ(.LEV"tJC; xext
't'1jc; (.LEv ' AO'LCXC;, ~'lic; a' Eup6lit"flC; Xe:XA:fJ(.LEV"I)C;. Cf. also Soph. Trach. 101: aLO'O'exLO'LV
Cbt'e:(pOLC;, and Fragm. 1018, ed. Nauck2: ~6> au' 1)itdpcu, etc. (Cf. note 7 and Usener
in note 12.)

14 Varro, De lingua, 5.16 and 31; Sallust, Bell. Jugurth., 17; Lucan, De bello civ.,
2.411-13. Cf. L. Deroy, RIO II (1959), p. 18.
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One generation after the Father of Geography and logographer
Hecataeus (ca. 520 B.C.), Herodotus (fl.. 450 B.C.) rejeoted the
latter's view and accepted the tripartite division, Europe, Asia, and
Libya.Is This three-division scientific conception, borrowed by the
Romans from Greece, triumphed.16

These three, Europe, Asia, and A/rica, were held as far back as in
the fifth cent. B.C. by Herodotus, the Father of History, to consti-
tute one continuous landmass area. This unity notwithstanding, it
so happened that for a long time the concept "Europe-Asia-A/rica"
was not expressed by one appropriate designation, one single but
all- incl usive name.

It is, however, from a Homeric scholion that we have the infor-
mation that the entire inhabited world, comprising Asia, Libya,
and Europe - as known to the scholiast -, was called ~7te:LPOC; "con-
tinent"17 (and he adds the well-known fact that each of these three
divisions was likewise named ~7te:LPOC;). We may accept this infor-
mation at face value because the concept Eurasia/rica is as a
matter of fact one continent.

The boundaries of the three continents, Asia, Europe, and Africa,
doubtless constitute a unity in the Eastern Mediterranean because
they are adjacent to one another and form the tripartite ground
thereof. No wonder, then, that the unity of the three continents
was repeatedly conceived of also as political. In ancient times it was
Alexander the Great who strove to unite the three continents under
his rule. More recently, four and a half centuries ago, in the early
sixteenth century, the Ottoman Sultan Selim I (1512-1520), con-
queror of Egypt, was reading the life of Alexander the Great and
desired to imitate him; he hoped to become master of the ,vorld by
bringing Africa, Asia, and Europe under his domination, as Marino
Sanudo tells us in his diaries (June 1518).18If this ambition was too

15 Cf. H. Day, Europe (1957), p.2. Pin dar, Pyth. 9.7f., seems to be the oldest
literary mention of the threefold division but this must have been earlier. By the
way, Europe was believed by Herodotus (4.42) to be twice as large as Asia and
Libya (= Africa) taken together (cf. Deroy, RIO 11.14). See also note 58.

16 Cf. Deroy, ibid., p. 18f.
17 ScOOl. ad Ode 7.8: A€Y€"t"ClL 8e XIX!. -il ~7t€LpOe; -il OA"I) olXOU~€\I"I), ~"t"Le; "t"€(.L\I€"t"ClLde;

"t"p(IX, de; , AO'(IX\I, €le; AL~U"I)\I XIXt €le; EUp6l7tl)\I. EX&.O'''t"l) 8€ "t"OU"t"CU\ly1i XIXA€~"t"IXf.7)7t€f.poe;.

See above, p. 10, note 7.
18 Marino Sanuto [1466-1535], I diarii (aa. 1494-1512) 15 (Venice, 1889), col.

439. - Professor K. M. Setton of Princeton University who, lecturing on Pope Leo X
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immodest for Selim in the sixteenth century, the world in our cen-
tury and in the next will look to the United Nations for safeguards
for the peaceful coexistence of mankind on the international level
covering all continents.

From another modern standpoint, the single landmass "Eurasia"
does not consist of two units, Europe and Asia, but actually of six
major areas, five of them constituting Asia19 and one being
,'Europe."2o

2. Eurasia; Eurasiatic Great Continent

rrhe continent of Europe is actually an enormous peninsula, the
western end land, of the largest continent called Eurasia. The two
regions of Europe and Asia constitute in reality an indivisible entity
under that name, covering a land area of 20,300,000 Sq.ID. (Le.,
16,500,000 sq.m. of Asia + 3,800,000 sq.m. of Europe).

Eurasia, whose origins go back to the very dawn of the planet,
is a supercontinent, a vast land mass that appears as a single unit
and reaches from Europe's seaports to the icy wastes of the Bering
Strait, a distance spanning half of the circumference of the globe,
a sweep of land bounded by the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans, the
Mediterranean Sea, the Indian Ocean and the reaches of the North
Pacific. It is one of the most varied in landscape, climate, flora, and
fauna and the parent continent of civilization.

The great continent of Eurasia is a modern scientific concept,
based on much later explorations in Asia,21and the much needed
term was coined by the great scientist Alexander von Humboldt to
designate Europe and Asia as constituting one continent.22 The
German term Eurasien was introduced, we are told, by Eduard
Suess.23 In fact, it was American natural scientists who felt the full

and the Crusade at the Dumbarton Oaks Symposium on "After the Fall of Con-
stantinople," May 3,1968, mentioned Selim's ambition, obligated me by sending me
the requested exact reference and copy from Sanuto's text.

19 Cf. below, p. 20.
20 G. B. Cressey, Asia's Lands and Peoples (1944), p. 14f.
21 H. Kiepert, Ancient Geography (London, 1881), p. 17; Suess, Das Antlitz der

Erde 1 (1885),766; A. Philippson, Das Mittelmeergebiet (Leipzig, 1907). p. 6, note 1;
cf. E. C. Semple, The Geography of the Mediterranean Region (New York, 1931), p. 4 f.

22 G. W. Hoffman, A Geography of Europe2 (New York, 1961), p. 3.
23 Meyers Lexikon7, 4 (1926), p. 303 (lowe this reference to Dr. Werner Miiller,

Bibliotheks-Rat, Universitatsbibliothek Tiibingen, per letter dated April 2, 1965).
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incompatibility of the traditional term Old World with the modern
experiences and introduced instead the name Eurasia, to begin
with in writings on animal geography; so tells us Eduard Suess24

himself, who stresses the existence of one great continent consisting
of the unified land mass of Asia, Mrica, and Europe.25 Also from a
meteorological point of view, Eurasia has to be considered a single
land mass.26 In any case, the term Eurasia was first introduced by
geologists and geomorphologists.27 In learned Mod. Greek, therefore,
the terms Eupct.cr(ct./ evrasia / "Eurasia" and Eup&crLO~/ evrasii /
"Eurasians" 28 were simply transcribed from the European terms.

A term Eurasia Septentrionalis was coined in 1927 to represent
a real entity, i.e. Eastern Europe and North Asia, when the journal
Eurasia Septentrionalis Antiqua for East European and North
Asiatic archaeology and ethnography was established in Helsinki. 29

Eurasia for "Europe and Asia forming one continent" is as a
name a hypostasized compound formed from Europa Asia, and the
formation was ready at hand precisely because these two continents
have in geography, history, and literature been constantly opposed
or joined since antiquity. The examples of linking the two con-
tinents in literature are many.30 The grammatical phenomenon,

It is erroneous that the term Eurasia was proposed first by Carl Gustav Reuschle in
his Handbuch der Geographie (parts 1 and 2, Stuttgart, 1858), as R. Almagia (art.
Eurasia, Elt. 14 [1932], 572a) maintains. The reference to Reuschle, however, could
not be verified by Dr. Werner Miiller. Another term, Eurasians, is used to describe
the class of descendants of mixed marriages between British men and Indic women;
see James Hough (of Madras), Letters on the Olimate, Inhabitants, Productions etc.
etc. of the Neilgherries, or Blue Mountains or Ooimbatoor, South India (London,
1829), 137 with note*. Hough uses as synonym the name Indo-Britons and pre-
sumes the term Eurasians to have come as a contraction from European Asians,
which is hardly necessary. Cf. also Carl Ritter, Die Erdkunde von Asien (Berlin,
1835), vol. 5, p. 998.

24 Eduard Suess, Das Antlitz der Erde (Prag und Leipzig) 1 (1885), 766.
25 Ibid., p. 767.
26 L. D. Stamp, Asia' (1938), p. 1\J.
27 See H. Hassinger, Geographische Grundlagen der Geschichte (Freiburg LBr.,

1953), p. 52.
28 Cf. EEA 6 (1929), 54a. Also EU(JcxO'LcX'rfJC; m. "Eurasian" is used.
29 See Eurasia Septentrionalis Antiqua 1 (1927) 1-3. Editors: U. T. Sirelius

(ethnography) and A. M. Tallgren (archaeology).
30 Varro, Lingua 5.16, and passim; Cicero, ad Brutum 1.21; etc. In the same way,

Europa, Asia, and Africa are juxtaposed; three examples may suffice: Sallust, Jug.
17.3: " ... in parte tertia Africam posuere, pauci tantum modo Asiam et Europam
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moreover, is clear if we consider compounds like Oalexico and M exi-
cali, or with further shortening involved in the compound word,
Oalneva, Texarkana, Delamarva Peninsula, etc.31

English Eurasian "pertaining to Eurasia, of Eurasia" is an ad-
jective, whose earliest found occurrence is dated in 184432 and
Eurasiatic "relating to Europe and Asia, of Eurasia" has also been
in use33 and corresponds to German eurasiatisch, e.g. eurasiatischer
Kontinent.34 In this context, we may remind ourselves that from a·
biological viewpoint there is no Asia but only the Eurasiatic Great
Oontinent.35 In the place of Eurasian, however, but always in the
same sense, the adj. and noun Europasian was coined and used.36.

Most recently we record the term Euro-Asian languages. 37

Like Eurasia, another term was formed, Euralrica, name for a·
movement of political thought motivated by the political and
eoonomic oircumstances of the continents of Europe and Mrioa,
that was initiated particularly in Germany; this concept affirmed
the solidarity of the two neighboring continents on the ground of
their being linked through the Mediterranean Sea.38 Hence, also
Eurafrican adj. "belonging to the continents of Europe and Africa.
combined" and noun Eurafrican.39

Another term used in reoent years is Afroasiatic or Afroasian"
which means a politioal linking of Asia and Mrica.40

esse, sed Mricam in Europa"; Isidorus, Orig. 14.2.1: "Asia ... Europa ... Africa,.
quae et Libya nuncupatur"; M. A. Lucanus, de bello civ. 6.817 (ed. J. D. Duff,
Loeb) Europam, miseri, Libyamque Asiamque timete "ill-fated house, you must fear
Europe and Mrica and Asia."

31 Calexico from Cal(ifornia + M)exico; the reverse Mexicali from Mexi(co +)
Cali(fornia); Calneva from Cal(ifornia +) Neva(da), Texarkana from Tex(as +) Ar-
can(sas) + -a, Delamarva from Dela(ware +) Mar(yland +) Va (abbreviated from
Virginia).

32 The Eurasian Belle 1844; Eurasians (noun) 1845; the mixed Eurasian popula-
tion 1858, Eurasian-plain 1868, etc.

33 OED 3,2 (1897), 323b; 323c; Supplem. (1933), 344c; cf. Webster's 3rd NID'
(1961), p. 784c. - Cf. also mod. Gr. eup(xO'L(X"nKo~ X(;)po~ "Eurasian space." For
Eurasiatic one should compare Asiatic" Asian," this fro Fr. asiatique ~ Lat. asiati-
cus ~ Gr. &(rL(X"t'LK6~.

34 Egon Frhr. von Eickstedt, "Die Biodynamik der Europiden," Historia Mundi
1 (1952), 116.

35 Ibid., 147. 36 OED, Supplem. (1933), p. 344c.
37 Moritaka Takahashi, "The Man and People in Euro-Asian Languages,'"

Orbis 14 (1965), 505: "Eurasia and other continents," "Euro-Asian languages."
38 E. Cer., art. Africa, Elt., append. 2 (1938-48), 72b.

(Footnotes 39 and 40, see next page)
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3. Australasia

Though Australia, a name derived from Lat. Terra Australis
'''southern landmass,"41 auster being "the southwind," is a, continent
by itself (first called New Holland in the first half of the seventeenth
-cent.), yet another compound was formed, Australasia, designating
the islands of the central and southern Pacific (syn. Oceania).42 As
Eurasian adj. and noun, so also Australasian as a noun "native or
inhabitant of the Australasian lands" and adj. "of the lands of the
·central and southern Pacific ocean."

39 Eurafrican as an anthropological term "a dark-skinned race that inhabited
regions on both sides of the Mediterranean" (1899) and "colored people of South
Africa, descendants of native Mricans with white admixture" (1927); OED,
.supplem. (1933), 344c; Webster's 3rd NID, p. 784c.

40 One might compare the term, used by Eduard Suess (Das Antlitz der Erde 1
{1885], 768), Indo-Afrika, which is not included in the term Eurasia.

n In Cicero ora australis" southern zone": Cicero, Tusc. dispute 1.28.68: tum
:globum terrae eminentem e mari, fixum in medio mundi universi loco, duabus oris
-distantibus habitabilem et cultum, quarum altera, quam nos incolimus ... altera
australis, ignota nobis, quam vocant Graeci cX.\I"t'L)(-&W\I "then the ball of the earth
rising from the sea, set firmly in the center of the universe, habitable and cultivated
in two separate zones of which the one in which we dwell is ... the other, the south-
,ern, unknown to us, called by the Greeks cX.\I"t'L)(-&W\I" (Loeb, p. 81, note: i.e. counter-
,earth ... a southern land-mass ... ).

Actually, the navigator Pedro Fernandez de Quir6s discovered one island on the
'<layof Pentecost, May 3, 1606, and named this land Austrialia del Espiritu Bantu in
honor of the king of Spain Philip III, who pertained to the House of Austria; this
:name prevailed in Spain. However, owing to the connection with the adj. austral
(from Lat. australis), also the form Australia was found in Spain, so that both
name forms are found side by side. But the diary of Jacob Lemaine, who undertook
·avoyage in the Pacific in 1615 to search for "la terre du sud," constantly and con-
,sistently uses the name Australia; the diary, titled Bpieghel der Australische Navi-
gatie (Mirror of the Australian Navigation), was published in Amsterdam, 1622. My
.authority on the above is Prof. A. Lodewyckx (of Melbourne), "De Benamingen
-van het vijfde Werelddeel, historisch en taaljundig toegelicht," Handelingen van het
Achttiende Vlaamse Filologencongres (Gent, 1949), p. 167f. (kindly translated for me
by Mr. Hugo Plomteux, Louvain). The general treatments contain nothing about
the form A ustrialia; see, e.g., E. H. Warmington, Greek Geography (London and
Toronto, 1934), p. 132; E. Lambert and M. Pei, The Book of the Place-Names (New
York, 1959), p.26.

42 Oceania includes Micronesia, :Melanesia, Polynesia, Australia, New Zealand,
.and the Malay Archipelago; in its narrow sense, Oceania includes only the first
three areas named. Prof. Lodewyckx discussed in his communication also the name
A ustralasia but nothing more is mentioned about it in the abstract printed in
1949 (Beepreceding note).
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4. World Island

T~e World Island is a convenient term to designate the land mass
covering the territories of Europe, Asia and Mrica. The British
geographer, Sir Halford J. Mackinder, coined the term.43 He in
Britain (1902 on) and later H. Hassinger in Germany have empha-
sized the idea of a single land mass of the World Island.44 The term
World Island is scientifically fitting and in use in s~holarly writings.
If need be, I suggest that we could coin an additional term, Eurasi-
a/rica, to denote the tripartite unity of the World Island. Such need
is very remote, for although the world has shrunk on account of rapid
communication and traffic since the mid-twentieth century, yet the
term Eurasia/rica would signify some political unity that is, at
least at present, outside reality.

5. The Old World vs. the New World

The distinction of Old World and New World arose from the fact
that in the beginning of the sixteenth century the newly found lands
in the west were not a part of Asia but constituted a New World,
Mundus NOVUS.45 The term Novus Orbis was first used by the Italian
historian Peter Martyr, who gave the first account of the discovery
of America.46 The New World name originally referred to the newly
found lands of Venezuela, Guiana, and northern Brazil and then
was taken to cover South America and subsequently the whole
western hemisphere, especially the "continental landmass of North
and South America."47 In the same way the name America ap-
peared for the :first time in 1507 and applied to the southern con-
tinent only48but, thirty-one years later, it is found for the first time
to designate the whole western hemisphere.49 Thus the fourth and

43 Cf. G. W. Hofman, A. Geography of Europe2 (1961), p. 3.
44 Ibid.
45 In:a 'pamphlet in the form of a letter (that appeared in 1503 or 1504), first

page: Qua8 [sc. regiones] N ovum M undum appellare lieet. Though the letter proved
to be a forgery, on account of internal contradictions, the name Mundus NovUB
stands as genuine. See M. S. Beeler, "America - The Story of a Name," Name8 1
(1953), 1~14; cf. DEll (1955), 352c.

46 De rebu8 oeeaniei8 et Novo Orbe, 1516. Cf. Webster's Geogr. Diet. (1964), p. 780.
47: Webster's 3rd NID s.v. New IVorld.
48 On the map made in 1507 and accompanying the 008mographiae I ntroductio

(repririted later 1509/10/32/55).
49 On a map drawn by the Renaissance cartographer Mercator (Gerhard Kremer).
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fifth continents were added to the three previously known. Actually,
the concept of the division into continentes or partes orbis terrarum
in the modern sense was begun in A.D. 1507 by Martin Waltze-
muller. 50

After the discovery of America and the creation of its designation
as the New World the concept of the Old World (Germ. die Alte
Welt)51 came into being. The Old World is the great landmass that
includes three regions as a unit: Europe (the NW region), Asia (the
NE region), and Africa (the SW region).52This tripartite division of
the Old World was known to the Greeks, the Romans and the
Semitic inhabitants of the West Asiatic isthmus53 but unknown to
the Indians and the Chinese. However, the name Old World, cover-
ing as it was the earlier known parts of the world, Le. the Eastern
Hemisphere, is non-descriptive in geographical or geomorphological
terms, and is incompatible with the tremendous advances of human
knowledge in our century.54 Furthermore, in a specific use the term
Old World is equivalent to the continent of Europe. The term old
world is still a synonym of Eastern Hemisphere but not as a name. 55

6. Hemispheres

The term hemisphere (Germ. H albkreis, Gk. ~!L~(j'ep(xLPLOV) is "half
sphere." It was likewise after the discovery of America that the
contrasting terms Eastern Hemisphere, "the vertical half of the
earth that lies east of the Atlantic ocean and includes Europe, Asia,
Africa and minor landmasses,"56 and Western Hemisphere were
created but are equally unscientific.

50 See R. Uhden, "Der Ursprung des Erdteilbegriffes," PM 81. Jahrg. (1935),
197b.

51 Cf. Hassinger, Geographische Grundlagen der Geschichte2 (1953), p. 50f.
52 Cf. art. Asia, EBr 2 (1911), p. 734b.
53 Cf. Hassinger, ibid.
54 Suess, Das Antlitz der Erde vol. 1 (1885), 766: "Heute noch [i.e. in 1885]

spricht man von einer'alten Welt' und einer'neuen Welt' und es steht kein anderer
Ausdruck fUr die vereinigte Landermasse von Asien, Mrika und Europa in allge-
meinem Gebrauch als 'die alte Welt'. " I used the copy of the book available in the
Rare Books department of the University of Chicago Library, but I had the benefit
of receiving the above passage earlier from Dr. Werner Muller, Bibliotheks-Rat,
Universitatsbibliothek, Tubingen (per letter dated March 1, 1965), to whom I am
thankful.

55 Webster's Geogr. Dict. (1964) has excluded the name but Webster's 3rd N ID
includes it as a noun. 56 Webster's 3rd NID S.v.
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III. GENERAL ON ASIA

1. Extent and Subdivisions

Asia, when viewed on the globe, is a great isosceles spherical tri-
angle, having two sides of ca. 6,500 mi. extending from the Bering
Strait to Aden and Singapore, while the third side measuring
4,500 mi. encloses the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal. 57 The con-
tinent covers one third of the earth's surface and, along with Eu-
rope, it takes the northern and largest part of the Eastern hemi-
sphere. The largest of all continents, it is 4.34 times the size of
Europe.58 In population, exclusive of the Russian portion, there
lived in Asia early in this decade (1960's) over 1,600 billion people,
which is more than the half of the world's population, i.e., 55 per
cent thereof. 59

The all-inclusive terms for all of Asia are East and Orient.
Asia Major (Gr. MS:Y<XA"I) , AaLcx.)is a large portion of Asia in-

cluding Far East Asia and Central Asia, but the name Asia Major
was not adopted before the fourth cent. A.D.60

Other designations are as follows:

1. Hither Asia
2. Nearer Asia
3. Western Asia

Regional are these terms:

1. Far East, viz. the countries of East Asia bordering on the Pacific
Ocean, i.e. China, Japan, East Siberia, Korea, Indochina, Malay
Archipelago;

2. Near East, viz. the Balkan States and SW Asia, i.e. Turkey,
Levant States, Palestine, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and other coun-

57 Art. Asia, EBr 2 (1965),574.
58 Herodotus, who (4.42, 45) considered Europe larger than Asia and Libya to-

gether, gave an enormous extension to Europe by making the line of demarcation
between Asia and Europe run east and west and, thus, assigning North Asia to
Europe. At the close of antiquity, however, Europe was held to be the smallest con-
tinent; Marcianus Heracleensis, periplus maris exteri, 6 (GGM, 3, p. 520): "Ea"t'r. o~
7tP~"Ol (l~v "t'(;)Vl)7te:LpWV(le:ye.&out; eve:xe:v 1) ,AaLIX, oe:u"t'eplX o~ 1} Ar.{3u1J, "t'p£"Ol o~ 1}
Eup~7t1J. Cf. H. T[reidler], art. Europe 2, Der kleine Pauly 2 (1967),449.

59 EBr 2.603b.
60 P. S[mith], in W. Smith's Dictionary oj Greek and Roman Geography (1878),

1.237b.
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tries of the Arabian peninsula; by extension it includes Egypt
and the African lands S of Egypt;

3. Middle East, viz. the extensive region comprising the countries
of Sand SW Asia and NE Africa.61

These designations, though much used in the international field
of diplomacy and politics, have no significance to the peoples of
Asia itself.62

One part of the continent is distinct under the name: Anterior
Asia or Orient, German Vorderasien; this, exclusive of North Mrica,
includes the SW part of Asia between the Mediterranean, the Cas-
pian Sea, the Black Sea, the Red Sea, and the Persian Gulf; in
other words, it includes Asia Minor and Armenia, the Arabic pen-
insula with the lands of the East Mediterranean and Irak (Meso-
'potamia), Iran, Afghanistan, and Turkestan. Near Orient, em-
bracing Turkey, Egypt, Assyria, etc., is contrasted to Far Orient.

The following general regional terms are used (though they are
commonplace about every continent or subdivision of it) :

1. West Asia; 2. North Asia; 3. Gentral Asia; 4. South Asia; 5. East
Asia.63 And each of these areas natura.Ily comprises other sub-
divisions with directional names.

From another view, five major realms are discernible, that is,

1. Russian Asia or Asiatic Soviet Union, equivalent in area to
North America;

2. Ohina and Japan;
3. The Subcontinent of India;
4. Southeast Asia; and
5. Southwest Asia (Anterior Asia, Vorderasien or Vorderer Orient).64

The Asian Mainland covers the area of China, the Indochinese
area, and India without the islands (i.e., without Japan, Formosa,
the Philippines, and Indonesia).65

61 For definitions of these terms cf. Webster's Geogr. Dict. (1964) s. vv.
62 Cf. Cressey, Asia's Lands and Peoples (1944), -146.
63 Cf. Kin-ichi Watanabe, "Ostasien im 'Friihmittelalter' - Ein Vergleichsver-

such mit Byzanz," Byzantinische Forschungen 1 (1966), 334-345 [not closely re-
lating to this study].

64. These five subdivisions according to Cressey, .Asia's Lands and Peoples (1944),
p.15a.

65 The .Asia Islands, a group of islands in the North Pacific, east of GUoIo, dis-
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2. Western Boundaries of Asia

In antiquity some counted Egypt to Asia rather than to Libya
(= Africa). 66 As for Europe, this continent is to be viewed as a
gigantic west ramification of the landmass Asia.67 The western
boundaries between Asia, on the one hand, and Europe and Mrica,
on the other, have always been of importance in cultural history and
discussed by the ancients as well as by the moderns.

In ancient times the rivers Phasis (today Rion in Georgia) and
Araxes (Aras) ,vere taken as borders toward Europe, or, in general,
a line between the Black and the Caspian Seas, and later the Tanais
(Don in Russia). Toward Africa, the Nile or the isthmus of Suez
were taken as the separating boundary. For these discussions a
reference to the relevant literature may suffice.68 For geographical
reasons alone, the water line from the Black Sea through the Bospo-
ros, the Sea of Marmara, Dardanelles, and an imaginary line con-
tinued to the Suez Canal is, in fact, the separating line for Europe
(and Africa) west of it and Asia east of it.69

Between Asia and Africa the boundary is the isthmus of Suez and
the Red Sea. The conventional boundary between Europe and Asia,
since the revision of the European frontiers at the Congress of

covered in 1805, were named after the ship Asia, which first accosted them. Cf. 1.
Taylor, Names and Their Histories (1896), p. 53a.

66 References in Thomson, History of Ancient Geography (1948), p. 271 note 2.
67 Cf. Ninck, Die Entdeckung von Europa durch die Griechen (1945), p. 40.
68 On the boundaries according to ancient authors (cf. Herodot. 4.45.2) see

Thomson, Opecit., 59 with note 2; 66, 209, 271, 290, 362f.; addendum, p. 399; Ruge,
art. Asia 1, RE 1 (1896), 1534 (here also earlier literature); H. Berger, Geschichte der
wissenschaftlichen Erdkunde der Griechen2 (1903), 73ff.; How and Wells, A Oom-
mentary on Herodotus, 1 (1912), 167f. and 437; F. Gisinger, art. Geographie, RE,
Supplem.4 (1924), 552; Ninck, Opecit., 39f.; Hassinger, Geographische Grundlagen
der Geschichte2 (1952), 53; D. Hay, Europe (1957), p. 2; idenl, "Sur un probleme de
terminologie historique: 'Europe' et' Chretiente,' Diogene 17 (1957), 61 (citing F. G.
Hahn, "Zur Geschichte der Grenze zwischen Europa und Asien," Mitteilungen des
Vereins fur ErdkuOOe zu Leipzig, 1881, pp. 83-204). [L. Deroy, RIO 11 (1959), 14,
21f.]; H. J. Rose, A Oommentary on the Surviving Plays of Aeschylus (Amsterdam,
1957-58), p. 298; H. T., art. Europe 2, Der Iaeine Pauly 2 (1967),449; etc.

69 Cf. art. Asia, EBr 2 (1960), 512b; E. C. Semple, The Geography of the Medi-
terranean Sea (1931), p. 4; cf. also Stewart, Names 9 (1961),89. The Bosporos at its
narrowest point of only 660 m. width separates the two continents and is along with
the Dardanelles and the Suez Canal the strategically most important waterway of
the Near East (Naher Osten); see Vera Hell, Istanbul 'ltOOdie vordere Turkei2 (Tii-
bingen, 1966), p. 57.
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Vienna in 1815, is the Ural Mountains and the Ural River; the
Caspian Sea; Iran and Turkey in Asia, Black Sea, Aegean Sea, Medi-
terranean Sea. Here follow three lines that can be set between Asia
and Europe:

(1) Black Sea, Azof-Sea, Manyc lowland, Yergeni-hill, Volga,
Obstsay, Syrt, Ural Mountains;

(2) Black Sea, Rion (Phasis), Koura-line, East shore of the Caspian
Sea, Emba river, Mugodsar Mountains, Ural Mountains; and

(3) Black Sea, Caucasus, West shore of the Caspian Sea, Ural River,
Ural Mountains.

This delimitation appears to be most appropriate, although the
Ural Mountains should be ascribed to Europe and the Caucasus to
Asia.70 In any case, in modern times since the eighteenth century the
boundaries accepted are: 71

(a) toward Europe: Ural Mts, Ural River, Caspian Sea, the water-
course of the two rivers Manyc, Black Sea, and the Aegean;

(b) toward Mrica: the Suez Canal, the Red Sea;
(c) east, toward America: the Bering Strait, the Pacific.

IV. THE NAME ASIA AND ITS GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION
IN STAGES TO "CONTINENT" SIGNIFICANCE

1. The Name 'AO'LlXand Congeners

A. The Name Asia

The name' AcrLlXin Greek and Roman literature.

The earliest attestation of the name in Greek literature appears
to be in Resiod (end of the eighth cent. B.C.), if' AO'b)in POxy.
2503.3 derives from Hesiod.72

70 The above according to W. Sievers, Asien2 (1904), p. 39. But, according to
Cressey, Asia's Lands and Peoples (1944), p. 146, this "so-called continental bound-
ary in the general vicinity of the Ural Mountains follows no significant division of
topography, drainage, climate, soils, land use, culture, or history. This conventional
line is an arbitrary fiction of early map makers." By the way, Mr. Cressey is pictured
in a photo of his book, p. 337, standing at the monument in the central Urals which
marks the accepted boundary between the two continents.

71 Cf. M. Gortani, art. Asia, Elt 4 (1929), 839b.
72 Cf. LSJ Supplem. (1968), p. 25a.
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The form' AaLl1(""""-) is expected and found in the Aeolic and
Attic poets as well as in Pin dar , Simonides, and Choerilus of Samos.

[first part of seventh cent. B.C.] ,AaL1) "Lydian coast area, Lydia
(the dominion of Gyges)": Archiloohos, Fr. 23, ed. DiehJ3:
o 8' ,AaL1)C; x~p-repoc;(.L1)Ao-rp6q:JoU.73The epithet (.L'lJAo-rp6q:Joc;is used
later by Aesohylus, Pers. 763: 'AaL~oc;(.Ll1Ao-rp6cpou.

[sixth oent.] ,AO'Ll1"area around Colophon" Mimnermos, Fr. 12.2;
ed. Diehl. 74

[ca. 600 B.C.] Sappho, Fr. 44.4.75[Sappho's' AO"L'lJstems from Homer
Il. 6.395ff.]
&.AA1),AaL~ 'Cilicia,' ibid., 1.6.

[end of sixth cent. B.C.] ,AaL(x "the continent" Hecataeus (fl.
520 B.C.); so Herodot. 1.4; 4.4576[122 occurrences of 'AaL'lJin
Herodotus ;77description in 4.45.3.]

73Archilochos lived according to some ca. 735-670 (so A. A. Blakeway, "The
Date of Archilochos," Festschrift Gilbert Murray "Greek Poetry and Life" (Oxford,
1936), pp. 34ff.; cf. Margarete Noe, Phoinix, IUas und Homer: Untersuchungen zum
neunten Gesang der JUas (Leipzig, 1940), p. 106f. (approving); Blakeway (p. 53)
sets the colonization of Thasos at 720 B.C. The above poem, parts of which probably
were also fragments 15-19, was written before 652 because it refers to the ruling
tyrant Gyges of Lydia (687-652 B.C.); see Archiloque, Fragments, Texte etabli par
F. Lasserre, traduit et commente par A. Bonnard (Paris, 1958), p. 9.

According to D. Page in J. Chadwick (Minos 5 [1957], p. 126 note 4), the read-
ing -.r-__ for (; a' .'Acr(1JC; 't'e x. fl., suggested by the scholiast Schol. ad Eurip. M ed.
708 and Anecd. Par., ed. Cramer, is probably the correct one for the usually ac-
cepted """"",,- = (; a' 'Acr(1JC; x. fl. Dyer (PP 20 [1965], 119-121), approving the
reading (; a' ,Acr(1JC; 't'e x. fl., concludes from his discussion the same possibility,
i.e. scanning ,Acr(1JC; as - __ , i.e. 'Acrf(1JC;; in other words, the Homeric scansion,
observing -8W- in 'Acrf(1JC;, could have affected Archilochos' scansion.

74Mimnermos, Fr. 12.2, ed. DiehI3, 1 (1940 = 1954): !.flep't"1)v ' Acr(1)V V1)ucrLv
ehpLxofLe-&cx.

75Sappho, Fr. 55a, ed. Diehl3= ed. D. Page, Sappho and Alcaeu8 (Oxford, 1955),
p. 63; ed. E. Lobel and D. Page, Poetarum Lesbiorum Fragmenta (Oxford, 1955),
p. 36: 't'eXC;'t" rlAACXC;,Acr(cxc; 't'6ae ytJ.v xAeoc; rlCP-&L't'OVX't'A. (R. Dyer, P P 20.126
note 26: 't'rxc; 't" rl. 'A. TIjvae X't'A.). Sappho imitates Homeric phraseology freely,
so also xAeoc; rlCP-&L't'OV(see ll. 9.413). While Page interprets the passage taking
"IacxoC; "Idaios" to be the subject throughout and assuming a lacuna after line 3,
Dyer (ibid.) suggests the alternative that the fragment be reconstructed with Aphro-
dite (-&ecx for -&e[ ••• ) coming from Cyprus and sending Idaios as a messenger to say
that "the city (i.e. Troy) is in all Asia destined for the most undying fame." It is
unknown, however, what 'Acr(cx means in the Sappho fragment and Dyer has not
contributed to its clarification.

(Footnotes 76 and 77, see next page)
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[fifth cent. B.C.] ,A(j~~ "Asia Minor and Near East" Simonides
164.1; 171.1.77a

[fifth cent.] Aeschy 1. Prom. 412 [A-]. 78
,AO'~(X~c:opuX6pou Pindar, Ole 7.18 (34).

[fourth cent.] Isocr., Panegyr. 179.79

,AO'~1)Dionys. Perieg. 9, 14, 22, 518.80

,A(j~~,name of a Lydian town near Mt. Tmolos; Steph. Byz.,
s.v. ;81 cf. Etym. m., s.v.

[fifth cent.] ycx.~ ' AO'L(x~Soph. Oed. O. 694f.; &.v~ ycx.v ' A(jL~VAeschyl.
Pers. 584; etc.

[first cent. B.C. /first cent. A.D.] ,A(j~(X"Asia Minor, Anatolia"82
and the "continent Asia" Strabo 2.5.24; 12.1.3.

[second cent. A.D.] ,A(jL~ "Asia Minor" Chariton 3.6., ed. R. Her-
cher, 2.59, 1.28 7tOAA~ yap ~ 'AO'(~; Xenophon Ephesius, ed.
Hercher, 1.329, 1.11; 1.361, 1. 29; 1.362, 1. 15.

[second cent. A.D.] ,A(jL~ "Asia provincia Romana" Ptolem.,
Geogr. 5.3.1.; 5.4.1.; 5.5.1, ed. C. Miiller.83

76 In this passage "the continent of Asia" according to Ruge, RE 2 (1896)
1533f.; the "area around Sardis" D. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad (1959),
115, note 27.

77 See J. E. Powell, A Lexicon to Herodotus2 (Hildesheim, 1960), p. 49.
77a Simonides 164.1 (Lyra Graeca, ed. J. M. Edmonds, 2 [1964], p. 378): YE:VE:~e;

'Aa[a~ &7tO xwea~ (cf. Aesch. Pers. 584: yiie; 'AaLCte;); 171.1 (p. 386): 'E~ oi5 -r'
Eupw1tl)v 'Aa[a~ aLXCt 7t6v"t'oe; eVE:LllE:VX"t'A.

78 Cf. H. J. Rose, A Oommentary on the Surviving Plays of Aeschylus (Amsterdam,
1957-58), 1.273.

79 't'1je; yap r1je; &1t(~:a''le; 't'1je; 07tO "t'iji xocrllCP XE:LllEV1)e; aLXCt 't'E:"t'll1)llEV1)e;, XCtL 't'1je; llev
'AaLCte;, 't'1je; a' Eupw1t1)e; XCtAOullEV1)e; X't'A. (above, p. II note 13). On the political
concept of Asia versus Europe in Isocrates' panegyric oration, delivered in 380
B.C., see Arnaldo Momigliano, "L'Europa come concetto politico presso Isocrate
e gli isocratei," Rivista di filologia 61 (1933), 477-487.

80 Ed. G. Bernhardy, GGM, 1828.
81 Also name of an Ethiopian island; Steph. Byz. s.v. 'AaLCt (p. 131, 11. 5-6).
82 ' AaLCt in many passages" Asia Minor" and "Asia provincia Romana" in the

Souda in more than twenty passages (see Suidae lexicon, ed. Ada Adler, Lipsiae
1928-38, index).

83 A brief note on Ptolemy's Geography. The work, written ca. A.D. 170 (the
author's death dated the latest in A.D. 175), consisted of a text in eight books (i.e.
chapters) and contained 27 maps of lands. The earliest mas (X, K" F, U, G, Vl)
stem from the thirteenth century, none being before A.D. 1200, so that the earliest
of them was written more than 1000 years after Ptolemy's death and can hardly
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[Byzantine times] ,A(j£~ "Anatolia"84 and "the continent Asia."
[sixth cent.] J. Lydus, De ostentis, ed. C. Wachsmuth, p. 159 "the·

continent Asia" 9, p. 18, 1. 14; 9a, p. 21, 1. 9; 40, p. 90, 1.8.
[eleventh cent.] Manuel Comnenos O"'t'pll'ITJY0C;ChU't'oxpti't'cup't'~C;,AcrExc;

cX7t&O"YJC;.85

[mid-fifteenth cent.] ,AcrE~ "Anatolia": Critobulus, Hist., 2.3.2
(twice); 3.23.3 ('AcrEllhere, though oontrasted to Europe and
Libya, still is "Anatolia"); 4.4.2.86

,AcrE~is recorded as the name of a mountain in Laconia: Pausan.
3.24.6; also a temple of' A%YJviX'AcrE~is mentioned (ibid., 7) and the
tradition of a shrine of' A%"IJviX'Acr£Chin Colchis is recorded by Pau-
sanias (ibid.). It is possible that the mountain was named 'AO"E~
from the temple standing there, because the town AiXc., formerly lay
on the summit of Mount Asia; however, there is another mountain
in the area called "lAwc.,.

preserve a genuine text, less so the drawing of the maps. Ptolemy's Geography'
being, besides, a school handbook was exposed to additional text changes. On the·
mss and maps see P. Schnabel, Text und Karten des Ptolernlius (mit 8 ganzseitigen
Karten) (Quellen und Forschungen zur Geschichte der Geographie und V6lker-
kunde, herausg, von A. Herrmann). Leipzig, 1938.

84 Cf. W. M. Ramsay, The Historical Geography of Asia Minor (1890), p. 104;.
cf. also E. Lambert and M. Pei, The Book of Place-Names (1959), p. 25f.

In [sixth cent.] 10. Malalas, Ohronographia, Bonn ed., 1831, p. 366,1. 17: 'AO'Lcx:.
"the area where Ephesos was situated" (e~1iA.&s:v (bra K<UVO''t'CX:V't'LVOu7t'6Ae:<u~ e:LC;
"E~e:O'ov, TC6ALV 'rij~ 'AO'LCX:~); [ninth cent.] G. Monachus, Ohronicon, ed. de Boor
(Lipsiae, 1904), p. 558: t~LX.'t'OV ~E: yp&~cx:~ 't'oi:~ / ev ' AO'Lq. x.cx:l <I>PUyLq. x.cx:l Kcx:pLq.
ErtLO'X.6TCOLC;; the same area is expressed also as TCiiO'cx: ' AO'LCX:: 'AexawAoy . .L1sA-rioV·
7 (1921-22) [publ. 1924], p. 132 note 1: 'IO'cx:~x. ••• &pXLe:7t'Lax.OTCO~ 'E~€O'ou,
UTC€p't'L[LO~ x.cx:l E~CX:PXO~ TC&O'1J~ ' AO'LCX:~ (lead seal of the twelfth-thirteenth cent.);
REG 7 (1894) 80, 1. 17: &pXLe:TCLO'X.07t'OC; 't'1j~ •.• [L"I)'t'P07t'6Ae:<u~ 'E~€O'ou Kcx:L
E~CX:PXO~ TC&O'1J~ 'AO'LCX:c; [year 1230 A.D.]; NE 7 (1910), 47, 1. 20: ('0 't'CX:TCe:LVOC;
[L"I)'t'poTC6Ae:<uC; ~[LUPV1)c; Me:.&6~LOc; UTC€p't'L[LOc; Kcx:l E~CX:PXO~ TC&O'1J~ ' AO'LCX:~ [not dated];
('EAA'YJvt"'o~ ([JtAOAOYt"'O~EVAAOYO~, Supple of vol. 17 (1886), p. 56: 0 't'cx:7t'e:LVOC;~
[L"I)'t'POTCOAL't'"I)~ 'E~€O'ou Kcx:l 1t'&O'1j~ ' AO'Lcx:~. It is described as 'AO'LCX: 'rij~ 'I<UVLCX:~ in a
memoir of an unknown physician: u~' 6)V x.cx:l [Le:.&' 6)V xcx:l CX:,)'t'OC;e:tA<U~ e:L~ ' AO'LCX:V'
't'1jc; '!<UVLCX:C; &.rr1)X-&"I)V; 'Ave",c5oTa lM1]vt",d avyyeappana lyyeacpa T8 ",at (lAAa
",etp8va ",aT' i"'AOY~V aVAAsyeVTa i", TWV ev Tfj ('('Maveoyoec5aTellp Btf3AtO{}~"'rJ"
avay(!acpopevwv XSteoy(!acpwv Kcx:l vuv TCPW't'OV eK~L~6[Le:vcx: UTCa A. IICX:TCcx:~oTCoUAou 't'Ot),
Ke:pCX:[L€<Uc;. Constantinople, 1884 = ('EAA'YJVt"'O~([JtAOAOYt"'O~EVA),oyo~ KwvGTavnvov-
n6kw~, Supple of the 15th vol., B, p. 72.

85 R. Guilland, EEBE 29 (1959), 42.
86 ed. B. Grecu, Scriptores Byzantini, IV, 1963, pp. 175, 263, 277.
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Lat. Asia "Anatolian peninsula"; "continent Asia"; "the Roman
:province of Asia":

"Anatolia": [fifth cent. A.D.] P. Orosius, Historiarum adv.
paganos libri VI 1.87

"Anatolia" and "the continent": [45-43 B.C.] Varro, De lin-
gua,5.16

Asia et Asia: Servius, georg., 1.383
Asia: Prisciani periegesis 13388

Assia provincia Troiae: CGL 5.268.59.
The development of the Roman concept of "Asia" was not differ-

ent from that of the Greeks.89 And, while the adj . .Asius -a -um is a
dactyl (Asia piilus, Asia priita), the name Asia for the continent has
initial short a-.

The name A s ia in European and other languages

The Greek name' Acr((X fasiaf became Latin Asia fasiaf. From
these two languages the name spread and entered the various
languages of the world. Actually, most forms of the name accented
,on the initial syllable were based on the Latin source.

The earlier Russian name Asija derives from the Greek, as we are
allowed to judge from the voiceless consonant. But the Polish form
Azja as well as modern Russian Azija90 and Czech are explicable
from German or from a Romance language. In today's Arabic the
name is likewise Asia,91 and in Turkish Asya, both from the same
Latin source. The modern Chinese name for 'Asia' is Asau.

HGreat Asia" versus "Lesser Asia"

The entire continent was named Mc:ycX.A'l ' Acr(rx."Asia Magna,
Asia Major," "Great or Greater Asia," so in Ptolemy's Geography

87 aBEL, 5, ed. C. Zangemeister (Bonn, 1882), 1.2.25: Cappadociae ... habet
ab oriente Armeniam, ab occasu Asiam; 26 Asia regio vel, ut proprie dicam, Asia
Minor; cf. I. W. Raymond, Beven Books ot History against the Pagans: The Apology
.of Orosius (New York, 1936), p. 36.

88 GaM 3.191: Asia quam supra populis distenditur amplis ad notiam partem.
89 On the development of the Roman concept of "Asia" cf. Cardinali, Elt.

4.921.
90 Cf. M.Vasmer, Russisches etymologisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg, 1950-53), 1.7.
91 So in the pronunciation of Iraqi Arabic; my informants for Iraqi Arabic are

Messrs. Fauzi AI-Rehani and Abdul Alchalabi, residents in Lansing, Mich. (De-
-eember 28, 1966).
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(ca. A.D. 170)92 and later.93 Parts of Greater Asia: 't'o V6't'LOV(LEP0C;
't'~C;MeYcXA1JC;,Acr£~c;"West Arabia, Yemen, the Indus-area, the
rest of India, and China" and 't'o ~6peLov(LEP0C;'t'~c;M. 'A. "Armenia,
Chorasan, Turks, and Hazars."94 The clear distinction between
M€Y&A1J'Acr£a and ML)~prl'AO'LClseems to have been ultimately
adopted before the fifth century A.D.95 In the ninth cent. A.D.,
however, M~y&:A"t],A(j~~ covered the province of the Galatians.96

The anonymous author of the Arabic work "The Regions of the
World," who like all Arab geographers accepts the division of the
world into three continents, renders Ptolemy's M~Y&A1J'Acr£~ as
.Asiyat al-kubra "Great Asia. "97

The Lesser Asia is recorded in English.

"Upper Asia" versus "Lower Asia"

Another distinction made by the Greeks was Upper Asia and
Lower Asia. So Herodotus mentions 't'~c; rl..VW'AO'L"f)C;(1.95), 't'~v
~,A:Auoc;7tO't'Cl[lOU&vw 'AcrL1JV(1.103), and ~c; rl..VW,I A:Auoc;7to't'~[lou
,AcrL"t]~(1.130). "The lower part of Asia" is expressed by 't'~~'AO'£"f)~
't'rlx&'t'w(1.72). Much later, J. Lydus (sixth cent. A.D.) distinguishes
~ &vw'A(j~a (eight occurrences) from ~ x&'t'w'AO'La(three times), 98

92 Ptolemy, Geogr., ed. K. Miiller, 5.1; ed. Nobbe, 5, Argum. 1; 7, Argum. [48
lands constitute 'AO'L(x(Le:y&.:A:t)];Chariton, 1.11, Erotici scr'iptores Graeci, ed. R.
Hercher, vol. 2, p. 20,1. 12: x.WpLOV~!J.'i:ve1wt'~~e:~6vro't'~v'IwvL(x,x(Xtyelp 1tAoi3't'O~exe:'i:
~(xO'~A~XO~ex -rij~ !J.e:y&.A"tJ~'AO'L(x~&vw8e:ve1t~ppEWVX't'A.; Anthol. 11.3.

93 ' AO'L(xMe:y&.A"tJ:cod. Paris. graec. 2399, fol. 44V, 1. 26, ed. H. Honigmann,
Die sieben Klimata und die lIOAEI1: ElII1:HMOI (Heidelberg, 1929), p. 231;
[sixth cent.] J. Lydus, De ostentis, 55, p. Ill, 1. 12; 57, p. 115, II. 4f.

94 Ptolemy, ,A1tO't'e:Ae:O'!J.(X't'~x&.(Te:'t'p&.~~~AO~),edd. F. Boll et Ae. Boer (Leipzig,
1950), 2.3.8 (p. 63), 2.3.22 (p. 66); 2.3.30. Cf. Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, ed. and transl.
by F. E. Robbins (Loeb, 1940), pp. 130f., 139, 145. Cf. R. Uhden, "Das Erdbild in
der Tetrabiblos des Ptolemaios," Philologus 88 (1933), 320f. - Ibn Chordadbeh,
Book of the Roads and Lands, calls these two parts ityufiyii and isqutiya respectively.

95 On the names MLXPel'AO'L(xand Asia Minor see my forthcoming study on
the names for "Anatolia."

96 Vita Euaresti, ed. Ch. Van de Vorst, "La vie de S. Evariste, higumEme it Con-
stantinople," Analecta Bollandiana, 41 (1923), 296.

97 V. V. Barthold, in: ~udftd aI' Mam, The Regions of the JVorld, translated and
explained by V. Minorsky (London, 1937), p. 33.

98 ~ &VW'AO'L(x:J. Lydus, De ostentis, ed. Wachsmuth, 18, p. 49, 1. 17; 55,
p. 11, 11. 24; 56, p. 112, 1. 7; 57, p. 114, 11. 2 and 15; 58, p. 115, 1. 15; p. 116, l.
5. ~ x&.1'w'AO'L(x:56, p. 112, 1. 14; 58, p.115, 1. 17 (here: 't'1j~x&.'t'w,sc. 'AO'L(x~);
p. 116, 1. 12.
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and so does Critobulus (1451-67 )99 in late Byzantine times. In con-
tradistinction, then, x&.'t"Cl>'Acr~~ comprises Hellespont, Bithynia,
Lydia, Cilicia, and Pamphylia (as a synonym of 'AcrL~tV't"b~'t"ot)
fl AAUO~1tO't"ll[LOU).100

Asia provincia Romana

The Roman Province of Asia, called Asia provincia (Cic. ]-'lacc.
100; etc.) and provincia Asia (Manum. Ancyr. 4.49) was the first
one in Asia Minor, originally constituted in 133 B.C. and consisting
of the greater part of Attalos II's kingdom as well as of the southern
district of Caria; it comprised the Troas, the coastal cities, Mysia,

. Lydia, W. Phrygia, and Caria south of the l\faeander; toward the
east it extended up on the tablelands that occupy the center of the
peninsula.101 Though at that time Asia was the name of both the
continent and the Anatolian peninsula, the province was given the
name Asia, owing to the fact that for the Romans that was the first
land they occupied in that continent and in Anatolia. In other words,
the name used by others and by the Romans themselves for much
larger areas was now employed by the Romans for this Roman
territory. 102

Greek writers, on the other hand, following the tradition, try
to describe this area with 'Acr~lll03or with a periphrasis such as the

99 Critobulus, Hist. 4.4.2 (ed. B. Grecu, 1963, p. 277): "Ecrn as: 0 Tctupo~ opo~
(.LE:YLa't'ov't'WVEV ' Aa£Cf aLOp£~WV't'1JVxeX't'w 'Aa£cxv ana 'rii~&vw, apx6(l€Vo~ (.LS:vana
MuxeXA"lJC;'t'ou 6pouc; XctL-ri)c; 't'ctu'tf1 .&ctAeXaO'"lJC;,Exd.&s:v as: 7tctP~xwv xexL't'E:(.LVWV't'1JV
,Aa£exv 't'S:AS:U't'~e~ 't'av EU~S:Lvov IIov't'ov xex't'cZ~LVW7t'1)V,xeXxs:'L.&s:vctiS aLS:PXO(lS:voC;;
evou't'ctL't'oi:C;,Ap(.LS:v£wvXctL'M~awv ops:aL xexLaL' ctu't'wv 't'<r KexuxeXacp.- Also "A vw
'Aa£ex 4.1.2 (p.269); KeX't'w 'Aa£ct 1.14.3 (p.59).

100 See Lydus, references in note 98.
101 See Strabo 13.4.2 and the map XII in H. Kiepert, Atlas antiquus (Berlin,

1876). On the province: D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (1950),34; 782 note 1;
1452 note 8; 155; 1044 note 30; B.E.T., art. Asia, Der Kleine Pauly 1 (1964), 636f.;
Brandis, art. Asia 3, RE 2 (1896), 1538-62. On the title 'AaLeXPX"fJ~"Asiarch"
which derives from 'Aa£ct: Magie, Opecit., pp. 449f.; 1298-1301 (with bibliography
and discussion of theories); V. Chapot, La province romaine proconsulaire d'Asie
(1904), p. 70f.; art. 'AO'LeXPX"fJC;;,Der Kleine Pauly 1 (1964), 637; Brandis, Opecit.,
1564-78. On' AaLctPXLct"office of the Asiarch" Digesta 27.1.6.14 (Oorpus Juris
Oivilis, ed. Th. Mommsen and P. Kruger, Berlin, 1920); Milet 1 (9).339 (third
cent. A.D.).

102 Cf. K. Bittel, AOF 13 (1939-43), 193 note 31; similarly Chapot, op.cit., p. 70.
103 Ptolemy, Geogr., 5.3.1, ed. K. Muller, vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 838, II. 5,7; 5.4.1 (1,2,
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following ones: ~ t~LW~ ' AcrL(Xl04and ~ r.~LW~X(xAOU[LEV"fJ' AcrL(x,105
~ 7Cepl't'o ITepycx[Lov' AcrLCX106,Pergamon being the nucleus of the
province, and ~ ' AO'LCX~ 7Cepl't'~v 'IwvLav.107

B. Other names derived from Asia or connected with it

Among the names discussed here we distinguish adjectival for-
mations used as names to designate lands or peoples and some per-
sonal names. Both categories are of interest for the overall consider-
ation of the matters involved. We should, however, bear in mind
that these names are not primary as is Asia itself but secondary and
as such carry no weight concerning the interpretation of the name
Asia.
[fifth cent. B.C.] ,Acn&.~f. noun, sc. X&>pex,Eurip. (twice); Bianor

9.423; Epigr. adesp. 6.342; Steph. Byz. s.v.; IIesychius ' Acr~&~'
~ < 't'pLXOpaO~)x~-&&pcxa~rX 't'o ev 'A(jL~ eup~0'-&(X~.l°8

[fifth cent. B.C.] ,A(j~&.~f. adj.: ' .Acr~&.~Aeschylus, Pers. 249; ,A(j~~c;;
~7Ce~poc;;Aeschylus, Prom. 735; Eurip., Ion 1586; ,Acr~<xc;;X&&>v
Eurip., Ion 74; ,Acr~cX~q>UA~"Asian clan" in Sardis, Herodot.
4.45.3 (just one instance), otherwise 'Hcrmve~~.109

[fifth cent. B.C.] 'l\crLC;;f. Simonides 171.7; Aesch. Pers. 763;110
Dionys. perieg. 20, 627, 661, ed. Bernhardy; ev 'A(jL~~ ... a'lYJ:

p. 846, 11. 4 and 7); 5.5.1 (1,2, p. 859,1. 6). Cf. Ramsay, The Historical Geography of
Asia Minor (1890), p. 431.

104 Ptolemy, Geogr., 8.7.1, ed. F. Nobbe, 2.223f., 11.1-2 (on p. 224), 11.1-6.
105 Ptolemy, Geogr., 5.2.1, ed. Miiller, 2.806, 11. 7 and 8; 5.2 (title) Tljc;; LOLc.uC;;

xccAou!J.ev'YJ<;,AcrLCC<;-&em<;.
106 E.g., Appian., Mithr. 11.17.24; Bell. civ. 5.1 (referring to the 1st cent. B.C.).
107 Idem, bell. civ. 3.2; adopted by Cassius Dio, 38.38.
108 Eurip. Tro. 748: &AA' &C;;'t'upccvvov 'Amcl.ooc;; 7t'oAucr1t'6pou; Ion 1356: 7t'~crcl.vy'

€1t'e:A-&cilv' AcrLcl.O'Eupw7t'1JC;;-&' opouC;;; Bianor epigr. 9.423: ~cl.pOLe:C;;,lXt ~lXcrLAe:~IIe:pcrtc;;
€v ' AcrLcl.OL;Epigr. adesp. 6.342: VlxOVg't'e:u~e:v / KU~LXOC;;&0' tp~ 7t'pw't'ov €v ' AcrLcl.OL.

109 Aeschyl., Pers. 249: 6) YliC;;cX7t'cl.CTIJC;;,AcrLcl.OOC;;7t'OA(cr~lX't'lX,/ 6) IIe:pcrtc;; lX!lx;
Prom. 735: AL7t'OUcrlX0' Eupw7t'1JC;; 7t'eoov / ~1t'e:LPOV1)~e:LC;;'AcrLcl.OlX (cf. H. J. Rose,
A Commentary on the Surviving Plays of Aeschylus 1 [1957],298); Eurip. Ion 1586:
,AcrLeXooc;;'t'e: yljc;; / EUpc.u7t'LCCC;;'t'e:; Ion 74: ' Amac;; x.&wv; Herodot. 4.45.3: t1t't 'Acr£e:cu
't'OUK6-ruoc;; ['t'ou Auoou] .•. &7t" o't'e:u <sc. ' AcrLe:c.u) XlXt 't'1JVtv ~cl.pOLcrLqmA~v Xe:xAljcr-
&lXL' AcrLeXOCC.• The name' Aala was supposed to be linked with the 'HcrLOVlje:C;;in
Maeonia (= Lydia) (see Strabo 13.4.8: •.• e:LxcX~oumv ot 7t'e:pt 't'ov ~X~q;LOV LlXCJ't't
:Aeye:cr-&lXL'HcrLOVe:LC;;'t'ouc;; ,Amove:tc;;· 't'eXx.lxyap ~ M-nOV(lX,CP'YJcr(v,,Acr(cc €Aeye:'t'o), but
see the note on 'HcrLOVLlXbelow, pp. 52 ff.

110 Simonides, 171, 1. 7, in Lyra Graeca, ed. J. M. Edmonds, 2 (1964), p. 386:
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Resiod, Oatal. 80, POxy. 1359 Fr. 1, 11 ;111 ' Acrr.~YlX~(l:Dionys.
perieg. 231, 662; Apoll. Rhod. 1.444: eTC' , A(JL~O~~TC~LPOLO;2.777:
[Heracles] ~~' ,AcrL~o~~1C~LPOLOI TC~~O~ ~~"I) (sc. Tfi~ AUaLlX~).

The adjectives ' A(J~&~and ' AcrL~, represented also in Latin as
Asias and Asis, are poetic derivatives from' AcrL(l as is' AcrL(l fe-
minine of the adj. "AcrLO~.112There has been some discussion on
,AcrL~.113

[ninth-eighth cent. B.C.] "AcrLO~A~L~W'J11. 2.461, name descriptive
of the Lydian valley of CaYster.114

The god name Z~U~"Acr~L~ (= ZE:U~"AcrLO~)in the legend of a
coin is attested from Caria,115 the adj." AcrE:L~standing for" Acr~~+-

"AcrLO~.
*,AcrL(lxW~"I) : I postulate this name form from the attested ethnic

,AcrLOX(U~~"t"Y)~.116
"AcrLO~is attested as the name of a Greek poet from Samas (ca.

700 B.C.).117 Likewise, ,AcrLlX,name for a woman, occurring inscrip-

(J.ey~ ~' E:cJ're:ve:v ' Acrl.e; U7t' ~O't'(;)V / 7tAllye:Lcr' &(J.epo't'epCXLe;xe:pcrl. XPCX't'cxL7tOAe(l.OLe;.Here
,AcrLe; is the Persian Empire, i.e. Asia Minor and Near East. Aesch. Pers. 763: g,v'
&v~p~ 7t'cXcr"IJe;,AcrL~oe; (l.llAo't'p6epou / 't'~ye:LV.

111 A. Traversa, Hesiodi Catalogi sive Eoearum fragmenta (Napoli, 1951), p. 120.
112 Cf. Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954), 478 note 1.
113 On the poetic name' AcrLe; cf. G. Bjorck, Das Alpha impurum und die tragische

Kunstsprache (Uppsala, 1950), p. 247. Dyer's suggestion of an alternative reading
,Acr~Le; (P P 20 [1965], p. 120 with note 12) is needless speculation.

114 Cf. Mazzarino, Fra oriente e occidente (1947), p. 45. Dyer's doubts on the
reading' AcrLcuL in ll. 2.461 and his preference of 'AcrLcu as genit. sing. (P P 20.117
note 7) revives the theory of the nineteenth century now generally rejected. Lat.
Asia palus: Verge Aen. 7.701 (for" AcrLoe; Ae:L(l.WV; Servius ad loc.); Asia . .. prata
Caystri: Verge george 1.383); cf. Th.L.L. 2 (1900-1906), 786f.

115 L. and J. Robert, La Carie 2 (Paris, 1954), p. 218,1 (Herakleia, Caria); cf.
N. Jokl, M. Eberts Reallex. d. Vorgeschichte 10 (1927-28), p. 153. - It is different
from Ze:ue;" AcrLOe;in Crete, where" AcrLOe; is a deriv. of" Acroe;, name of the Cretan town.

116 w. M. Calder, "Inscriptions d'Iconium," Revue de philologie 36 (1912), 72,
No. 45a: eue; rcX"';oe; Ll~~EOe; 'AcrLoXCU(J.-f)'t"'IJe;. Calder thinks of 'AcrLOXW(l.ll as a
village, dependent on the goddess' domain; if so, the original name form would have
been 'AcrLcxe; xW(l.ll. However, ,AcrLcxe; xW(l."IJ and 'AcrLOXW(l.ll are not attested. On
the village cf. W. M. Ramsay, "Res Anatolicae," Klio 22 (1928),379 [Asiokome and
the village Sizma; the Oroandeis in 189 B.C.]; cf. Ruge, art. Phrygia 1: Topogra-
phie, RE 39 (1941), p. 817.

117 Pausan. 2.6.5: O(l.OAOye:~ ~E crepLcrLx~l. "AcrLoe;; 4.2.1: €1te:Ae:~cXll-llV ••• o1t'6cr~
KLV~L.&CUVxcxl. "AcrLoe; €ye:ve:~A6Y"IJcr~v; 5.17.8: "AcrLOe; ~e bJ 't'OLe; ~1t'e:crLx~l. ' AAX(l.-f)V"IJV
€1tOLllcre: .&uycx.'t'ep~ ' A(J.CPL~PclOU Xcx.L'EpLcpUAlle; e:1V~L.
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tionally,118 is a Greek name and pertains to the geographic name;
it is, therefore, a secondary name.119

The name "Acno~in Homer, which is recorded repeatedly in the
Iliad for a Phrygian (Il. 16.717; another, ,Aa~&aYJ~, 12.140; and
passim), son of Hyrtakos and coming from Arisbe (2.837), and an-
other ('Acr~<f8'lJ~),from Abydos at the Hellespont (17.583),120 may
be of a different origin or of the same origin, used as conveniently
available, but in any case are also secondary.

[fifth cent. B.C.] ,AcrLYJ~m., name of a Lydian, son of Kotys,.
Herodot. 4.45.3 (just once), Dionys. Halic. 1.27.1, in connec-
tion with Lydia.121

[ninth cent. B.C.]' Aa~&8YJ~ m., name of a Trojan, Il. 12.140: 'Acr~&8YJv
,Aa&fLcx.v't'C<,and passim; 17.583: <Dcx.(V01t~'Acn<f811.This is a
derivative of"Acrw~ (1l. 2.837).

Derivative ethnica, etc.

There are adj. 'Acr~cx.~o~and 'Aa~cx.x6~ (Lat. Asiacus), derived
from 'AcrLIX.

The earliest derivative is [fifth cent.] ,Acr~&'t"YJ~122with fern.
,Acr~~'t'~~:Aesch. Pers. 61 (lyr.): 1t~crlXX'&wv'Acr~~'t'~~;Europ. An-
drom. I: 'Acr~<f'nao~'Y~C; crX~fLlX;,Acr~~'t'~c;ex.!cx.: Dionys. Perieg. 25, ed.
Bernhardy, p. 10. Hence adj. 'Acr~IX't'~x6~(Strabo 15.12.8), which
yielded Lat. Asiaticus: Fr. Asiatique, Eng!. Asiatic.

Lat. Asianus adj. "Asiatic" is used instead, e.g. Asiani Greci
OGL 4.478.43 (Assiani Greci 5.268.31; Fragm. Murat. 84 conscripse-
runt una cum Basilide Assianom) ;123as name of the inhabitant,

118 J. G. C. Anderson," A Summer in Phrygia. II," JHS 18 (1898), 124, No. 73-
[inscription found in llghin, East Phrygia]: JAX.~AA€U~ 'AX.~AAd &'J€~IJL~ !J.'J~!J.'1)~

X.cXP~'JO'u'J YU'JCX~Kt' AO'L~.
119 See L. Zgusta, Kleinasiatische Personennamen (1964), p. 104.
120 These names, "A(j~o~ and 'A(j~cX~'1)~ "son of Asios" (see further in text), in Ho-

mer appear to belong to an area between the Hellespont and the Sangarios river in
Phrygia, Le. to NW Anatolia; on the names see the analysis by Dyer, P P 20 (1965),.
p. 124f. These names have been interpreted by Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954),477, and
Praegraeca (1961), p. 72, from 'A(j(j6~ (*htiss-).

121 Cf. Ed. Meyer, art. Asies, RE 2 (1896), 1580. On the explanation by J.
Wackernagel see below, p. 48 ff.; we have only to disregard the author's ultimate·
explanation of 'A(jLCXfrom *"A(j(j~o~, this from 'A(j(j6~.

122 On 'A(j~cX't"1)~ and other forms see G. Bjorck, DaB Alpha impurum und die
tragische Kunstsprache (Uppsala, 1950), p. 354.

(Footnote 123, see next page}
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Asiiinus. Hence, Gr. 'A(JLClVOC; as adjective124 and inhabitant name
in Byzantine and post-Byzantine times.125Engl. Asian and Asianic
.are from Latin, the latter of the two through the mediation of
French Asianique.126

Ethnic' A(nsuc; is recorded on two coins, both of 'AcrLCl, the town
-in Lydia.127

, AO"LWV, 'a personal name transmitted epigraphically,128 is, pace
:Bossert,129Greek.130

Other names do not seem to belong here.131

2. Expansion in stages of the geographic name Asia

The geographic term Asia, attested early in Greek literature from
-the seventh century (Archilochos, Sappho, Phrynichos), arose as
.such in the Anatolian peninsula and started specifically in its

123 Das Muratorische Fragment, ed. H. Lietzmann (Kleine Texte, 1), Berlin, 1933,
'p. 10 and 11.

124 As adj. in the Souda, ed. A. Adler, s.v. BPCXyxL8cxr.:EVX<i>pcp.•. 'AO'Lcxv~; s.v.
rCXA&."t'CXr.:"t'6lV. .. ' AO'Lcxv6lvyev6lv. Critobulus 1.21.2; 28.1; 4.14.2: 1tCXPCXALCX' Acrr.cxv~
'''t'e xcxt EUpW1tCXLCX;4.3.8: ['t7jv ~r.v<i>7t'Y)v]EVE1tr.XCXLpcp"t'e xer.(.L€v"I)v't7ie; EV"t'ijiEu~eLvcp
II6v"t'cp ,Acrr.cxv1je;1tCXpCXALCXe;(all later than mid-fifteenth cent. A.D.); A. Korais,
EVAAoy~ -rwv cl~ -r~v rEllr;vtu~v Bt{JAwf}~ur;v uat TO. II aeeeya II eoAeyof.-tevwv ual -rtvWV

.(Jvyyeaf.-tf.-ta-rlwv, vol. 1 (Paris, 1833), p. 342: 't"1)VEupw1tcx'r:x~v xcxt 'Acrr.cxv~vrE11&.8cx
xcxt "t'cXe;v~croue; cxu"t'6lVX"t'A.

125 In a list of the Fathers of Nicaea: Genoe;€7tLax07tOC;;,Aar.cxvwv; E. Honigmann,
Byzantion 20 (1950), 65 (as seventy-third in the list). Then, 0 ~cx(jr.Aeuc;;PW(.LCXLWV
Ee; {)cr"t'epov,~xwv (.Le&' ecxu"t'ou 't7jv "t'6lV<ppuY6lV xcxt "t'6lVAuxcx6vwv (JjJ&.1cxyycx,~"t'r.8e
-xcxt ~v "t'6lV'AO'Lcxv6lv12th cent., N. Bryennius, Bonn ed., 1836, p. 74; rY1t&."t'r.OC;;...
.E7tLax01tOC;;'t7ie; 'E(JjJecrLwv(.L"I)"t'p01t6AeWe;'t7ie; ,AO'Lcxv6lvE7tCXPXLCXe;(Hypatius •.. episcopus
Ephesinus metropolita provinciae Asianorum) Sacrorum conciliorum •.• collectio,
·ed. J. D. Mansi (Florence, 1762),8.970; r'E11"1)vee; ycXp 1)crcxvxcxt ... , WVot &.1t6yovor.
~v 8LX"l)V&.1t€"t'r.crcxv8r.&."t'e ~v "t'6"t'eEe;"t'oue;,AO'Lcxvoue;1tOAA&.Xr.e;{)~pr.vcxu"t'6lVCritobulus,
·4.11.6 (ed. B. Grecu, p. 297); ot ' A(J!,CXVOL:A. K. Ypsilantis, TO. f.-te-ro. -r~v r'AJ.roO'tv, ed.
Archim. Germanos Afthonidis (Constantinople, 1870), p. 767 [written in the eighteenth
·cent.]. 126 OED 1 (1933), 487 c, s.v. Asian; on Asianic: Supplem. and
Bibliography (1933), p. 36c.

127 A~IEQN (autonomous) and ACIEQN (imperial); see A.Florance, Geographic
Lexicon of Greek Ooin Inscriptions (reprinted, Chicago, 1966), p. 15 [this is actually
.a glossary, not a lexicon]. Different is ' Acreo(,; see note 131.

128 J. Keil- A. von Premerstein, Bericht ilber eine Reise in Lydien und der sUd-
lichen Aiolis (1906), Denkschr. d. Wiener Akad., phil.-hist. Kl. 53, 2 (1908), p. 96.

129 Bossert, Asia, p. 2.
130 L. Zgusta, Kleinasiatische Personennamen (1964), p. 104.
131 So, e.g., ,Aacx(, name of a hamlet near Corinth, ,AcrCXLCX'C>VOllClc>pou(,X"t'A
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western part. The content of the name expanded gradually. The
stages through which the name rose to the eminence of the name of
the largest continent may have been four or five. We do not know
of them because the details of the history of the name escape us as
does the history of naming of geographic names in modern times.
The follo"\ving is a sketchy attempt to build up the history of the
expansion in stages of the name.

STAGE IA: Asia designated part of Lydia (in Greek literature )132

and/or the land Assuva (in Hittite records, ca. 1235 B.C. )133 and
STAGE IB: "Western Anatolian peninsula," which was previ-

ously nameless, simply called" H7tE:LpOe;before it was named' AO'LtX.134

"Acnae;AE:L[J.6>Vin Homer (Il. 2.461) was .a tract of land in Lydia, at
the banks of the river Cayster; but also the area of Sardis (Herodot.
4.45) is included.135 In the seventh century B.C. 'AO'L<Xdesignated
the Lydian region.136

(Souda), 'AcrClLm name of a people (ibid.; Baunack, lococit. [note 195J mentions also
the irrelevant "AcrcrCl = "AcrCJllpCl and 'Acr€Cl for the Arcadian town). 'AcrLW1'ClC; in
Hesychius s. 'Acr€Cl derives from the latter. 'Acreuc;, a personal name attested in
the genit. 'AcrEOOC; ('EALCl [3ClcrLALcrcrCl &uy&:t-1lP EtA&pOU 7t'pe:cr[3U1'EPOU 1'OU ' AcrEOOC;;
J. G. C. Anderson, JHS 18 [1898], p. 125, No. 83), may, I submit, be preferably
understood as ethnic ELAClP0C; ••. 0 'Acre:uc;, i.e. inhabitant name of a place called
"Acroc; or similar.

132 ' Acr(1) in Archilochos (seventh cent.) and Mimnermos refers to the Lydian
coast area; cf. Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954), 478. The content of' AcrLCl in Archilochos
Fr. 23 and Sappho Fr. 44.4 is indecisive (Sappho's 'AcrLCl stems from the Iliad
6.395ff.; Heubeck, Historia 2.478); 'AcrLCl in Mimnermos. Fr. 12.12. refers to the
area around Colophon; and 'Acr(1) in Herodot. 4.45 to the area around Sardis; see
Page, History and the Homeric Iliad (1959), 115 note 27.

133 Demonstrated by Mazzarino, Fra oriente e occidente (1947), 47 and passim.
Herodot. 4.45.3: Tf)V ' Acr (1)V "Lydia"; Straho 13.4.8: 1'&x.Cl Y~P 1) M1IoVLCl, ep1)crlv
(sc. Demetrius Scepsius), 'AcrLCl eAEye1'o; Steph. Byz. 304.15: 'HcrLOVLCl 1) L&p~eoov
XWPCl ~ xCll ' AcrLCl. Cf. Scholia in Apollonium Rhodium vetera, ed. C. Wendel
(Berlin, 1935), 2.777: 'AcrLCl y~p 1'0 7t'p61'e:pov EXClAe:L1'O ~ Au~LCl.

134 Thus, Scholia ad Iliadem, 6.311: E~6&1) ~e [1'0 II('lAA&~LOvJ Tpoot 't'ij> ~ClcrLAe:L
X't'L~ov'n 't'1)v 7t'6ALV uno' AcrLOU 1'LVOC;epLAOcr6epou xCll 't'eAe:cr1'ou· ~LO ~~ etc; 't'L[l~V ' AcrLOU
't'1)v un' ClU1'OU [3ClcrLAe:UO[lEV1)V XWPClV, 7t'p6-re:pov "H7t'e:LPOV Ae:YO[l€V1)V, , AcrLClV ex&Ae:crev.
See Scholia Graeca in Homeri Iliadem ex codicibus aucta et emendata, ed. W. Dindorf
(6 vols., Oxford, 1875-88), 3.303. We take here as true the name "H7t'e:LPOC; for
Western Anatolia, but we do not take as true the process of naming nor the mythol-
ogy related by the scholiast.

A direct example of namelessness is recorded for a post office, which existed be-
tween June 21, 1909, and August 31, 1916, in North Dakota, and was called Name-
less.

(Footnotes 135 and 136, see next page)
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STAGE II: At the time of Herodotus the Anatolian peninsula
was nameless137but 'AcrLcxis employed by Greek authors in the
geographic sense of the peninsula, (syn. MLX.P~ ' AaLcx).Mazzarino
mentions, in this regard, Sappho (fl. 600-595 B.O.)138but Attic
authors from Xenophon on, certainly Strabo, Ptolemy, the Romans
and the Byzantines call the peninsula 'AaLtX.139Actually, traces of
the meaning ,AcrLcx"Asia Minor" remained in the usage till Asia
of the Romans.14o

STAGE III: 'AcrLcx,probably from the sixth century B.O. on but
certainly not later than the fifth century B.C., when Lydia was in-
corporated in the Median-Persian Empire, expanded and came to
designate also the adjoining land areas in the East, i.e. Anterior
Asia (Vorderasien).141 The Ionic geographers may have extended
the name to cover also Anterior Asia.

STAGE IV: We cannot ascertain with precision the point at
whioh 'AcrLtXwas applied as the name of one of the three divisions
of the earth, but we do have indications and evidence about the ap-
proximate time. The Ionian geographers of the sixth century B.C.

135 Page, Opecit., p. 104 with note 27 [on p. 115].
136 So Demetrius of Bkepsis (2nd cent. B.C.) in Strabo 13.627; Mazzarino, Ope

cit., p. 50.
137 Thomson, History of Ancient Geography (1948), p. 79. 'AcrLCXcovered ap-

proximately today's Asiatic Turkey, to the exclusion of Armenia and I(urdistan.
On the namelessness cf. the same application on the western part of the Anatolian
peninsula (p.33).

138 Mazzarino, Opecit., 50. The author states (p. 92) that the concept' AcrLcxfor
"Asia Minor" developed gradually, so that originally' AcrLcxrefers to the Lydian
area and only during the first half of the sixth century, owing to the expansion of
Lydian might, the concept of' AcrLcxas a geographic unity" Asia Minor" was formed.

139 Cf. K. Bittel, AOF 13 (1939-41), 193 note 31. Strabo (first cent. A.D.) 2.5.24;
the Romans: Paulus Orosius (fifth cent.); Ptolemy, Geogr. 5.3.1; 5.4.1; 5.5.1. Part
of Asia Minor coincided with the Asia provincia Romana. On the Byzantine usage
cf. R. Guilland, EEBE 29 (1959),42.

140 So Mazzarino, Fra oriente e occidente (1947), p. 338 note 220.
141 So Biirchner, art. Asia 2, RE 2 (1896), 1538; A. Fick, BB 22 (1897), 225;

M. Ninck, Die Entdeckung von Europa durch die Griechen (1945), p. 15. Thus,
,AcrLCXxwpcx, ,AcrLcx,and 'AcrLc;in Simonides 164.1; 171.1; 171.7 (ed. J. M. Ed-
monds, Lyra Graeca2 [1964], pp.164, 386). In Athens of the fourth cent. B.C., 'AcrLCX
was identified with Persia, while Europe was identified with Greece; see the scholion
ad Aeschyl. Pers. 11: 1) IIe:pcrtc;,AcrLCX,1) ""EAJ..:1jvtc;Eupw1t1J (Scholia in Aeschyli
Persas, ed. O. Dahnhardt [Leipzig, 1894], p. 13) and A. Momigliano, "L'Europa
come concetto politico presso Isocrate e gli Isocratei," Rivista di filologia e d'istr.
class. 61 (1933), 477-487, especially 480-82.
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may have extended the content of the term' AcrLlXand employed
it for the continent; in other words, this was achieved through the
old Ionic geographic science142about the end of the sixth cent. B.C.
and goes back to Hecataeus (ca. 520 B.C.) and his improved map
made these concepts clear .143The first among the ancient Greek
writers,144whose work has come 'to us, to know the name 'AcrLlXin
that application were Aeschylus (Prom. 412, 734; Pers. 57, and
passim), who has knowledge of Asia and used eastern materials for
his drama Persians,145 and Pindar (Ol. 7.33; Pyth. 9.8) ;146more so
by the middle of the fifth century, when Herodotus wrote, the name
had acquired continental significance. The broadening of the con-
tent of the name was favored through political processes and the
expansion of the Lydian state (-546 B.C.) that had preceded the
Persians. 147

Dyer assumes four phases in the emergence of the name' AcrLlXto
continental significance, devoting eight pages to the Greek evidence
for the first two phases.148As the present exposition shows, I do not
agree with Dyer in details.149 His conclusion is this: Before the
emergence of the Persian Empire and Aeschylus' drama The
Persians, Asia was a name reserved for certain smaller areas within
Anatolia; while' AcrLlI.in Archilochos is "Lydia," the name possibly

142 'V'. Kranz, in: Bossert, Asia (1946), p. 177.
143 Cf. Ninck, Die Entdeckung von Europa durch die Griechen (1945), p. 39.
144 The idea that the names Europe and Asia in their largest semantic value are

found in Hesiod's Theogony 357-359 [eighth century] (so Glotz, Histoire grecque 1
[1925], 148, 166) does not hold true; cf. Mazzarino, Fra oriente e occidente (1947),
p. 332 note 128.

145 ICranz, loco cit.; F. Fischer, Nereiden und Okeaniden in Hesiods Theogonie
(1924), p. 46. 146 Ruge, art. Asia 1, BE 2 (1896), 1533f.

147 Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954), 476.
148 Dyer, P P 20 (1965), 123-132. The phases are I. Pre-Lydian equation

(Hesiod's Catalogue; traces in Homer's proper names and perhaps in Sappho and
Aeschylus, taken with the Hittite possibility Assuwa); II. Asia = Lydia (Homeric,
ll. 2.461; Archilochos, Fr. 23, Mimnermos, Fr. 12.2); the name emerges in liter-
ature ca. 700 B.C.; III. Asia = Persian Empire: Aeschylus in his Persians, Heca-
taeus; IV. Asia, one of the three divisions of the earth's surface (first in Heca-
taeus [?] or Herodotus).

149 Dyer submits assumptions as to the content of the name 'AcrLcx. in Sappho:
(1) 'AcrLcx. "the rest of the Troad," i.e. beside Troy; (2) 'AcrLcx. "the land formerly
called Assuwa," so that Troy was possibly the center of the Assuva league; but Dyer
(p. 127) finds it then surprising that Sappho should speak of Troy and the rest of
, Acrtcx. as an entity; (3) ,Acrtcx. " Anatolia."
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was earlier used for a pre-Lydian kingdom known to the Hittites as
Assuwa and may be equated with the Troad kingdom. In any case,
Asia appears to be a local Anatolian name.150

Successive stages of broadened territories covered by a name are,
in fact, observable in many cases of geographic names, ancient and
modern. Each expanded stage of the name seems to be owing to the
figure pars pro toto. In Greek, several instances are good illustrations
of the case in point. Thus, the Greek name cE).)I.~O'7tO\/'TOc; carries the
more limited semantic content of "strait of the Dardanelles" in
Homer and this is the original situation; then the poet of the
Oatalogue of Ships extends the terminus cEM~O'7tO\/'TOc; to the north-
ern part of the Aegean, i.e. to the Thracian Sea; and its use to de-
signate the south is preserved till Hecataeus and Hellanicus (the
extension into the inner Aegean occurred in Hellenistic poetry as a
literary affectation derived from the passage in the Oatalogue of
Ships).151

An area of the southern Greek peninsula called IIEAo7toc; y~ was the
starting point for IIEAo7toc; \/aaOC;, which produced the name IIEAo-
~6\/\/YJaoc; for the entire peninsula. In a similar way, in the middle ages
the name MOPEC'lC;started as the name of a spot from a mulberry grove
and in successive phases reached coverage for the whole peninsula.

Another good example is the name CEAA&C; which, starting in
Thessaly, came to cover the Greek lands.

The name Oanada, deriving from a Huron word for "settlement,
village," was applied originally to the region immediately adjacent
to Quebec, and the term canadien, employed by the first French
authors, designated Algonquian tribes neighboring the St. Lawrence
River. Since then the semantics of the term has had a tremendous
enlargement. 152

150 Dyer, ibid., 132.
151 See Giinther Jachmann, "Hellespontos als geographischer Terminus,"

Athenaeum (Pavia) 33 (1955), 93-110; Italian summary, p. Ill.
152 See A. Dauzat, "Le nom du Canada," RIO 3 (1951), 81f. Cf. L. Deroy,

"L'origine prehelIenique de quelques noms de peuples mediterraneens," Annuaire
de l'Institut de philologie et d'hist. or. et sl. 13 (1955), 88f. See also I. Velyhorskyj,
"The Term.and Name Canada," Onomastica X (Winnipeg, 1955), pp. 7-28; Eng-
lish summary, p. 5f. [the author presents the various possible explanations offered
by researchers and others but does not solve the problem; he is even unaware of
Dauzat's article]; J. A. Rayburn, "Geographical Names of Amerindian Origin in
Canada," Names 15 (1967), 206 [from Huron-Iroquois kanata "collection of dwell-
ings," first for a town and then for a territory].
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Among continent names two are good illustrative cases. The name
Eup6l7t'lJ designating "Middle Greece" expanded ca. 500 B.C. to
cover the continent of Europe, as far as it was known at that time,
and this concept was commonplace about the mid-fifth century.

The name America, applied first to a small area, designated in
1517 South America only but, a generation later, came to cover
both South and North America.I53

Reason and experience, therefore, instruct us that the name of
a strip of land can be broadened in content to cover a larger area. 1M

V. ETYMOLOGIES OF A~IA: CRITICAL REVIEW
AND DISCUSSION OF PERTINENT NAMES

A review of old and recent etymologies of the name' AO'L(xmay
be in order for two reasons. First, though Bossert (1889-1961) has
listed and discussed most of them in his own fashionI55 and has thus
contributed to a better understanding of the issues of the problem,
yet he did not discuss all of them nor in all their details. Then,
since Bossert, a great discovery was made by the Englishman
Michael Ventris: the deciphering of the Linear B script on My-
cenaean tablets which opened a new wealth of Greek material
formerly closed to us. We may, therefore, discern in the study of
the names involved three periods of development:
(I) the first period before the Hittite documents were read and

exploited (before 1924);

153 See above, p. 17. - Of people designations Lat. Graeci "Greeks" and French
Allemands "Germans" were given, to be sure, from the outside by neighboring
peoples, partly as pars pro toto, but the princes of the Allemanen never required
the name Germania or Deutschland only for themselves; cf. F. Schachermeyr, "Zur
Frage der Lokalisierung von Achiawa," Minoica, Festschrift Joh. Sundwall (Ber-
lin, 1958), 373 note 30.

154 Bossert, Asia (1946), p. IV, thinks that an insignificant strip of land called
Asia could not become the name of the gigantic continent. Experience from the
practice in living languages demonstrates beyond doubt that what Bossert denies
actually happens in names of places. Heubeck (Historia 2 [1954], 477) was misled.

Bossert postulates that the Asia concept had been broad but, as a consequence
of the collapse of Asia because of the peoples' migration ca. 1200 B.C., that con-
cept was forcefully narrowed down to the later Lydia. I am afraid that Bossert con-
fuses two things: the concept of Asia Minor as a political and cultural force and the
name itself. Since the discussion of the name is our concern here, as far as we know,
the Anatolian peninsula never had one name before the Greeks; the peninsula as a
whole was nameless, e.g., during the half-millennium Hittite period.

155 Bossert, Asia (1946),pp. 2-24.
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(II) the middle period since the Hittite studies (1924: Forrer) ; and
(III) the recent period of the Mycenaean studies (1952: Michael

Ventris).
In a general way, we may first discard some etymological games,

although they originally were not thought of as such. E.g., Asia
was supposed to be derived from the same stem as Skt. ushas
(equivalent Gr. ~<.Uc;) "dawn," so the name would describe the land
of dawn and be, therefore, classed along with such names as East,
Levant, Anatolia, Nippon.156 Or, Asia would be understood to have
come from a Hebrew word in the sense "middle land" (middle
point) or "Glanzland."157 Or, Asia was a derivative of Gr. ciO"O"ov
"nearer" (compar. of &YXL).158Though tolerance and an effort to
understand the various points of view of other scholars are al-
ways commendable, we have to look first of all for evidenoe and
sound jugdment, but in such "explanations" as-the aforementioned
we miss both, so that they constitute sheer speculation and have the
flavor of legerdermain distraction, not serious claims.

In the following, several suggestions, proposals, and attempts at
explanation of the name are examined, two of them more serious
and deserving elaborate disoussion, for some of their elements sup-
port our effort toward a probable solution. But the thoughtful
reader will find disoussion of onomastio and linguistio matters de-
serving his attention and hopefully stimulating to him, such as the
notes on Assos and' AO"O"cX<.Uv(pp. 50-52), Hesione eto. (52-56),
Assuva (56-61), Al]l]ijavii (62f.), etc., and addenda to these.

1. From Egyptian

To the question whether an Egyptian name has etymologically
originated the name Asia our response is directly negative, but both
the Egyptian and the Greek name may very well have had a com-
mon Anatolian origin.

156 A. F. Pott, Etymologische Farschungen (Lemgo, 1859-61), 2.190£.; see 1.
Taylor, Wards and Places (London, 1896), p. 51.

157 A. Forbiger, Handbuch der alten Geographie, 22.38 and 77; cf. S. Ruge, art.
Asia 1, RE 2 (1896), 1534; H. Philipp, PM 82 (1936), 109b.

158 Agathemerus, Geographiae informatio, 4 (GGM, 5.472): 'EKA~&"t)O'CXV Se

1)1t€LpOL rl1t€LpOL 't"LV€<; o1)O'CXLSL' rlyvOLCXV· ' AcrLCX ~e &1tO 't"OU c1O'O'ov dVCXL 't"ot<; &1t' Eop6>1t"t)<;

&7t'LOUO'L. As F. Fischer (Nereiden und Okeaniden in Hesiods Theogonie [Halle, 1934],
p. 46 note 6) humorously said, "Das sieht fast wie ein Scherz aus."
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The land name '-es-ja (also in the forms: Asi, Asje, isj.j) occurs
in the Egyptian stereotype lists and, besides, only in the reign of
Thutmose III (early fifteenth cent. B.C.), 159but is unknown to the
redactors of the Assyrian documents. It occurs side by side with
Kef to and both appear to be located in Anatolia.160

The thesis was represented by some scholars that the Egyptian
name designated the island of Cyprus161but this has been rejected.162
Others have expressed the opinion that the Egyptian term re-
presents an Asiatic land,163i.e. a land of Anatolia.

Theoretically, the identification of Asia with the Egyptian name
,-es-ja (isj.j) is well possible, for five other Greek place names have
been detected in Egyptian documents in recognizable forms.164In
fact, a linking of the Egyptian name with Asia was suggested by
Maspero (1886)165and later by K. Sethe (1917)166and H. R·
Hall (1922).167Maspero's hypothesis was that the name Asia for the

159 Urkunden, IV. 610ff., especially 616.2.
160 Giulio Farina, "I popoli del mare," Aegyptus 1 (1920), 8-20, especially

10-13, 19.
161 G. Maspero, Comptes Rendus de l'Acaaimie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres,

1886, p. 361f. [Asi in Egyptian documents meant Cyprus]; K. MUller, Asien und
Europa, p. 336; Bilabel, Geschichte Vorderasiens (1927), 429f.

162 G. A. Wainwright, "Alashia-Alasa; and Asy," Klio 14 (1915),1-36 [Asywas
located on the seacoast and had affinities with Syria and Asia Minor, and connec-
tions with the coast of Cilicia, and was never called an island]; H. R. Hall, "The
Discoveries in Crete and their Relation to the History of Egypt and Palestine,"
Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology 31 (1909), 228; W. HeIck, Die
Beziehungen Agyptens zu Vorderasien im 3. und 2. Jahrtausend v. Ohr. (Wiesbaden,
1962), p.290. 163 Wainwright, Klio 14 (1915) Iff.

164 Three of these place names were identified by K. A. Kitchen, Orientalia, N.S.,
34 (1965), 5f., and two more by W. F. Albright," Aegean Place Names in a List of
Amenophis III," Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, No. 181,
Feb. 1966, pp. 23f. The names are Kunusa (KvCl)cm6c;), 'Amnisa ('A[J.VL0'6c;),
Likat(a) (Aux't'oc;), Naupilyi (NCXU1tALCX), and Kutira (Ku&1Jpcx).

165 G. Maspero, Oomptes Rendus [see above note 161], p. 362; idem, Revue Ori-
tique d'histoire et de litterature 2, No. 37 (13 Sept., 1886), p. 199.

166 K. Sethe, "Der Name der Phonizier bei Griechen und Agyptern," Orienta-
listische Btudien, Fritz Hommel zum 60. Geburtstag (2 vols., Leipzig, 1917-18), vol.
1, p. 330 with note 2: 'AO'LCX as part of Anatolia. Cf. H. Gauthier, Dictionnaire des
WJms geographiques contenus dansles textes hieroglyphique8 (7 vols., Caire, 1925-31),
1, p. 77f.; Th. Bossert, Asia (1946), pp. 3 and 78.

167 H. R. Hall, Bibliotheque de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes, 234 (1922), p. 315; in
his earlier writing, Proceedings of the Soc. of Bibl. Archaeol. 31 (1909), 228, he
thought that Asi or Alasiya may have been located on the Cilician coast.
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Anatolian peninsula (and subsequently for the continent) would
derive from the Egyptian name Asi "Cyprus" (which latter occurs
from the time of Thutmose III).

A well-known fact, however, is that Asi ('-es-ja) never does
signify Asia in any record. Instead, the Egyptian name Setet
(spelled S!t) stands for "Asia" and specifically for the land area An-
terior Asia,168and the ethnics S~tyw169 and St·ty170 "Asian, Asiatic
person." So the identification Asia = ;,-es-ja was rejected by Fa-
rinal71and Helck.172According to the latter writers, these names as
purely traditional, used in the stereotype lists, yield nothing con-
cerning the use of the Egyptian name '-es-ja at the time of the
origination of those lists.

Th. Bossert's contribution is that he set up the equation Asia =

Assuva (Hittite) = isj.j (Egyptian) and has demonstrated that the
Hittite name Assuva is identical, linguistically and in realia, with
the Egyptian name isj.j "Asia," as recorded in Egyptian docu-

168 Sit" Asia" on the inscription of Ptahwer (inscriptions of Sinai), dated from
the time of Sesostris lIT (1887-1849):" [delivering] Asia (S~t) to him who is in the
Palace (the Pharaoh) etc."; see Ancient Records of Egypt. Historical Documents, ed.
and trans!. with commentary by J. H. Breasted (5 vols., Chicago, 1906-07) [here-
after abbreviated ARE], vol. I, § 728, p. 319. See also I{' Sethe, Opecit., 1.330; G.
Roeder, art. Asien, M. Eberts Reallex. d. Vorgeschichte I (1924), 236b (with a
reference to D. G. Hogarth, Journal of Egyptian Archaeol. I [1914], 9).

169 Egyptian syyw "Asiatics" (ethnic) from sometime after 2100 (eleventh
Dynasty, 2160-2000 B.C., reign of Nibhotep-Mentuhotep I): "Nubians, Asiatics
(S~tyw), Libyans"; see ARE I (1906), p. 205, § 423H, with note d; Sftyw"Asiatics"
from the reign of Amenhotep II (1447-1420 B.C.); ibid., 2.307, § 784; 308, § 787;
Sf·tyw" Asiatics" from the time of Harmhab (1350-1315 B.C.), and twice from the
time of Ramses II (1292-1225 B.C.); ibid., 3.12 (§ 20),205 (§ 479), 210 (§ 490);
'Srtyw" Asiatics" from the time of Ramses III (1198-1167 B.C.); ibid., 4.70 (§ 119);
71 (§ 122); 4.22 (§ 40); from the period 588-569 B.C.; ibid., 4.508 (§ 994).

170 From the period of Ramses III (1198-1167); ARE 4.42 (§ 72).
171 Giulio Farina, Aegyptus I (1920), 10-13 and 19, rejects the proposed identity

Asje = Asia, on the ground that Asje "puo non offrire una semplice assonanza col
nome Asia: 'Acr(cp ev A€L(LWVr. ••• (ll. 2.460) e la tradizione posteriore: 'Acr(cc yiXp
't'o 1tp6"t'€poV exCCA€L"t'O -i) Au~(cc." The open-minded author closes his article with
the expectation that one day new documents may shed light on the obscure problem.

172 W. HeIck, Die Beziehungen .Agyptens zu Vorderasien im 3. una 2. J ahrtausend
v. Vhr. (Wiesbaden, 1962), 298, note 59, while rejecting Bossert's identification of
isj.j, has observed that Bossert has laid too much value on the occurrence of isj.j
in the stereotype lists.
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ments.173The equation has not found unanimous assent174but has.
been accepted by Heubeck,175and I think I have reasons to adopt.
it myself.

In conclusion, the name Asia does not derive from Egyptian
,-es-ja or vice versa but the Egyptian name ~-es-ja is the Egyptian.
rendering of the Hittite name Assuva designating a part of Anatolia.

2. From personal names

When the ancients derived the land name 'AO'LCt.from the name
of an eponymous hero' AO'LCic;(Ionic form' AO'L"tJC;,gen. 'AO'LE:<.o)or
from the name' AO'LCt.('AO'L"tJ)of Prometheus' wife or mother, 176and
this has been repeated by modern scholars,177in this attempt, really
no explanation in itself, no method in the examination of these·
names has been visible. For two aspects are important about a·
serious interpretation: (a) arriving at the root of the problem and
explaining at the same time also those personal names from which
the geographic name is supposed to stem; and (b) demonstrating
how such name derivations did or could occur. As it is, however,
neither interpretation can be correct since, in retrospect and in view
of the new evidence made available to us in the twentieth century,
the geographic name can be explained in a more convincing way
than this. As far as the pertinent name data can now tell us, the

173 Th. H. Bossert, Asia (1946), 5f., 40 and 177. - Bossert rejected the identifica-
tion by Sturm (AOF 7.187ff.) of isj.j = lsuwa.

174 Cf. W. HeIck, lococit.
175 A. Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954), 476 with note 1.
176 Herodot. 4.45.3 reports on these two interpretations of the name but seems·

to favor the one, telling us that it was after Asies, the grandson of the mythical
Lydian king Manes, that Asia and the Asiad clan were named: XCXl.'t'ou't'ou ~€v·
~e't'cxAcx~~&vmrt"cxr. 't'ou ouv6~cx't'o~ Au8o(, cp&~evor. e7tl. ' Acr(ew 't'ou K6'tUo~ 't'ou M&vew
XeXA1)cr&cxr.~v ' Acrb]v, &AA' oux E7tl. 't'1i~ rrpO~1)&EO~ ' Acr(1)~· &n' <heu Esc. ' Acr(ew] xcxr.
~v ev ~&p8LO'f. CPUA'1)VXl::XA1)cr&CXr.' AO'f.&ocx. The second branch of the mythical Lydian
royal family included son Atys and grandsons Tyrsenus and Lydus. The interpreta-
tion of Asia from the name Asie, Prometheus' mother (so Apollod., Biblioth.1.2.2
and 3) is repeated by the scholiast in Scholia in Apoll. Rhod. vetera, ed. C. Wendel
(Berolini, 1935), p. 40, ad Apoll. Rhod. 1.444 en' ,Acr(8o~ ~ndpor.o: ~ ' AaLcx 6>vo~&a~.
&7tO ' Aa(cx~ 't'1i~ rrpO~1)&EW~ ~1)'t'po~ xcxr. "A't'ACXV't'O~X't'A.

177 Goettling saw in the Oceanids (Hesiod's Theogony), i.e. Europe, Asie, Doris,.
and Rhodeia, the eponyms of the respective lands (Goettling-Flack, Hesiodi car-
mina3, p. 48 note) and F. Fischer (Nereiden und Okeaniden in HesioM Theogonie:
[Halle, 1934], p. 29) seems to agree with him.
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names of the Oceanids cannot be primary but most probably derive
from the corresponding geographic names, as a creative poet like
Hesiod has such license to do. All three names, ,AO+f) of Prometheus'
wife or mother, ,Acrt"l)~of the Lydian king's grandson, and the
name 'AcrLa~epUA~ of a Lydian clan, are secondary names derived
from the geographic name' AcrLCl.,which is found in the form Aswia
in the Mycenaean tablets.l78 In the case of the personal name' AcrL"I)
found in Hesiod179 (eighth cent. B.C.), we are compelled to con-
.sider it a secondary name, derived from the geographic term, not
vice versa.

The personal name 'AcrLiX~(-"I)~),rendered as "the beloved one,"
according to an opinion, and derived from the noun ~crL~(this
should be ~crL~= 't"Ep~L~in the Souda), 180is supposed to be found
.also in two other names, ,AcrL't"LfLO~and cHcrL6'J'1.181However, there
.are obstacles: while cx- in 'Acr(ais a or ex, the ~- /hc,·/ in ~crL~cannot
be the same as lX.-in' AcrL't"LfLo~and' AO"LCl..The attempted explanation
is, in fact, impossible .

.3. From Gr. a(Jl~ (" A(JlO~)

The name 'AcrLlX.is explained as feme of adj. &crLO~and for both
·of these the anc. Gr. noun &crL~f. "slime, mud" was available as a
source. The scholiast ad Dionys. Perieg. 10 says: 'AcrLCl.aLa 't'1J'J
·UYPCl.O'LCl.V·&O'L~yap AEye:'t"lXL~ UYPCl.O"LCl..182In fact, the noun &O'L~f.
"'mud, dirt" is Homeric (ll. 21.321) and occurs also in Nicander
(second cent. B.C.), and in Chariton (second cent. A.D. ~) 2.2 ;183
from this was formed &crLO~as epithet "muddy."184 This etymology
of 'AcrLlX.(for the fertile alluvial ground of the rivers at the west
coast of Asia Minor) was accepted by Pape and Benseler,185 A.

178 ' AcrtllC; was explained by J. Wackernagel, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu
Homer (1916), p. 86 note 1, as a backformation to 'AcrLCl)(in ll. 2.461 'AcrLCl)Lbtl
:Ae:L(J.WVL),held erroneously to be a genitive instead of dative' AcrLCl)L.

179 Hesiod, Theog. 359 XpuO'll'tC;'t" ,AcrLll 't'e: XCtL t(J.e:p6e:crcrCtKCtAu~6>.
180 The Souda has ~HO'L6vll: C>vo(J.CtXUpLOVand ~O'LC;:'t'ep~LC;.
181 Pape-Benseler, WGE3, p. 156a. On ~HcrL6vllsee note, below, pp. 52 f.
182 GaM 2.431; Steph. Byz., s.v.; Eustath. ad Dion. Perieg., 620.
183 Ed. R. Hercher, Erotici scriptores Graeci, vol. 2 (1859), p. 28, 1. 25: 'Ex

:(J.Ctxp~C;oi)v .&CtAeXcrcrllC;cX1t6AOUcrCtL't'1)vrxO'LVX't'A.
184 Eustath. ad ll. 2.461 explains "AO'Lo~as tAu6>811~.
185 Pape and Benseler, WGE3, 156a, following their highly questionable prac-

tice, render the name 'AcrLocas "More, Moorland," i.e. "marshland."
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Fick,186 W. Prellwitz,187 E. Boisacq with reference to Fick,188 by
the editors of the Greek-English lexicon,189 and, recently, with some
hesitation, by H. Frisk.I90 But the explanation has rightly not en-
joyed consensus.191

The early occurrence of 'AO"Lcpev AE:L!-L(;)VL(Il. 2.461) caused scho-
lars to theorize that the Asian plain is the marshy delta of the
Cayster River, which plain became thereafter the site of Ephesos,
capital of Asia in its oldest sense. The increasing significance of
that city would conceivably have caused the gradual extension of
the name to the neighboring region, in case' AO"Lrt.was originally
Ephesos' territory. So the stem as- is sought in "AO"LOc;(AE:L!-LWV),
etc., and -es- is found in the analysis of the name "Eq>-E:O"-oc;in medial
position, so that this city is given the interpretation "the town on
the marsh"; with this name' AO"ElXin Arcadia is compared as a
marshy valley.192

However, except for &cnoc;,that might be claimed to have origin-
ally meant "marshy," as" AO"Loc;,whose fern. form is 'AO"LlX,might,
the rest is so nebulous that it is susceptible of no proof, especially

186 A. Fick, "Altgriechische Ortsnamen IV," BB 22 (1897), 225, connects with
acn~ "mud which a river deposits" the Homeric "Acno~AeL(l~vof Cayster (Il.
2.461), whose name would have extended to Lydia and then to the kingdom of
Lydia; when the latter was incorporated in the Median-Persian Empire, the name
,AcrLcxwould have again been extended to cover more territory and very naturally
there followed the application of Asia as a continent of its own. Cf. E. Boisacq,
Dictionnaire etymologique de la langue grecque (Paris, 1914), p. 87, s.v. &m~.

187 W. Prellwitz, Etymologisches TVorterbuch der griechischen Sprache (G6ttingen
1905), p. 57, s.v. &crL~.

188 See note 186.
189 LSJ s.vv. 'AcrLcxand &crLO~.
190 Frisk, GEW, 1.162, s.v. &m~,following probably Liddell-Scott-Jones, says

that perhaps &crLO~as epithet of AeL(l~V(Il. 2.461) with Eustathius is the word
whence 'AcrLcxderives, in case the periphrastic name is not simply" AcrLo~"Asian"
from 'AcrLcx.

191 P. S[mith], art. Asia, W. Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography
1 (1878), p. 233b, rejected the linking of &crL~and 'AcrLCX.

More recently, R. R. Dyer, discussing the name, glosses &m~"silt deposited by
rivers" (obviously rendering "Schlamm, den ein FluB absetzt" by A. Fick, BB
22.225) and attaches to the name the signification" land of silted harbors," in place
of Pape-Benseler's "marshland," but concludes that this manifestly not original
etymology is "attractive and may have played a part in popular etymology." See
Dyer, PP 101 (1965), 127 note 27.

192 Cf. I. Taylor, Names and their Histories (1896), p. 53a; idem, Words and Places
(1896), p. 52.
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with regard to explaining the change of es- (in Eph-es-os) from aB-;
this, indeed, is utter nonsense.193 Furthermore, the name' AGEl/.(in
Arcadia) claimed as corroborating evidence is no'\v known to be a
word entirely different from 'AG(lf..194

4. Frorn a Greek ·word meaning "water"

The appellative *&G(J(x.in the sense "water" was postulated by
scholars of the nineteenth cent. as the source of adjective &GGLO!;;'
7tPOX6A7tLO!;;(a Hesychian gloss) and (kGLO!;;;the name 'AO"Ll/.derived
from the latter form would have signified the Anatolian peninsula as
"the continent surrounded by water and lying in the sea. "195 The
objections to this etymology are two: (a) the original sense of the
name Asia was not "continent" or "island" or "peninsula," for, in
fact, the name applied to an inland area in Asia Minor; and (b) the
etymology ignores the prosody of cXO"LO!;;"marshy" (~) and 'AGLcx.(eX.),
which never were cXGO"LOC;and 'AGGLlf..196The spelling Assia in Latin
is, I submit, the result of the effort on the part of '\vriters to render
Asia - 'J -. The attempt, therefore, has failed.

5. From Semitic a§u "east"

The celebrated nineteenth-century explanations of Asia and
Europe from Semitic have been reiterated for more than a hundred
years by many a scholar in books, journals, and encyclopaedia ar-

193 Arabic a1-Awast (in Idrisi, middle of twelfth cent.) was suggested as re-
presenting Homeric "AcrLO~ Ae:~fl<ilv, 0 't'1i~ 'EcpzO'ou XcX.fl1t'O~ (Ducas, p. 47); see
W. Tomaschek, Zur historischen Topographie von Kleinasien im Mittelalter (1891),
p. 32. If the Arabic name applies to this area, it can hardly be explained etymologi-
cally from Homeric "AO'~o~, which was not in use in the middle ages, but it can
from "Ecpe:O'o~. In fact, afasin stands for Ephesos and Afasin for the province of
Ephesos; see M appae Arabicae. Arabische Well- und Liinderkarten, 111. Bd. Asien I:
Vorder- und Sildasien, herausg. K. IVliller(Stuttgart, 1927), p. 5 and 6 [map of
A.siaMinor]. 194 See below on Asijatija, p. 71 note 349.

195 So J. Baunack, "Beitrage zur altgriechischen Onomatologie," Theodor Vogel
Studia Nicolaitana (Leipzig, 1884), p. 22: "Kleinasien ... d.L der von Wasser um-
gebene, im Meere liegende Continent ... Erst spater ward der Name auf den Erd-
teil im Ganzen ausgedehnt, anfangs noch mit dem Zusatz 1) fle:ycX.A~ ' AO'Lct und
dann ohne diesen." The author, explaining &O'cX.fl~v.&oC; "bathtub" from &O'O'ct-

"water" (p. 18), further interprets 11. 2.461 'AO'Lcp bJ Ae:~fl(;)v~ as &O'O'Lcp"wasser-
reich" (p. 21); for him both &O'O'~- and &crL- (this of r10'~C;"mud") belong together
(p. 33) and a by-form of 'AO'Lct is 'AO'Lc;.

196 J. Wackernagel's suggestion of "AcrcrLoC; , AO'O'Lct from 'AO'O'oC; (see below,
p. 48f.) is now superseded by the new Mycenaean findings.
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ticles. The etymology of Asia is believed by geographers suoh as
H. Kiepert, Hassinger, Semple, and many others, and is still
lingering on, but not without dissent. In more recent years, Hrozny
took up this age-old etymology and lent it some prestige but not
for long, because other soholars such as W. Otto, H. Th. Bossert,
M. Gortani, and S. Mazzarino rejected the conneotion, and, on the
other hand, revolutionary developments in Hittite and Mycenaean
Greek studies opened unexpected new vistas.

The Semitio etynlology is simple: As Europe is explained from
Semite ereb "sunset; evening, darkness; west" (a partioipial form to
the verb erebu "to set"),197so Asia is derived, as a participial form,
from the Akkadian (Semitio Babylonian) verb a§u "to rise"; thus
the pair of continents constitutes an exact parallel: Europe would
mean "sunset, west, western land" and Asia "sunrise, east, eastern
land."198

197 The Semitic explanation of Europe meaning "western land, west" from a
word meaning "evening" or from Phoenician is presented by many nineteenth
century scholars, e.g. F. A. Ukert, Geographie der Griechen und Romer, 1.2.211f.;
A. Forbiger, Handbuch der alten Geographie, 3.1; H. Kiepert, Lehrbuch der alten Geo-
graphie, 1.26; van Herwerden, Lexicon Graecum suppletorium, S.V.; H. Lewy, Die
semitischen Fremdworter im Griechischen (Berlin, 1895), 139f.; Grimme, Glotta 14
(1925), 17 [the author presents Assyr. erw samsi "sunset" and Aram., Hebrew
'ardb "sunset."]; more recently, G. R. Stewart, "Europe and Europa," Names 9
(1961), 79-90. I should add that the Greek or other pre-Greek explanation is
favored by many others.

198 For this early explanation of Asia from Semitic cf. P. S[mith], in: W. Smith's
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography 1 (1878), 234 with note 1 (where earlier
literature is cited).

The etymology from Semitic was postulated by Samuel Bochard in the sixteenth
century, was discussed by Allen, Halliday, and Sykes, Hymn to Apollo, 251, 291,
and L. Deroy, RIO 11 (1959), p. 5 note 13. Most recently, Dyer (P P 20 [1965], 116
note 2) believes that Minoan asuja may represent Akkad. ABU" sunrise" and justify
the guess of various scholars that the contrast Asia r--J Europe represents from a
Cretan viewpoint the contrast of sunrise r--J sunset in Semitic, EREBU yielding Gr.
EPE:~OC; "darkness" and Eup~1t1), an etymology implied in a Hesychian gloss. How-
ever, Dyer equates Aswios with AS8uwa, the plains of the Troad; there is a better
explanation for Assuva.

Cf. also H. IGepert, Handbuch der allen Geographie, 26 [Assyr. a~il "sunrise"];
'V. W. How and J. Wells, A Commentary on Herodotus (2 vols.; Oxford, 1912; re-
printed 1949-50), 1.320 (ad Herodot. 4.45.2); L. W. Lyde, The Continent of Europe
(London, 1913; reprinted 1920), p. 6; G. B. Cressey, Asia's Lands and Peoples
(New York, 1944), p. 14b; Der Grof3eBrockhaus16 1 (1952), 434b; art. Asia, EBr. 2
(1911), 734b; etc.
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It has often been repeated by various scholars that the terms
Europe and Asia originated in the Aegean Sea, where A§u was ap-
plied to the Anatolian peninsula and Ereb to Greece and Europe;
if there be truth in this, the division into the East (Orient) and the
West (Occident) would indeed be justified.199

Hrozny, to support this explanation, advanced synonymous ex-
pressions as parallels: Babylonian Amurru "West" (the West
Semitic Amorites are known to us from the Old Testament), i.e.
"the country where the sun is hidden by the Ocean," from which he
derives also the name Amorites, i.e. the name for the Canaanites,
inhabitants of the land called Amurru, and the Babylonian geo-
graphic name Elamtu "East."2oo

There is certainly no denying the existence of the natural contrast
East vs. West. This is evident also in the Byzantine Greek terms
,AVrx'rOA~"East" versus ~UcrLC;"West" as well as the learned par-
allels cE~a i"J cEcr7tE:pLrx.The semantic content, however, of these
contrasting names shows that Asu i"J Ereb do not stand on the same
footing; for ~u(n<; designates "Western Europe; Western Roman
Empire; (Byzantine) provinces in the Balkan peninsula," all taken
obviously from the viewpoint of Constantinople, the capital of the
Eastern World, of the Eastern Roman Empire (as the Byzantine
state was originally called) and of the E. Balkan Peninsula. How-
ever the pair A murru and Elamtu is hardly conclusive evidence for
A§ii.201

To enhance the validity of the etymology of Asia from A§u,
Hrozny entirely removed the name Assuva from the picture, for he
thinks it has nothing to do etymologically with 'AaLrx, and sug-
gested instead the correspondence of Hittite Assuva with the later
occurring name Assos at Troy202(which is examined in some detail
in the next etymological item, p. 48 ff.).

199 Cf. Ph. S[mith], in: W. Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography 1
(1878), 234; Cressey, lococit.; etc.

200 B. Hrozny, Die iilteste Geschichte Vorderasiens (1940), p. 16; idem, Die iilteste
Geschichte Vorderasiens und Indiens (1941), p. 12; idem, Ancient History of Western
Asia, India and Crete (1952), p. 4, 53 [on Amorites].

201 Concerning the geographical term East, also Nippon "Japan" may be cited,
i.e. "Land of the Rising Sun," consisting of two ideographs, Ni and han, basically
meaning "origin of light," "sun origin." Cf. Webster's Geogl'. Diet. (1964), p. 790b.

202 Hrozny, Ancient History (1952), p. 133.
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As soon as Hrozny's views had been published, W. Otto stamped
his explanation as "entirely hypothetical"203 and, later on, H. Th.
Bossert refuted it with the following effective argument: The name
Asia as "the land of the rising sun" and Europa as "the land of the
setting sun" could come into being from only one geographical
point of view, i.e. from the world of the Aegean islands. But it is
known from history that no Akkadians or other Semites lived there
during the period that may be considered for the creation of the
names 'AcrLcxand EUpw7tYJ.204Indeed, that old etymology, albeit
satisfactory from the viewpoint of expressing "East" (Asia) as
contrary to "West" (Europe), is uncertain and has been rejected;20&
and though it still figures in old books like those of H. Kiepert,
I. Taylor, E. C. Semple, and in new editions of geography books,206,
it may and should be considered dead at present.

The following may be added. It is a fallacy to start with the out-·
come of a process, in this case that of Asia lying in the East and
Europe in the West, and thus try to approach the sofar proposed
etymologies and the origins of these names with this handicap of a,
phantom.207 The contrast might only then be age-old and from the
very start, if the namegiver had stood on an island of the Aegean
and had given the two names to Asia "East" and Europe "West."
Such an assumption, however, is precluded for two reasons:
(a) naming places in the past as well as in the present is not based
on maps, but practical people everywhere give names to the places.
they move about, and (b) both geographic terms' AcrLtXand Eupw7t'YJ
clearly appear to have started as names of very restricted areas;
especially, Asia is recorded in the inland of Anatolia. When a small

203 W. Otto, Die iilteste Geschichte Vorderasiens, BB d. Bayer. Akad. d. TViss ."
philos.-hist. Abt., 2, 3 (1941), p. 20 note 1.

204 Bossert, Asia (1946), p. 2.
205 It is uncertain for Gortani, art. Asia, Elt ..4 (1929), 839b; rejected by Maz-

zarino, Fra oriente e occidente (1947), p. 47f. (independently of Bossert).
206 Cf. Hassinger, Geographische Grundlagen der Geschichte2 (1953), p. 51.
207 So it is done by R. Dyer (PP 20 [1965], 127), who says, "To what dim folk

memory or etymology the opposition to Europe27 <Note 27: Here Asia" the land of
silted harbors") is due can no longer be recovered." This opposition of Asia to
Europe certainly cannot be recovered because there was none, as far as our data.
tell us. Dyer then continues, "but the amazing coincidence that the opposition
parallels one in Semitic languages may conceal its origin"; what the author has in
mind in this statement is not clear to me but he seems to deny the reality of such
opposition.
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·area in western Anatolia was named Asia (this originally Aswia),
in the minds of the namers (who were no geographers) there was no
thought or motivation of an east direction. For this little area was
located as east or west as any other place on the globe; and the
:same is certainly valid about Europe, when the name was applied
to a small area in Greece.

A somewhat different approach is taken by two other scholars .
.For F. Fischer the designations of the continents "eastland" and
"westland," Asia and Europe, had come from the Orient and were
adapted by the Greeks to names familiar to them,208in other words,
if I understand the author correctly, through folk etymology. This
is then elaborated by the American onomatologist George R.
Stewart. He returns to the Phoenician-Hebrew source word mean-
ing "west" to explain therefrom both the continent name Europe
.and the deity name Europa; this recurrent proposal is hardly proved.
Regarding Asia, he does not, to be sure, accept the interpretation of
the name from a Semitic word that is related to Assyrian a$U "east"
but enters a tortuous and speculative compromise: Phoenician
traders upon entering the Aegean Sea took over the then locally
(}urrent name Asia, designating the east coast of the Aegean, and in
so doing they held it, by folk-etymology, to be their Phoenician
term for "east" and "might thus have been the more likely to call
the other shore the West. "209 In any case, the author considers the
name Asia as etymologically related not to Semitic a$U but to the
regional name Assuva.

u. Oonnection with name Assos

An ingenious explanation was advanced by J. Wackernagel in
1916 that connects the geographic name' Acr~~with the place name

.,1 AO'O'o~,so that 'AO'(~"Asian land" would have originally been
:Ie' AO'O'(~and' AO'Lcpev AE:L(LWVL (fl. 2.461) would stand for' AO'erLcp.
He thus replaces long a,- in 'AO'~cpand 'AO'~~(Aeschylus +) with the
forms' AO'crLcpand 'AcrO'L~,from which latter short oc- of both 'AO'L~
and derivatives would have resulted from Ionic change of O'erinto 0'

(perhaps as in ()erero~ ~ ()ero~ etc.). The length of the initial vowel

208 F. Fischer, Nereiden und Okeaniden in Hesiods Theogonie (1934), p. 42. Er-
Toneousis the author's statement that the continents were taken over by the Greeks
.after the Persian wars.

209 George R. Stewart, "Europe and Europa," Names 9 (1961), 88£.
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in the names' AerLtX,,AerLC;,"Aerwc;could, therefore, hardly be just
metrical convenience but is rather real; the generally used anc. Gk.
form 'AerL'lJwith short ~- is Ionic with one -er- (-s-) simplified from
-erer-(-ss- ).210The author further suggests that the personal name
,AcrL'lJC;ID.211was taken from 'AaLcp/ EVA€L{.L(;'WLas if the latter were
,AcrLCU,a gen. sing. (=' AcrL€cu),and was formed by analogy on the
pattern €U{.L{.LE:AL'lJC;: E:U{.LflE:ALCU.212In realia, according to the eminent
exponent, the name 'AerLtXas the designation of the land in the
East would have started from the Cayster plain (Il. 2.461 KtX.Uer't'pLou
&(Lcpt pE€&ptX.).On his interpretation of 'HaLOV~E:C;see below, p. 54£.

Wackernagel's interpretation is, according to H. Jacobsohn, con-
tradicted by the fact that Greek ereris not simplified in non-Greek,
Aegean, names in Ionic but eraand crinterchange in such non -Greek
names only after a long vowel, as in the case of the city name
AcfpLmx' row Acfp~a()(x'. 213 .

J acobsohn is partly right. But it so happens that, a generation
after J acobsohn wrote, Wackernagel's suggestion is vindicated by
the finds in Mycenaean records, where Ionic iX and Attic ~ are repre-
sented before original af /sw/; in fact, the Mycenaean tablets have
yielded the form "AerfLOC;from which both "AcrLOC;and "AerLOC;are
now explicable. 214

Hrozny identified Assuva with Assos, the name of the city in the
southern Troas, 50 to 100 miles NW of A. Goetze's location of
Assuva.215 It seems, however, impossible to explain "Acrcroc;from
"Aerfoc;,as we will see later in this exposition, so the connection of
Assuva (*Aswa), suggested by Hrozny and still believed in by Pro-
fessor I. J. Gelb,216seems improbable.217

210 J. Wackernagel, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Homer (Gottingen, 1916),
p. 86 = Glotta 7.246. - The author probably followed the lead of others such as
Pape-Benseler s.v. "Aaaor; (1.161b), who have: "Aaaor; Ae:L(l6>V "Moorstrich,"
Wiese in Lydien am I(aystrus, Steph. Byz. - In addition to the inhabitant name
~,Aaator; there are recorded: "Aaator; A£.f}or;, ,Aaa£~ A'Y)v6r;, and 't'ck X~AOU(le:v~ "AaaL~,
area pertaining to a river" Aaaor; in Phocis.

211 ' Aa£'Y)r; m. is the name for a Lydian. Cf. above, p. 31 with note 121.
212 Wackernagel, Ope cit., 86 note 1.
213 H. Jacobsohn, "Zu den griechischen Ethnika," KZ 57 (1929-30), 89 note 1.
214 See below, p. 69.
215 Hrozny, Die iilteste Geschiehte Vorderasier"s (1940), p. 129; idem, Ancient

History (1951), p. 133.
21~. In orftl communication, spring 1965 (see below, p. 64).
217 Thus, Albright, though thinking that nothing stands in the way of HroznY's
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My objections and those of others may be clarified in the follow-
ing explanation of the place name Assos.

Note on the name Assos

'A(j(j6r;;(inhabitant "AaO"LOr;;)218was a city on the southern coast of the Troas,
on the north shore of the Adramyttian Gulf (or Golf of Edremit), opposite the N.
coast of Lesbos and ca. 10'km distant therefrom, founded by settlers from Methymna
(of Lesbos) ca. 1000 B.C.219The town was called' Aaa6r;;in early Byzantine times
and then MCXX(:HX[.LLO'J220and.by the Turks Behram(-koy, or Behram-kale), but in the
twelfth century Azla.221 The identification of Assos with the much earlier settlement
Pedasos, the capital city of the Leleges (ll. 20.92 and often), however, of unknown
location,222 proposed by J. T. Clarke223and the explanation of the name Assos
from Pedasos by shortening of the latter, have not really been demonstrated. In

equation (AJA 54 [1950], 168f.), adds that "Assuva may not be Assos" (ibid.,
p. 169b); negatively also Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954),476 note 1.

218'AaaLCJ)'Jon coins of Assos (Mysia); see A. Florance, Geographic Lexicon of
Greek Coin Inscriptions (Chicago, 1966), p. 15.

219'Aaa6r;; ~: Alkm. 153 (Poetae melici Graeci, ed. D. L. Page. Oxford, 1962);
cf. Strabo 13.610f.; Ptolem. 5.2.4; Pausan. 5.4.9; Alexander Polyhistor fro 96, Ja-
cobi, FGrH III, 118; cf. D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (1950), 2.905 (with
bibliography); A. M. M[ansel], art. Assos, Der Kleine Pauly 1 (1964), 1542-44;
Buchner, art. Assos, BE 2 (1896), 1748; see the dates of Assos' history in J. T.
Clarke et alii, Investigations at Assos (London, etc., 1902-21), p. 3a.

220Le Synekdemos d'Hierokles, ed. E. Honigmann (Bruxelles, 1939), 661.13,
p. 22a ['Aaa6r;;"Aaaor;;].See references in W. M. Ramsay, The Historical Geography
of Asia Minor (1890), p. 104, 106; cf. p. 118. Ducas, 44, p. 332 'Aaaor;;7t6ALr;;",u'J
XCXA€L"t'CXLMCXXp&[.LLO'J(from a personal name Mcxxp&[.L7)r;;; on him G. Pachymeres,
2.438) and "t'O"t'1ir;;"Aaaou cppoupw'J;it was also the see of a bishopric. Cf. W.
Tomaschek, Zur historischen Topographie von Kleinasien im Mittelalter (1891), p. 23.

221 P. Amedee Jaubert, Geographie d'Edrisi traduite de l'arabe en franr;ais ... et
accompagnee de notes (Paris, 1836-40), 2.303. Azla is correctly identified with Assos
(pp. 302 and 303), for both are located in the same area of Adramyttion. On the
large map of Idrisi the name is recorded in the forms azla, azah and azila (= Assos);
see Mappae Arabicae. Arabische Welt- und Llinderkarten, III. Band, Asien, I: Vor-
der- und SUdasien. Mit Beiheft: Islamatlas, herausg. K. Miller (Stuttgart, 1927), p. 5.

222 Pidassa (In Egyptian pi-da-sa), land in inner Anatolia, is located somewhere
southwest of Hattusa, and is not identified with Mysian Pedasos; see W. HeIck,
Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu Vorderasien (Wiesbaden, 1962), p. 205 and note 22.
But the name is identical; cf. W. F. Albright, AJ A 54 (1950), 169.

On the Anatolian suffix -alJ,su, -aSu see Bossert, Asia (1946), 155ff.; cf. J. Bund-,
wall, AJA 52 (1948),319; W. F. Albright, AJA 54 (1950), 169 note 29; E. Laroche,
in: Gedenkschrift P. Kretschmer, 2 (1957), 1-7; idem "Etudes de toponymie ana-
tolienne," RHA 19 (1961), 89-90.

223 J. T. Clarke, Preliminary Report of the Investigations at A8808 1881 (Papers of
the Archaeolog. Instit. of America, Class. Sere I) (Boston, 1882), p. 60-63; J. T.
Clarke et alii, Investigations at A8S0S (1902-21), pp. 1 and 3.
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view, however, of the fact that another town' Aaa6c; was located in Epirus and a
river "Aaaoc; is recorded for Phocis224 and, furthermore, a town IT~8cxaoc;existed
at the Messenian Gulf in the Peloponnesus,225 such an explanation becomes highly
improbable.

The place name' Aaa6c; in the Troas has psilosis for original *t'Aaa6c;,226for its
ethnicon HE ~ ~IOI, Le. t"HaaLoL,is well attested in the Attic tribute lists of the
fifth century B.C.227 'Aaaoc; was originally pronounced Hciaaoc; by the Aeolians
when it became known to the Athenians, perhaps so early that even the change of
ffJ.f to fe·f could take place.228 The genuine accentuation was probably 'Aaa6c; (on
the ultima)229 and the form "Aaaoc; (with an acute), often recurring in our records,
proves nothing against the length of CX.230Along with' Aaa6c;are placed linguistically
,Aaa6c;, the name of the Lydian tOWIl, and' AaarY.wv,the name of Niobe's father.231

224Pape-Benseler, WGE3, 1.161.
225Cf. P. Kretschmer, Olotta 32 (1953), 168.
226P. Kretschmer, Glotta 28 (1940), 252, posits a name form *t'Haa6c;. Similarly,

form t'Aaa6c;, as in the text above, Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961), 72.
2271G 1.230.25; 234.60; 264. Assos was under Athens' influence 479-405 B.C.

Likewise, the ethnicon of the city of Locris is t'HaaLouc;accus. (Thucyd. 3.101); in
a later inscription it is spelled ' IaLouc;; cf. Steph. Byz. ' Haa6c;, 7t6ALC;AOXpL8oc;.'t'O
e:-&VLXOV"Haawc;. 0ouxu8(81)C;'t'pL't'1I.

228Against Hermann's view; so A. Schmitt, Der Buchstabe h im Griechischen
(1952), pp. 44 and 45 note 20.

229According to Arcad., p. 76, 12; cf. Meinecke ad Steph. Byz.
230Biirchner, art. Assos, BE, 2 (1896), 1748; Schmitt, Opecit., 45 note 20.
231The name 'AaarY.wv (FHG 1.39.13) of Xanthos of Sardis is, according to

Brandenstein (art. ](appaaokia, RE, Nachtriige zum X. Band (1935), col. 139;
followed by Bossert, Asia [1946], p. 67), equivalent to the Hittite name Asu1,.lan.
This latter name, syllabically transcribed A-su-wa-an, occurs on a Cappadocian
tablet (Vingt-quatre tablettes Cappadociennes de la Collection W. Golenischeff. 5.2 =

B. Landsberger, "Uber die Volker Vorderasiens im dritten Jahrtausend," Zeit-
schrift f. Assyriol., N.F. 1 [1924], 221) and is supposed to belong to a pre-Hittite
language in Cappadocia, not to ASSYrian (so B. Landsberger, ibid.); according to
others the date is the first half of the second millennium B.C. (Stephens, Personal
Names 0/ Cappadocia [1928], p. 24; Georg Eissler und Julius Lewy, Die altassyri-
schen Rechtsurkunden vom Kultepe, I-II [Leipzig, 1930], p. 49 note c: A-su-wa-an).
The language of these" Cappadocian" tablets is a clear Akkadian, the earliest reach-
able stage of ASSYrian; see J. Lewy, art. Kappadokische Tonta/eln, in: M. Eberts
Reallex. d. Vorgeschichte 6 [1926], 214a. - An exactly similar formation is shown by
the name l]a-lJ,a-lu-(w)a-an (Musee du Louvre, Textes Cunei/ormes, IV: Tablettes
Cappadociennes, 122.2,6 = B. Landsberger,Zeitschr. /. Assyriol., N. F., 1 [1924],222).

Heubeck, however, derived the name 'AaarY.wvfrom the Lydian city name
,Aaa6c; (which he holds to be identical to 'Aaa6c; in the Troas +- t'Aaa6c;), originally
an ethnicon to the relevant place, with suff. -won crossed with genuine Gk. suff.
-&..rwvwith a different function; other possible parallels cited are: t'EALXrY.WVIl.
3.123 (from t'EALX1) and Mycen. dL.rLrY..rCJ)V(KN Vc 293 di-wi-ja-wo). See Heu-
beck Praegraeca (1961) 56 and 72. See addenda, p. 81 f.
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And, in accordance apparently with an indication of H. Jakobsohn,232 Heubeck set
the ultimate root of the name as *hass-.233

In any case, our conclusion is that the name' Aaa6r; is unrelated to the name
,AaLoc and the etymology to support this connection has failed; it is equally un-
related to AS8uva.

Note on rHGtovT}, ,Hawvijet;, and 'HGwvla

The names rHaL6v1], , HaLov'iier;, and 'HaLovL<X are treated here in connection
with 'AaL<X because they, like A8sos and Assaon, have been, to be sure, linked with
A8ia but are probably unrelated.

rHaL6V1] (He8ione), the name of the daughter of the Trojan king Laomedon and
Leukippe,234 was, certainly much later, ascribed to Prometheus' spouse (who was
known to Herodotus 4.45 as 'AaL1]). Heracles waged war against the Trojans to
recover the reward promised him for saving Hesione and slaying the sea-monster.235
The legendary scene of the exposure of Hesione was the promontory and harbor
(near Troy), which both have been identified by Thacher Clarke with Be8hilc Burnu
and Be8hik Bay, and the identification entirely suits the conditions.236

In Aeschylus Hesione was a sister of the Oceanid chorus and wife of Prome-
theus.237 With this better known personage the Oceanid ' AaL1] (Hesiod, Theog.359)
has been identified.238

It seems to me unlikely that the Mycenaean names from Pylos a-8i-ja and
(toponym) a-si-ja-ti-ja should be linked to 'Aaa6r;, ,AaarY..wv, etc., as Heubeck,
Opecit., p. 73 note 76, suggests. On a8ijatija see below, p. 71 with note 349.

232H. Jacobsohn, "Zu den griechischen Ethnika," KZ 57 (1929-30), 105 note 1.
233Historia 2 (1954), 477: here he connected with' Aaa6r; the name "AaLOr; of

four persons in Homer (from Abydos, <!>C'tEV07tL' Amclofj Il. 17.583; Troy, 12.139
"Amov eX~CPL&vC'ty..'~C'l,140 'AmclO1]V and often; Arisbe, 2.837 ry p't'C'lXL01]r; ~px.'
"Amor; and passim), and the name "Amor; AeL~wv (1l.2.461) of the region at the
banks of the Lydian CaY-ster. On these names see also above, p. 31 with note 120.

Mysian Aaaor; was explained as connected with Hittite asSU8 "good"; which
would then lead us to A88uva. But W. Brandenstein, ZONF 11 (1935),76 with note
1, adopts Dr. Konig's suggestion that the stone for the Lycian sarcophagi came
from A8son, name of a place meaning" stone," with which he compares Iran. *a8a
"stone" ~ IE ak' - "hard stone."

234Apollod., Bibliotheca 2.5.9, Loeb, 1.208 and 209; and passim.
235Strabo 13.1.32: ou ytXP e:vexoc t7t'7t'WV, eXAAtX~La&ot> u7t'ep 't'-Yjr;rHm6v1]r; XC'lL 't'OU

X1)'t'OUr;.
236Walter Leaf, Strabo on the Troad. Book XIII, cap. I, ed. with Translation

and Commentary (Cambridge, 1923), p. 167. Cf. Steph. Byz. (Graz, 1958, p. 13):
,AyrY..~~E:LC'l,axpoc XC'lLAL~1)V 7t'E:pL~v TPOL<XV, 6>r; rEAArY..VLXOr;&v oeu't'Epct>. E:XA1)&1] oe &7t'O
't'Ot>&yC'l~OV ~v rHm6v1]v U7t" C'lU't'Ou7t'C'lpC'lOO&-YjVC'lL't'C{lX1)'t'E:L.AEyE:'t'C'lLoe XC'lL' AY&.~~1] X't'A.

237 Aeschylus, Prom. 557: XCXLAEx.0r; aov u~evcxLouv / t6't'C'l't'L yrY..~wv, o't'E: 't'tXV o~o-
7t'eX.'t'pLOVe;ovoLC;;I &y<xyec;; rHaL6v<xv 7t'L.&6lV 8eX.~tXp't'ct XOLV6AeK't'pOV. Cf. ScOOl. Aesch.
Prom. 553.

238 Cf. F. Fischer, Nereiden und Okeaniden in Hesiods Theogonie (Halle, 1934),
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The city 'Hcn6vYJ in Lydia is equated with the city called 'Aata:. Whether the
two names are also etymologically related is a different matter, as we will see.

In its semantic content, the name ~Hm6v'YJ was explained by Wilamowitz as
originally having a definite meaning. Discussing the proper names in -CJlV and the
related feminine names in -6v'YJ of the type' AfL<Pr.6va:, L~:'lr.6v'YJ,MOAr.6v'YJ, 'H7tr.6v'YJ,
he states that ~Hm6v'YJ, name of Teukros' mother and Prometheus' wife, meant
"the Asian (Asiatic) woman" (die Asiatin) and that the vocalism leads to the con-
clusion that to ~Hm6v'YJ belong the 'Hmov1jE:C; (see below).239 In fact, the name
~Hm6v'YJ seems to have its origin in pre-Homeric saga.240Mazzarino, disagreeing
with Wilamowitz, whom also F. Fischer follows,241suggests that ~Hm6v'YJ was by
folk etymology linked with the name' Aata:, so that the sense "the Asiatic lady" .
was a later addition to it and that the name 'Hmov1jE:C; was formed. I do agree
with Mazzarino's arguments, viz. (1) that Hesione and Asia are not directly related,
even in myths, and (2) the presence of the spiritus asper in the name ~Hm6v'YJ but
its absence in the name 'Aata: definitely keep the two names apart from each
other.242

Now ruled out thereby are F. Fischer's suggestions, (a) that &aLCJlVand -ijar.6v'YJ
as well as ~r.6lV and 'Hr.6v'YJ (Hesiod 255; 'HLOVE:UC; = Strymon; etc.) all signify an
earth elevation, and his documentation of these identifications by referring to Boi·
sacq as his authority,243 and (b) that 'Hr.6v'YJ and t'Hm6v'YJ perhaps are not very
different, as well as (c) his further conclusion, while comparing ~HmovE:r:c; in He-
sychius as equivalent to 'Aar.a:voL, that Hesione and Asia are identica1.2-l4 For iJ"Cwv
is of unknown origin, for Boisacq also,245and the rest of the names are still under
discussion at our time. Fischer himself had for his time declared the etymology of
the name 'AaL'YJ uncertain,246 and thereby annulled his own identifications. The
fact is that the marshaling of various names that offer a certain external similarity
does not alone lead to their explanation; they need to undergo scrutiny and sifting.

46f. and 106f.; Mazzarino, Fra oriente eoccidente (1947), p. 328 note 86; Dyer, 125,
assumes that the name Hesione was at home first in the Troad.

239Ulrich v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Aristoteles und Atken (Berlin, 1893),
2.81 with note 29; idem, Aisckylos: Interpretationen (Berlin. 1914) 136 with note 4;
cf. idem Der Glaube der Hellenen (Berlin, 1931-32), 2.21 note 1.

240Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954), 47.
241See F. Fischer, Nereiden und Okeaniden in Hesiods Tkeogonie (1934), p. I06f.
242Mazzarino, Opecit., 329 note 88.
243E. Boisacq, Dictionnaire etymologique de la langue grecque, p. 317, holds A.

Fick's linking of ~r.6lV from *&[ a ]r.CJlVwith OLat. asa, Lat. ara, "earth elevation,
altar" and MIr. a "elevation" to be conjectural and Froehde's from Lat. *osa, ora
"border" a failure. Frisk, GEW, 1.626f., gives these references and adds V. Pisani's
hypothesis of ~r.6lV from Greek a:La:.

244 See Fischer, lococit.
245Boisacq, lococit.
246Fischer, Opecit., p. 47 note 6. - Erroneous also is his conclusion that Eupw1t'YJ

and' AaL'YJ turn out to be Chthonian goddesses (p. 142); this is simply forcing the
evidence.
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, HO'I.ov1ie~.-

The Esioneis were Lydian Maeonians, living near Sardis,247 and Asiatic Greeks.248
The ethnic 'HO'Lov1ie~, attested indirectly in Callinus, the elegiac poet of the seventh
cent. B.C.,249 was the name of a tribe, otherwise attested as ' AO"~~~qmA~ in Hero-
dotus (middle of the fifth cent. B.C.).250 This name 'HO'Lov1je~was clearly influenced
by the linking of 'AO"LCXwith the name l"HO'L6v1).251R. Dyer's claim of high anti-
quity in the Cayster plain252 for the name 'HO'Lovei:~ is based on Wilamowitz.253
Many of these names are of course very ancient but what interests us here is how
high their antiquity is; neither Wilamowitz nor Dyer has supported their opinion.
As far as we can say, 'HO'Lov1ie~ was probably known to Callinus.

The indication of the followers of Demetrius Skepsius, as recorded in Strabo
(13.4.8), that the Ionic vocalism in 'HO'I.ov1)e~ is the recent development from
,AO'Lovd~ is taken seriously by Wilamowitz when he states that to l"HO'L6v1)"die

247 Strabo 13.4.8.
248 Hesychius (ed. K. Latte, 2.297, No. 96), s.v. 'HO'Lovei:~· ot 't"~v ' AO"Lcxv

otxo13v't"e~<IEAA1)Ve~(Callinus fro 5).

249 E. Diehl, Anthologia lyrica graeca,3 1 (1949), p. 3. Cf. Strabo 14.1.40: XCXL
't"o ncxAr:t.~ovOE:O"UVE~1)'t"oi:~ MciYV1)O'LVurro T(1)pwv &(01)V &vr:t.~pe&1)vcx~,K~[1.[1.ep~xo13
~&vou~ eu't"ux~O"cxv't"o~nOAuv Xp6vov· 't"o 0' E~1)~ 't"ou~ 'EepeO"Lou~xcx't"cxO"Xei:v't"ov 't"6rrov.
KcxAAi:vo~[1.E:V00'.1 w~ eu't"1JXouv't"wv~'t"~'t"wv Mcxyv~'t"wv [1.E[1.V1)'t"CX~XCXl.xcx't"op&ouv't"wvev
't"<j)npo~ 't"ou~ 'EepeO"Lou~noAE[1.<p.' APXLAOXO~OE:}~01)epcxLve't"cx~YVCUPL~WV't"~v yevo[1.EV1)V
cxu't"or:~O"u[1.epopcfv·l"l"XACXLCU't"~ 8r:t.O"LWV,ou 't"~ Mcxyv~'t"wv xcxxcf"· e~ oiSXCXl.cxu't"ovve6>'t"epov
dvcx~ 't"ou KCXAALVOU't"ex[1.cxLpea&cx~ncfpea't"~v. &AA1)~OE 't"~vo~eep600u 't"wv K~[1.[1.epLcuV[1.E-
[1.v1)'t"cx~npeO"~u't"EpCX~0 KcxAAi:vo~, err~v ep1)~."'.113'.10' errL K~[1.[1.epLWVa't"pcx't"o~~Pxe't"cx~
o~p~fJ.oepywv"· ev fJ 't"Y)v~cipoewv &ACUO'LV01)Aoi:. And 13.4.8: <l>1)O"LOE:KcxAA~a&EV1)~
ciAwwl~ 't"~~ ~cfpoe~~ urro K~[1.[1.epLCUVnpw't"ov, d&' uno T(1)pwV xcxLAUXLCUV,orrep xcxL
KCXAAi:vov01)AOUV't"ov 't"1j~eAeydcx~ rrOL1)'t"~v,uO"'t"cx't"cxOE:'t"~v errL Kupou XCXl.KpoLaou
yevEa&cx~ &ACUO'LV.AEYOV't"O~OE: 't"ou KCXAALVOU't"Y)v~epooov 't"wv K~[1.[1.epLWVenL 't"ou~
'HO'Lov1jcx~yeyovEvcx~ xcx&' ~v cxt ~cipoe~~ e:ciAcuO"cxv,eLxcf~ouO'Lvot rrepL 't"ov ~x~~wv
Lcxa't"LAEyeO"&cx~'HO'Lovei:~ 't"ou~ 'AO'Lovei:~ (cf. Demetrius Scepsius, 41, ed. Gaede)·
"'t"cixcx y~p 1) M 1l0VLCX",ep1)aLV,l"l"'AO"LCXeAEye't"o, xcx&' 0 xcxLr'O[1.1)po~e'l(1)xev· ' AO"L<p
ev Ae~fJ.wv~KCXUO"'t"pLOU&[1.epLpEe&pcx". In other words, Callinus recalls the earlier
invasion of the Cimmerians, indicating the capture of Sardis (14.1.40); the
Esioneis were attacked by the Cimmerians and the city of Sardis fell (13.4.8); the
School of Demetrius of Skepsis thought that the Asioneis were called by Callinus the
Esioneis, i.e. that the name 'HO'I.OVeL~is the Ionic form with the vocalism 1) (for cx)
of an *,AO'Lovei:~in the Ionic speech territory.

250 Herodot. 4.45.3: xcxL~v ev ~cipo~O'LepUA~VxexA1jO"&cx~' Aa~ciocx. - Hesychius
has ' AO'Lcf~· 1) <'t"PLXOPOO~>x~&cfpcx O~~ 't"o ev ' AaLq; eup1ja&cx~. And the editor
suspects 1) ,AO'L~~ x~&cipcx in place of 1) ,AaLcx x~&cfpcx in: Scholia in Apollonium
Rhodium, 2.777, ed. C. Wendel (Berolini, 1935), p. 187.

251 Mazzarino, Fra oriente e occidente (1947), p. 330 note Ill.
252 Dyer, 125.
253 U. v. Wilamowitz, Aischylos: Interpretationen (Berlin, 1914), 136 note 4:

"'HO"~ov1je~ sind alter als ' AO"~1j't"cx~."
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Asiatin" belong the )HO'LOv1jEe;,according to the vocalism, while )1AO'Loe;~yp't"ctXLa1)e;
and) AaLou AEL!J.6lVin the Iliad have preserved the old, original) vowelli intact.254

~HO'LOVLct.-

The area of Sardis was called 'HO'LOVLct,as we learn from Stephanus Byzantius.255
The evidence, if any, that )HO'LOVLct,derived from )AaLct is late and rather

philological as it is found in Stephanus Byzantius 304.15: ~HaLovLct,1l ~&pOECUV
XWpct, 1l XctL 'AaLct. 't"o &&VLXOV'HO'LOVEUe;.With this is to be compared the
scholiast of Apoll. Rhod. 2.777: (he OEUPOaL' ,AaLOOe;1]7tdpOLO:'t"1je;AUoLcte;AC:yeL.
,AaLctyap 't"01t'PO't"EPOV&XctAEL't"O1l AUOLct.XctL"O!J.1)poe;(B 461)' n AaLcp&vAEL!J.WVL'.
X't"A.256:Mypersonal thinking is that the name 'HaLOVLctlooks like a late creation to
suit 'AaLct, i.e. to the pair )AO'LovE'Le;:'HO'LOVELe;,a new name ~HO'LOV-Lctwas set up
to signify ,AaLct.

*

Of these three names, the two seem to be of importance. Let us see whether they
are explicable. )HO'LOV-YjEe;(and -ELe;)and ~HO'Lov1)could belong together in spite
of the spiritus asper of the latter, if this has indeed retained original aspiration,
while ' HO'LOv1jEe;has lost it due to Aeolic psilosis, as was the case with 'Aaaoe; from
~Aaaoe;.·The ethnicon 'HO'LOv1jEe;has been traced to )AaLct257and more precisely
equated with' AcrLovEi.'e;'inhabitants of Asia (= Lydia), Lydians'258 with Ionic -1)-
changed from Proto-Greek eX.; the same ' HO'LOV-YjEe;was also analyzed as influenced
by the personal name t"HO'Lov1),this in turn being identified with' AaLct.259There
are difficulties, however, in such an interpretation of the names and one difficulty
in tracing the names 'Ha- to 'Acr(1)e;m. (Herodot. 4.45») name of a Lydian king,
is that" AO'Loe;and' Aa(1) never appear in Ionic as "HO'Loe;and )HaLct.260

On the etymology, therefore, it seems to me best to follow the suggestion of
Heubeck: both ~HO'Lov1)and 'HO'LOv1jEe;perhaps are derived from a non-Greek
stem *hass-, whence the name Assos rAacroe;: H1)crO'LOL,'Hcrcroe;in Locris: "HacrLOe;)
of the city in the Troas and 'Acrcr&cuvas well as the Homeric name "AO'Loe;of men
from Abydos, Troy, and Arisbe261are explained.

254Wilamowitz, Aristoteles und Athen (Berlin, 1893), 2.181 with note 29.
255Steph. Byz. 'HcrLOVLct,1l ~&pOECUVX6lPct,1l XctL'AcrLct.'t"o&&VLXOV'HO'LOVEUe;.

The editor, Aug. Meineke, correctly adds about the ethnicon this: apertum est hoc
gentile ad :>Hawvta, sed ad :>Hatov'Yj revocandum esse. For the form expected would
have been *'HaLoVLOe;or *'HcrLOVLEUe;.

256 Seholia in Apollonium Rhodium vetera, recensuit C. Wendel (Berolini, 1935),
p.187.

257Demetrius of Skepsis in Strabo 13.4.8.
258 Strabo 13.4.8.
259Mazzarino, Fra oriente e oceidente (1947), p. 45 note 86.
260Cf. the fleeting remark of J. Chadwick, Minos 5 (1957), 125.
26~See above, p. 52 note 233; Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954), 477f.; idem, Praegraeca

(1961), p. 72.
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Both t'Hm6v'Y) and 'HaLOV~E:<;;show an extension with the suffix -on-, as is ob-
served in Lat. Iliona (from Pacuvius on), this from Ilios, and the Homeric 'IALov~rt:
(ace. sing., Il. 14.489).262 Heubeck finds the termination -LOVE:U<;;in 'I:ALOVE:u<;;and,
for the termination -L6vl) in t'HaL6vl), he compares one parallel: Ke:~P-L6vl)<;;263

7. Asia derived from Hittite Assuva

The Hittite name Assuva (usually transcribed Assuwa) is attested
in KUB XXIII 11 II 33; 14 119: the Annals of Tudhaliyas IV (ca.
1235 B.C.), a report on the campaign of that ruler and a victory
over the "land of Assuva," a league which is mentioned for the first
time and made up of twenty-two countries, some among these dis-
playing the suffix -uwa (Kispuwa, Halluwa) and -iwa ( ... iwa).264
The text makes the appearance of a Hittite king in Lydia at least
probable. 265 .

. A highly interesting and very promising identification of the name
,Aa(X in Greek records with Hittite A88uva and relevant etymology,
first advanced by the ingenious Hittitologist Emil Forrer in 1924,
has been under discussion since, for four decades. It was favorably
accepted by P. Kretschmer (1924), who elaborated on details of the
equation, as well as by W. Brandenstein (1935),266 as "very plau-
sible" by F. Schachermeyr (1935) and K. Bittel (1939), under
reservation and a condition by F. Sommer (1932), tentatively by
A. Goetze with regard to localization (1933, 1957),267 defended by
H. Bossert (1946), and approved by S. Mazzarino (1947), J. L.
Myres (1953), D. Page (1959), and A. Heubeck (1954, 1961). The
identification was rejected by J. Friedrich (1927) and W. F. Al-
bright (1950), by the latter both on linguistic and historical

262 Wackernagel, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Homer (1916), 87 note 2 (with
caution); cf. H. Jacobsohn, KZ 57 (1929-30), 89 note 1.

263 Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954),477.
264 On the name Assuva: Bossert, Asia (1946), 27, 40, 67-70; J. Garstang and

O. R. Gurney, The Geography of the Hittite Empire (London, 1959), 105-107 [ac-
cording to these authors, p. 106, the confederacy of Assuwa lay to the north of the
Arzawa countries]. The name Halluwa is compared with Hallawa elsewhere (H.G.'
Giiterbock, Zeitschr. f. Assyriol., 43.323); so Garstang and Gurney, Ope cit., 106;
cf. E. Laroche, RHA 19 (1961), p. 78, No. 81.

265 Schachermeyr, Bethiter und Achiier (1935), p. 42.
266 W. Brandenstein, ZONF 11 (1935), 77.
267 A. Goetze on his map titled "Kleinasien zur Hethiterzeit" localizes A88uwa

at the Hermos (Gediz) plain between Abbijawa (questioned) in the north and Masa
in the south; see his Kleinasien2 (1957), facing page 228.
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grounds.2GBIt is now nearly universally accepted, even in general.
reference works. 269

The important points of the etymology are presented in some·
detail in the following.

Forrer did not mention the equation270of '-es-ja = Asia and did
not link the Egyptian name with his own suggestion. His theory,
expounded in 1924, was summarily like this: the land called.
Assuwa, ocoasionally recorded in the cuneiform Hittite texts, com-
prises the provinces Lydia, Mysia, Troas, and Phrygia Minor at the·
Propontis, and is to be equated with Asia. In presenting the evidence,
Forrer referred to the Annals of Tuthalijas IV, at that time still un-
published, in which twenty-two states, designated as constituents of
Assuva, are conquered by the aforementioned king.271Forrer re-
iterated his exposition some eight years272and twelve and thirteen
years later :273he still holds Assuva to be Asia and to comprise the-
area of Lydia, Northern Caria, Southern Phrygia, Mysia, and Phry-
gia Minor.274A further treatment of the questions related to Assuva·
has not been realized by Forrer himself.275

F. Schachermeyr follows Forrer's suggestion as very plausible, as·
we have seen above,27Gand J. Friedrich, while conceding that the·
origin of the name Asia is to be sought in Lydia, yet feels that Forrer
did not advance evidence for his equation, and thinks the assump-·
tion still awaits demonstration.277

268 W. F. Albright, "Some Oriental Glosses on the Homeric Problem," AJA 54-
(1950), 168.

269 Cf., e.g., E. H. W(armington), art. Asia, Oxford Olassical Dictionary (Oxford,.
1949), p. I07b: "The name was probably derived from 'Assiuva' [write Assuva]i
the Hittite designation of NW Asia Minor."

270 See above etymology I, pp. 38-41.
271 E. O. Forrer, "Vorhomerische Griechen in den Keilschrifttexten von.

BoghazkOi," MDOG, Nr. 63 (1924), 6f., 16.
272 E. Forrer, art. Assuva, Reallex. d. Assyriol. 1 (1928-32), 227.
273 E. Forrer equates" Assuva = GroB-Lydien" in Melanges Oumont (1936),.

p. 712 note 1; cf. Klio 30 (1937), 181.
274 Forrer, Reallex. d. Assyriol., 1.227.
275 Promised by Forrer: "Nahere Behandlung folgt in: E. Forrer, Forschungen,..

1,3. Heft." This intent remained unfulfilled.
276 Schachermeyr, Hethiter und Achiier (1935), p. 68 note 1. Based on Forrer and.

Schachermeyr is C. J. Cadoux, Ancient Smyrna (Oxford, 1938), p. 33.
277 J. Friedrich, ' ,Werden in den hethitischen Keilschrifttexten die Griechen er-

wahnt ?," KF 1 (1927-30), 100 note 4.
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Kretschmer approved of Forrer's theory and supported it with
his own suggestion that the Greek speakers replaced the termina-
tion -uwa in the name Assuva for a country by their familiar suffix
-Let.,278like - I submit - At"C'<uALet.,BOL<u"C'Let.,0Sa'(jet.ALet.,,I"C'cx.ALcx.,Mcx.x's-
.aOVLcx.,etc. On the other hand, Sommer finds the interpretation not
convincing but gives no reasons for his objection. A second aspect
'was contributed by him; though very rigorous in judging similar
matters, he considers the identification of the two names as pos-
sible under the condition that the native (Hittite) population pro-
nounced the name Assuva as Asita, in which case Gr. LIi I was substi-
tuted by Greek speakers for the vowel U.279 Though his approval of
the equation, even under a condition, is welcome,280 yet facts fronl
.Mycenaean Greek do not warrant Sommer's claim for the pro-
nunciation Asua.281

By the way, Dyer, criticizing Kretschmer's (1924) and Sommer's
-(1932) philological arguments, finds these'not altogether convincing,
i.e. that Greek speakers could replace the Hittite termination -uwa
with their own -LYJ(Kretschmer) and that Greek and Hittite had
rendered differently a local pronunciation -ya (which latter D.
Page, History and the Homeric Iliad, 1959, accepted after the dis-
·covery and the decipherment of the Linear B tablets).282 It is of
,course easy for us after 1952 to criticize Kretschmer and Sommer
but we ought to be judicious and respect and admire their scholarly
judgment, also in this specific matter, because they were able, each
through his genius and rigorous method, to come very close to de-
tails of the solution.

278 P. Kretschmer, Glotta 13 (1924), 213.
279 F. Sommer, Die Auuijavii-Urkunden (1932), 362 note 1 [Forrer's equation

Assuva = 'Aa(cx is "lautlich unter einer besonderen Voraussetzung ~oglich"];
.370note 1: Phrygian possessed the phoneme u which is rendered in Greek as u or i,
€.g. Bpuyec; and Bp(yec;; of Hittite names, Marusta and Marista are compared. So
N. Jokl, art. Phryger, M. Eberts Reallex. d. Vorgeschichte 10 (1927-28), 146b.

280 Cf. D. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad (1959), p. 104: The kingdom of
Assuva has been sited in a region that was known to the Greeks as 'Aa(cx and the
latter name is earliest associated with the dist~ct of the River Cayster and, north
thereof, the territory of Sardis.

281 It may be noted that F. Sommer considers the name Eupw7t'Y) pre-Greek; IF
,55 (1937), 185 note 1; 256f. However, this in itself does not equal an explanation;
it merely conveniently and speculatively evades the question of the explanation.

282 Dyer, P P 20 (1965), 121 note 14.
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It appeared, up to the early 1950's, that the deduction of Assuva
being) AaLcx,as suggested by Forrer and discussed by others scholars,
was either excluded or at least seriously doubted.283A case in point
is Bittel's caution and desideratum. Having in mind the historical
standpoint, he considers desirable clarification as to why the con-
cept Asia had been taken by the Greeks only in the fifth century B.C.
and how it cculd be understood at the same time as the name for a
much wider territory than Assuva designated.284However, Bittel's
caution, praised as masterly by W. Otto;285may be understandable
but, from the viewpoint of historical geography and, especially,
from the onomastic point of view, is unwarranted because the
author was not well informed. E.g. "Aa~oc; AE~[.LWV in Homer is
hardly irrelevant in the discussion of the name )AaLccNumerous
geographic names, furthermore, display changes in form and changes
in semantic content that have come up in their long history and
these changes are inexplicable through archaeology alone. The
present exposition of general aspects and of etymological matters
hopefully illustrates this point. We may, of course, add that we are
now better prepared to discuss the name than were scholars a
generation ago. In substance, S. Mazzarino has answered Bittel's
questions. 286

Mazzarino weighs the process by which Assuva, in which u
would be 11" developed into As11,a, as Sommer had proposed, and
the change to )AO"Lfcx(Asiva was recorded in Cappadocia) and
)AaLlX.287J. L. Myres hesitatingly opines that Assuva was the basis
for Greek) AO"LCX.288And it was generally agreed that the name As-
suva was to be regarded as the prototype for the name Asia.289

This situation, however, changed since the revolutionary develop-
ments in the 1950's resulting from the decipherment of the My-
cenaean Linear B tablet texts, in which name forms resembling As-
suva were read and studied.

283 Mazzarino, Fra oriente e occidente (1947), 47.
284 K. Bittel, AOF 13 (1940), 193 with note 31.
285 W. Otto, Die iilteste Geschichte Vorderasiens (1941), p. 20 note 1.
286 Ope cit., 47£.
287 Ope cit., 239 note 88.
288 J. L. Myres, "Kleinasien," Historia Mundi 2 (1953), p. 463 [chapter: "Das

zweite Reich der Hettiter," pp. 462-467].
289 Cf. Garstang and Gurney, The Geography of the Hittite Empire (1959), p. 107.
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The localization of Assuva cannot be fixed unequivocally. 290Thus
Assuva was "Great Lydia" according to Forrer (1936),291and to the
district Tunta (= Ninoe = Aphrodisias) of Assuva there belongs also
North Caria.292E. Cavaignac293thought of the land Assuva as being
situated between the Hittite and the Achaean monarchies, perhaps
in the valley of the Maeander, not far from the Aegean coast,294and
located it along the Cayster river.295Another scholar hesitatingly
suggests for it the north of Pamphylia.296 Hrozny prefers Mysia,297
and Goetze the Northwest of Asia Minor in the gap between Arzawa
and Kaska lands.298For R. Dyer the name' AO"L(xwas possibly used
of a pre-Lydian kingdom known to the Hittites as Assuva and may
be equated (through Hesione and the homes assigned to heroes by
the name" Acnoc;in the Iliad) with the Troad kingdom; but it re-
mains doubtful, says he, to what extent the new kingdom of Asia
was coextensive with the old league of Assuva, the reason for this
doubt being that much of the earlier Greek evidence implies that
the name Asia was first at home in the Troad.299There is, however,
agreement among most scholars on one point, that the land As-

290Sommer, Die AlJ,lJ,ijava-Urkunden (1932), p. 362; cf. Heubeck, Gnomon 33
(1961), 116 [review ofD. Page's History and the Homeric Iliad].

291E. Forrer, "Eine Geschichte des Gotterkonigtums aus dem Hatti-Reiche,"
Melanges Franz Oumont (Annuaire de l'Institut de philologie et d'hist. orient. et
slaves, 4) (Bruxelles, 1936), p. 712 note 1.

292Idem, "Kilikien zur Zeit des Hatti-Reiches," Klio 30 (1937), 181 note 1.
293E. Cavaignac, who gave a translation of the fragments "Les Ann'1les de

Subbiluliuma," Revue des etudes anciennes 32 (1930),229-44, gives Assuva in RHA 3
(1934), plate I, map.

294.E. Cavaignac, Subbiluliuma et son temps (Paris, 1932), pp. 42, 91.
295E. Cavaignac, ibid., before page I: on a map (carte du monde hittite, 1400 to

1350 B.C.). Concerning the period, be it noted that Suppiluliuma I (died ca. 1340
B.C.) was contemporary with A.menophis IV; see E. Laroche, "Chronologie hittite:
6tat de questions," Anadolu (Paris) 2 (1955), pp. 12, 15.

296R. Ranoszek, "Die sogen. Annalen des hethitischen Konigs Tuthalijas (IV),"
Rocznik Orjentalistyczny 9 (1933), 112.

297B. Hrozny, Die iilteste Geschiehte Vorderasiens (1940), p. 129; so also W. F.
Albright, AJ A 54 (1950), 168f.

298 A.. Goetze, Kleinasien2 (1957), p. 180 = 1(1933), p. 163. The author says
nothing about the origin of the name Assuva itself.

299 R. Dyer, PP 20 (1965), 121f. and 132. The evidence of Hesione and Asios
is nonexistent, as is shown elsewhere in the present exposition and particularly
because Hesione and Asios are unrelated to Aswia = 'Aa(ct. Note also that Assuva
at the Hellespont is attested late; see W. HeIck, Die Beziehungen Jfgyptens zu
Vorderasien (Wiesbaden, 1962), p. 290.
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suwa has to be sought in West Anatolia, so, e.g., Forrer, Goetze, and
Sohachermeyr,300to mention a few. The oonsensus has further been
that Assuva was rather the area that, later in history, was called
Lydia.301Bossert's interpretation is that Hittite Assuva designated
a kingdom that comprised for a time almost all of the west coast of
Anatolia; when the Mycenaean Greeks immigrated to that region
ca. 1500 B.C.,302they heard the name from the natives; at ca.
1200B.C. (Peoples Movement) the concept Asia narrowed down
to the region later known as Lydia. 303

The Greeks did not come to Asia Minor so early but the process,
that the Greeks heard the name Assuva and adapted it to their own
language, is realistic. Bossert's narrowing down of 'AO"~C{to Lydia is
of course an answer to Bittel's desire for clarification. But I do not
agree on the point made in such a way that we have to accept As-
suva = 'Aa~cxnot only in the form but also in the extent of the ter-
ritory. The workings in naming and use of names are more complex
than to demand for the historical past linear solutions like that. No,
the name 'AO"~rt.,taken over by the Greeks, could be employed by
them in a different sense than Assuva had been used. In addition,
scholars tend to forget that Gr. 'Aa-Lcx is a Greek name formation
and not a copy of Assuva.304

In conclusion, the equation' AO"LIX= Assuva is almost universally
accepted as plausible, and more so now than it was nearly half a
century ago (1924).305The reason for this is, certainly, the fact that
more data have been made available through the two discoveries of
records, Hittite and Mycenaean, and their publication as well as
some other Anatolian materials, and a sharper refinement of the
linguistic and philological method has been attained. 306

300 F. Schachermeyr, Hethiter und Achiier (1935), p. 95.
301 Cf. E. Forrer, loec. citt. Bossert, Asia (1946), pp. IV and 67; S. Mazzarino~

Fra oriente e occidente (1947), 47; cf. Sakellariou, La migration grecque en Ionie
(1958), p. 453 note 1; A. Heubeck, Gnomon 33 (1961), p. 116.

302 The date 1500 B.C. for the appearance of Greeks in Asia Minor was accepted
by W. Brandenstein, art. Kleinasiatisehe Ursprachen, RE, Bupplem. 6 (1935), 178.

303 Bossert, Opecit., p. IV.
304 Thus, R. Dyer, PP 20 (1965), 132, insists that Asia appears to be a local

" Anatolian" name, but he owes us the demonstration of his hypothesis.
305 Cf. also Dyer, ibid., 12l.
306 The Luvian divine name Assiya- (E. Laroche, Dictionnaire de la langue

louvite [Paris, 1959], p. 126) mayor may not be related to Assuva.
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Note on AlJ,lJ,ijavii

This context leads us to the intricate question of AlJ,lJ,ijavii,which has been dis-
cussed in numerous books and articles.307The name occurs in nearly twenty Hittite
cuneiform texts (diplomatic documents) of the Bogazkoy Archives, the fourteenth
and thirteenth centuries B.C. Its interpretation is twofold. A!J!Jijavii possibly has ija
representing the phoneme i in cuneiform Hittite30S and, according to L. Deroy, the
form representing A!J!Jiwa could have a variant *A!J!Jaiwa = Greek' AX\l.LFoL,30!}
and designated the Mycaeneans who were the lords of the Aegean for two centuries
(1400-1200 B.C.); and the name was, as Deroy suggests, an early geographic and
political appellation without any linguistic value in origin, there being no safe link
to specify the meaning of the word.310

Still better, A!J!Jijavii is identified with Greek *,AX\l.LFLfi. /akhaiwHi/ meaning
"region of the Achaeans," and this identification appears to be more plausible. The
name akawija, which was found recorded on one single Mycenaean tablet from
Knossos C 914 in the elative form akawijade = 'AX\l.LFL\l.VOe,is probably a local
Cretan place name.3ll The identification of A!J!Jijavii with Mycenae,312since' AXr:t.L-
FLr:t. was once 'Peloponnesus',313 or possibly with Rhodes,314 on which island a
place name' AXr:t.'tr:t. is attested (and Rhodes was Achaean from the time Knossos
had a Greek dynasty, i.e. from 1460 B.C.), was advanced by the historian F. Scha-

307Nearly 50 items were listed by 1955: O. R. Gurney, The Hittites (London,
1952), 226f.; Louis Deroy, "L'origine prehellenique de quelques noms de peuples
mediterraneens," Melanges Isidore Levy (Bruxelles, 1955 = Annuaire de l'Institut
de philol. et d'hist. orientales et slaves, XIII), p. 94 note 1. More than ten items were
added since.

30SJ. Friedrich, Hethitisches Elementarbuch (Heidelberg, 1940), 1.5, § 14a; cf.
Deroy, Melanges Isidore Levy (1955), p. 93.

309Cyprian' AXr:t.LF6c., was supposed to be read on a syllabic inscription of Aby-
dos; O. Masson, Les inscriptions chypriotes syllabiques. Recueil critique et commente
(Paris, 1961), No. 405, considers the reading sa-ka-i-wo-se doubtful.

310Deroy, Opecit., p. 94. - The maritime A!J!Jijavii perhaps were, according to
S. Marinatos ("llept 't'ov 7tpw't'ov 'AX\I.'(.xovt1toLXLC1!LOV't''1jc.,Kp~TI)c.,," Ke'Y)7:lud.
Xeovtud 15-16 [1961-62, published in 1963], 3, p. 190f.), the Pylians, i.e. Arcadian
Achaeans and Minyans.

311'AXr:t.'tr:t. as a town name in Crete has been attested (Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 4.175).
Then the historical anthroponym 'AX\l.L6c.,is found also as akawo on a Knossos
tablet (KN X 738) = 'AX\l.LF6c.,. The -de is found also in konosode G 5753 + 7046 +
[X] 7630 = KvcuC16voe,as recalled by C. J. Ruigh, Etudes sur la grammaire et le vo-
cabulaire du grec mycenien (Amsterdam, 1967), p. 181, note 420.

312 So Schachermeyr,Minoica, Festschrift f. J. Sundwall (1958), 365ff.; S. Dow,
AJ P 83 (1962), 96 [review of Page's History and the Homeric Iliad]; cf. L. A. Stella,
La civilta micenea nei documenti contemporanei (Roma, 1965), p. 28f.

313D. J. Georgacas, "A Contribution to the Study of Greek Toponymy. I,"
Names 7 (1959), 79-83. The name 'AXr:t.r.F(r:t. may have stood originally for the
Peloponnesus; cf. W. Porzig, IF 61 (1954), 167.

314 Schachermeyr, lococit.; A. Henbeck, OLZ 50 (1955), 133; D. Page, History
and the Homeric Iliad, 1-40.
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chermeyr.315 In any case, Akhaiwiii originally meant "land of the Achaeans,.
Achaean land." The equation 'AXa.,.Fr.a. = Hittite AlJlJijava = Egyptian Akajwasa
('aqajawas),316 combined with the more recently uncovered akawija (in akawijade =

,AXa.,.Fr.a.v8e),317cannot be a mere coincidence.
We may, therefore, now be quite reasonably safe in having identified one more

of four great Anatolian states (the four being Hatti, Kizzuvatna, Ab-bijava, and
Assuva), which still existed in the second half of the second millennium B.C., that is,.
Assuva. Its location is approximately determined on the basis of evidence from
cuneiform Hittite and Egyptian texts as well as of the Greek tradition on Asia.

8. From Hieroglyphic Hittite
Bossert suggested that Asi-ja (Asi-ja) was derived from the Hiero-

glyphic Hittite word asi "good" with the aid of the suffix -i(j)a,
which corresponds to the Hittite suff. -(u)wa in Assuwa,318 so that
these names would have the sense "good soil" and the triple equa-
tion 'AO"LCX = Assuva' = '-es-ja is received.319The author further
suggests that, at least in the second half of the second millennium
B.C., Assuva was inhabited in part by Hieroglyphic Hittites,320but
there is hardly evidence to prove or make such a suggestion probable.
The author presents also Hieroglyphic Hittite asi- "to love" and
partie. asi-s (from asints) "loving" and HH name Asit "the loving-
one." On the established fact that the Hieroglyphic Hittite is part
of Luvian and on related matters, see addenda, p. 83 f.

9. From Luvian, etc.
H. Bossert drew attention to the place name suffix -wa in ex-

amples such as Adanawa, Arzawa, Istanuwa, Tuwanuwa, and Wat--
315 See notes 312 and 314; Page, lococit.; G. L. Huxley, Achaeans and Hittites'

(Oxford, 1960), 44 f.
316Egyptian Aqaiwasha on the inscription of Karnak; J. H. Breasted, Ancient

Records 01 Egypt. Historical Documents, ed. J. H. Breasted (Chicago, 1906-07),.
3.574 and 579, pp. 241 and 243; cf. also p. 239 note a (reign of Merneptah, ca.
1225-1215 B.C.). The transliteration is '-k'-W'-8 and Breasted writes the name Ek-
wesh in English.

317 On Mycenaean akawijade = 'AXa.,.Fr.a.v8esee Ventris and Chadwick, Docu-
ments (1956), 141, 148; Morpurgo, Mycenaeae Graecitatis lexicon (1963), p. 8; cf ..
J. Chadwick and Baumbach, Glotta 41 (1963), 178; cf. idem, Proceedings 01 the Oam-
bridge Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies (Cambridge, 1966), p. 57; Mario Doria,
Avviamento allo studio del miceneo (Rome, 1965), p. 247; C. J. Ruigh, Etudes (above,.
note 311), p. 181. It is the suggestion only of L. R. Palmer, Gnomon 29 (1957), 565,_
that akawijade should be an anthroponymic.

318Bossert, Asia (1946), pp. 69, 177. So earlier also Heubeck, Historia 2 (1954),.
477, with reference to Bossert, Asia, p. 69. 319Bossert, Asia, p. 177. 320 Ibid ..
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;tarwa, and pointed out the coincidental distribution of the -wa and
-assa- names.321With reference to Bossert, I. J. Gelb wrote on the
prolific suffix -uwa in geographic names in Anatolia in Cappadocian
.and cuneiform records.322 Then, beside Heubeck's statement that
names with a -u-stem such as MLvocxLand <DAsYUEC; belong to a pre-
Hellenic Indo-European linguistic stratum, called otherwise Pe-
lasgian, related perhaps to Luvian,323it was L. R. Palmer who ob-
:served the place names in -wa that are recorded in Linear B tablets
:such as Apatawa, A2ratuwa, Risowa, Roowa, etc., and he has linked
·these Mycenaean names to the Luvian place names in support of
his Luvian hypothesis. 324

If this is so, then the Hittite name Assuva also could possibly
'be of Luyian origin. The appearances are obvious but real evidence
:is too flimsy to allow us to reach a reasonable decision generally or
-on the specific name Assuwa.

10. Bossert's combinations jor an etymology

H. Bossert, who rendered very useful service to our research work
-through his important monograph on Asia, with all the materials
.at hand was still unable to present a satisfactory explanation for the
name Asia or a clear-cut view on it. The term "combinations," in

321 Bossert, Asia (1946), pp. 40ft'., 60. ..:-Luvian is the oldest source of the suff.
·-assa, which is found on Cappadocian tablets (end of the third millennium B.C.); see
W. Brandenstein, ZONF 11 (1935),71; on -assa place names, idem, art. Kleinasiati-
.sche Ursprachen, BE Supplem. VI (1935), coll. 177f.; more sifted material on -ssa
-from Hittite records: E. Laroche, "Notes de toponymie anatolienne, "MNHMHE
XAPIN, Gedenksckrift P. Kretschmer, 2 (1957), 1-7 [he concludes, p. 7, that the
·theory of a pre-IE substratum in Anatolia cannot be based on the place names in
-ssaJ. On -ererae:; names in Greece, A. Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961),50. See addenda,
.84f.

322 I. J. Gelb, "A Contribution to the Proto-Indo-European Question," Jahr-
.buck fur kleinasiatische Forsckung 2 (1952-53), 32f. - Names in -uva (as mountain
names and city names), were listed from Hittite records by Liane Jakob-Rost,
."Zu den hethitischen Bildbeschreibungen, II. Teil," Mitteilungen des lnstituts fur
Orientforsckung (Berlin; Deutsche Akademie d. Wiss.) 9 (1963), 221-229. - lsuva
is located east of the Euphrates at the Tigris' headwaters; see H. G. Giiterbock,
""The Deeds of Suppiluliuma etc.," Journal of Cuneiform Studies 10 (1956), 125a;
cf. idem, "The North-Central Area of Hittite Anatolia," Journal of Near Eastern
-Studies 20 (1961), 85b. 323 Heubeck, Opecit. (1961). p. 36.

3M L. R. Palmer, Mycenaeans and Minoans (1961), p. 245. However, the find-
ings of Laroche are that linguistic origin of the suff. -8sa in cuneiform Hittite records
-cannot be sought in Luvian only (see above, note 321).
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the present heading, about Bossert's attempts at explanation,
used by Heubeck,325characterizes the multiplicity of suggestions,
interesting but some superficial, that have not resulted in anyone
solid or probable solution.

The location of Assuva is, according to Bossert, approximately de-
termined on the basis of evidence from cuneiform Hittite and Egyp-
tian texts as well as of the Greek tradition on Asia.326

Bossert's multiple suggestions are as follows:

(1) from Hittite asi- "to love~';
(2) from Hittite asi "Heil, Gutes" with the particle -1ja of direct

discourse;
(3) Asija with Buff.-ja from Hittite asi neut. sing. "Hei!, Gutes" =

Assuva from Hitt. asu- (usually transcribed assu-) ;
(4) Asuva and Asi (j)a are two dialectal pronunciations of the same

name;
(5) Asuva renders original name Asia;
(6) Asuva is a folk-etymological adaptation of Asia;
(7) original Hittite Assuva changed later into Asia.327

Bossert seems to favor, however, the equation of the stems assu-
and asi-. 328

While leaving out the Hieroglyphic Hittite connections, 329I
may summarize a few details of the above listed combinations:

The land name Asia may have originated from Hittite asi(j)a.
The Hittite assija- "to love," recalling to Bossert the name Asia,
actually occurs side by side with assuwa- "to love," and parallel
derivatives from both assij- und a8SU1j-.330In addition, etymological
connection between assija- and assu- had been suggested.331 Bos-
sert mentions the cuneiform Hittite Asiat "the beloved one" in
comparison with Hieroglyphic words and the HH name Asit "the
loving one."332

325A. Heubeck, Praegraeca, p. 73 note 76.
326 Bossert, A8ia (1946), p. 177.
327 Bossert, Ope cit., 60 if.
328 Bossert, Ope cit., 70.
329 On these see p. 63 and addenda, p. 83 f.
330 Such parallels are listed by Bossert, Ope cit., 61-63. Note that 8 and 88 being

graphic represent IE -8-.

331 J. Friedrich, Zeit8ch~. f. A88yriol., N.P., 5.41 note 21; 51 note 1; idem, IF 41
(1923), 371. 332 Cf. above, p. 63.
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In Bossert's opinion, it is demonstrable that asi- in another Hit-
tite dialect is equivalent in sense to assu-. The word as?',which is
read in lead letters (Bleibriefe) - and followed by a name in the
dative - is taken by the author as neut. sing. of adj. *as?'sand equi-
valent to assu-.333

Bossert doubts the parallel identity of aSSUlja- and assija-. So,
he thinks, examples of interchanging vocalism ifu may lend sup-
port to the equation Assuva = Asia; thereby, the name Assuva may
be the Hittite rendering of Asia, or Asuva and Asi(j)a are two dia-
lectal pronunciations of one and the same name; or, in case Assuva
does derive from assu- "good," then Asija is from dial. Hitt. asi-
"good" with suff. _ja.334

On the above, let Heubeck's remark suffice that the forms with
i in the above forms may be secondary formation on the original
u-for,ms.335

In another respect, the name Assuva could, according to Bossert,
have been taken over by the Hittites from non-Hittite speakers
when the name had already acquired this same form (Assuva). In
the Assuva territory itself this name could have changed to Asia at
a later date.336

The author would, furthermore, not exclude folk-etymology being
at work about the name, whereby ,the original name, being Asia,
was assimilated into the already existing name Assuva, which ac-
cidentally showed a close resemblance to Asia.337 .

All these suggestions and remarks, useful as they may be, are too
many and divergent possibilities to yield the one desirable inter-
pretation and, in fact, have not resulted in a conclusive etymology
of the name on Bossert's part.

VI. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE NAME ASIA

There are two significant developments that render our work in
interpreting and explaining the name Asia easier today. The first
is a matter of methodology in onomastics, an important point of
a methodical principle; and the second is the fresh material that
came to light through two great discoveries of the twentieth cen-
tury, one in Anatolia and the other in Greece.

333 Ope cit., pp. 69 and 148. 334 Ope cit., 67-69.
335 Heubeck, Praegraeca, p. 73 note 76. 336 Bossert, Ope cit., 69. 33'7 Ibid.
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In considering the list of these names, we have to take into serious
account an important point of methodical principle, viz. whether the
name under consideration is a primary name or a secondary name338

and, in the etymological explanation of the names, we ought to
focus our attention on the primary name rather than on its deriva-
tive forms, derivative meanings and uses. Many a scholar has over-
looked this principle both in other areas and in the case of the
names of the continents. Examples from our present investigation
are these: the name' AO"("I)of a goddess, whose worship is supposed
to have been imported from Colchis to Laconia (Pausan. 3.24.5) and
is rather an epithet of Athena (if so, the full name was 'AO"L1)
,A%~v"l));,AO"L"I),appearing as mother of Atlas, Prometheus, Epi-
metheus, and Menoitios,339while Hesiod (Theog. 508) has Klymene
and Aeschylus (Prom. 18, 209, 1091) has the old earth goddess
Themis as that mother, is obviously a secondary name; the name
,AO"L1)here is replacing earlier names, Klymene and Themis. Simi-
1arly, the name' AO"(cx for an Oceanid340is secondary. The man's
name' AcrL'lJC;,son of Kotys, which seems to derive from' AO"L'lJ,is
equally secondary. These names, therefore, should not be entered
into etymological considerations. The name' AO"LCXfor the land area
in Anatolia is the primary name since it represents Hittite Ass~(,va,
this used also for a region in Anatolia. The mythological name' AO"LCX
is a derivative of the geographic name and therefore secondary and,
as such, has no bearing on the explanation of the names for Asia
Minor or for the continent of Asia.

While half a century or so ago the origin of the name Asia could
well be considered, notwithstanding speculations that do not equal
explanations, as unknown,341 today we do have more material at
our disposal to work with and sufficient, though not abundant,
evidence enabling us to reach a solution not only possible but even
very probable. This is, in fact, one of the results of two chance dis-
coveries that have produced evidence, i. e. the Hittite and the My-
cenaean records.

338 This principle was appropriately pointed out and discussed by Professor L.
Zgusta in his paper" Some Principles of Work in the Field of the Indigenous Anthro-
ponymy of Asia Minor," Annali, sez. lingu., dire W. Belardi (Istituto Orientale di
Napoli) 6 (1965), pp. 89-99; offprint, pp. 1-10.

339 Apollod. Biblioth. 1.8; cf. Tzetzes to Lycophron 219, 894, 1283, 1412.
340 Hesiod, Theog. 359; the same is Prometheus' wife, Herodotus 4.45.
341 Cf., e.g., M. Gortani, art. Asia, Eft. 4 (1929), 839b.
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The interpretation here presented, already foreshadowed in the
foregoing critical discussion of the various etymologies, is a com-
bination of evidence advanced and suggestions brought forth by
investigators. We are heavily indebted to scholars and other author-
ities but especially to the brilliant discoverer and fonnder of My-
cenaean philology, Michael Ventris, and his able associate and then
continuator, JoIm Chadwick, who, pace sterile objections, opened
up the Mycenaean evidence for us, as well as to one who lastly
wrote on the subject, A. Heubeck. Of Forrer's brilliant and pro-
ductive suggestions I have already spoken above. Here, therefore,
I propose to present the interpretation that the labors of these and
other scholars have rendered feasible.

The real solution of the problem of the name 'A(j~(X.is not a
simple affirmative or negative response to Greek or non-Greek ori-
gin, because (a) in either case the problem is very intricate, in-
volving the interaction of Anatolian languages and Greek, and (b)
the name for the Anatolian peninsula and the continent has a Greek
form anyway.342What has been interesting for us is' the history of
the name from its beginnings to our time, including its origins.
Thus we have to examine the evidence from both Greek and Hittite.

l.

It is now ,veIl attested that the initial vo,\,yel(J.- in "ACJLOC;and
,A(j~e<.is either long or short, i.e. ,I AO"LOC;as adj. (in Il. 2.461) has a
long initial e<._343 but 'A(j~"IJ-'AO"((ihave short e<._,344 as J. Wacker-
nagel had observed and demonstrated in 1916,345however, with a

342 I have to disagree with Dyer, P P 20 (1965), 132, in his statement that, in any
case, Asia appears a local Anatolian name and it is unnecessary to look for a Greek
origin, even in the Linear B inscriptions (where it is found in Greek; excluding
Linear A). We must look for the true origin anywhere, with no predilection; cf.
n.360.

343 ,..AO"LO~ Ae:L(.Lc{)Vll. 2.461, name of the Lydian district of the Cayster valley;
"AO'!.o~, personal name of a man from Troy (brother of Hecuba [from Phrygia],
16.717; another: 12.140, and passim), a Trojan ally from Arisbe (2.837), from
Abydos (16.583).

344 ' AO'b), ,AO'Lrx: Mimnermos, Fr. 12.2, ed. Dieh13: t(.Le:p-r1Jv'AO'L'Y)V \I'Y)uO'l.\I&q>Lx6-
(.Le:&ct (see above, p. 23 with note 74); Archilochos, lamb., Fr. 23, ed. Dieh13(3, 1952
= 1954): ~ - 0 8' ,AO'LlJ~ xrxp't'e:po~ (.LlJAo't'p6q>ou (see above, p. 23 note 73); Sappho,
Fr. 55a.4, ed. Diehl2; cf. also the name' AO'(lJ of an Oceanid in Hesiod, Theog. 359.

345 J. Wackernagel, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Homer (Gottingen, 1916),
p. 86 = Glotta 7.246. See above, p. 48f.
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different etymology (from Assos) in mind. The evidence for the
alternate Ci- and rJ.- forms has been evinced from the morphologically
parallel adjectivized land names in Aeschylus, Le. 'AcrLC;(Pers.
763f.: gv' &v~p(X... 'AcrL~oC;(l."tJAo~6"t"ou"t"Cl.ye~v)and 'AcrLrlC;(sc. y~:
Pers. 249). This quantitative alternation, furthermore, has been
rendered explicable by the varying treatment a Proto-Greek original
form "AcrfLOC;faswiosf has had in ancient dialectal Greek, resulting
in Ionic tisios and in Attic asios, both written in Greek A~IO ~ (and
in the minuscle script" AcJ'Loc;).And, as we see, Ionic "AcrLOc;did not
share the change of Ci into 1) (Le. to *"HcrLOC;)because this Ci was not
original Gk. Ci as in {l.&-"t"1)Pbut the result of its position in "AcrfLOC;
(see below).

Valuable evidence from Mycenaean records deciphered just a
dozen years ago (since 1956) has been very welcome~ In six My-
cenaean tablets from three centers, two each from Knossos, Pylos,
and Mycenae,346 the word a-si-wi-jo is read and, according to the
rules set up by Michael Ventris for reading these texts, would be
"Acrfwc; in Greek. The anthroponym "Acrfwc; is thus gained from
asiwijo on a Knossos tablet (Dt 1469) and on two Pylos tablets
(On 285.12; Eq 146.11).347Furthermore, what is read on a Pylian

346 From Knossos: D/1469 + 1584; from Pylos: On 285.12 and Eq 146.11; from
Mycenae: Au 653.5 + 657.11. - See The Pylos Tablets, ed. E. Bennett, Jr. (Prince-
ton, 1955), 210a; J. Chadwick, "The Mycenae Tablets III," Trans. Amer. Philos.
Soc., N.S. 52, pt. 7 (1962), 54 and 55 [inscriptions Au 653.5 and 657.11: a-si-wi-jo.
Chadwick reconstructs the :M:ycenaeanGr. form Aswios]; Inscriptiones Pyliae ad
Mycenaeam aetatem pertinentes, edd. C. Gallavotti et A. Sacconi, (Romae, 1961),
pp. 33 [On 285.12: asiwijo ARIES 100 [+], p. 66 [Eq 146.11], p. 77 [Fr 1206: po-
tinija asiwija; also 1210, 1260: M. Lang ape Bennett, The Olive Oil Tablets 01 Pylos
(Salamanca, 1958), p. 45]. - Cf. Anna Morpurgo, Mycenaeae graecitatis lexicon
(Romae, 1963), p. 39, s.vv. a-si-wi-ja and a-si-wi-jo [Aswios - Gr. "A(jFw~ with
a question mark]; J. Chadwick and L. Baumbach, "The Mycenaean Greek Vocab-
ulary," Glotta 41 (1963), 177, S.v. "AcrLO~ [with a reference to the Cretan town name
"A(jo~, this from earlier *"A(jFo~]; cf. also the entry 1t"6TILCX:, ibid., p. 238; M. Ven-
tris and J. Chadwick, Documents in Mycenaean Greek (Cambridge, 1956), p. 416
[Aswios, and town name "A(jo~ in Crete with a question mark]; O. Landau, My-
kenisch-griechische Personennamen (Goteborg, 1958), pp. 29, 216, 269; A. Heubeck,
Praegraeca (1961), 71.

347 Whether this is from the name *"A(jFo~ of the later Cretan city "A(jo~ or not
(a form of Aswos is seen in asiwei PY An 18; Palmer, Interpretation [1963], 132f.
and 250) has not been and probably cannot be decided. See, on the other hand, the
discussion by J. Chadwick, Minos 5 (1957),125; cf. M. Lejeune, "Sur Ie vocabulaire
economique mycenien, " Mycenaean Studies Wingspreaa, 1961, ed. E. L. Bennett, Jr.
(Madison, 1964), p. 104 note 68.
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tablet as po-ti-ni-ja a-si-wi-ja (Fr 1206) is transcribed as Potniiii
Aswiiii, Le. I10't"VLCXL ' A(jfL~L = I1o't"vLCf ' AcrLCf, date sing., meaning
"to the Aswian Lady (or Mistress)," "to the Asiatic Mistress," Le.
a mother goddess; ,A(jf£~ then is an epithet applied to I16't"VL<x.348

To Palmer's 'Acr.r(Tj from "Acr.rLO~ +- "Acr.ro~ Dyer (PP 20 [1965], 116f.) offered
an alternative: a primary name *Asiwe ('Acr(.r'Y) and therefrom 'Acr('Y) (..•.""'-); to
document this he parades wellknown recorded names, "Am~tX in Cappadocian
(Ptolem. 5.6.10), ,Acr('Y) of the mountain in Laconia (Pausan. 3.24.6), ,Acr(tX of a
city in Lydia (Steph. Byz.; the entry 'HmoVLtX from Demetrius of Skepsis fro 42,
ed. Gaede, identifies this' AcrLtX as a ~&pa€CUV X6lptX. This latter, Dyer [117 note 4]
reasons, may annul the value of the former reference), and perhaps the Oceanid name
,Acr('Y) in Resiod, Theog.359.

348 J. Chadwick, Minos 5 (1957), 125. - On the mother goddess Potnia from
Pylos: ibid., 122f. On Sitoi Potniiii "for the Lady Sito (~L't"6l)" from Mycenae (Oi
701.3), J. Chadwick, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. 52,7 (1962), 58; this is read siton
(gen. plur. of crL't"tX)Potniiii = cr('t"cuv IIo't"V(q. "to the Lady of the cereals" by L. R.
Palmer, Proceedings of the Cambridge Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies, 1965 (Cam-
bridge, 1966), 284.

Palmer, Interpretation (1963), p. 250, rendering Potniiii Aswiiii "to the Lady of
Aswos," suggests taking Aswiiii as a toponymic adjective with reference to E.
Townsend-Vermeule, AJA 61 (1957), 199a, who compares Ze:U~ "AcrLO~ in Crete
(Steph. Byz. s. "Acro~) and 'A.&'Y)v& 'AcrLtX (Pausan.3.24.6) on Mt. Asia, one of the
southern spurs of Taygetos. Prof. Vermeule inclines to linking Athena Asia with
Potnia A8Wia (PY Fr 1206). With her agree Pugliese Carratelli, PP 1959, p. 416;
Maddoli, Atti dell' Accad. Toscana di Scienze e Lettere "La Colombaria," 1963, p. 73;
Luigia Achillea Stella, La civilta micenea nei documenti contemporanei (Rome, 1965),
p.230.

The" Asiatic Lady" or mother goddess has been thought to be one like KU~EA'Y);
see C. J. Ruijgh, Etudes sur la grammaire et le vocabulaire du grec mycenien (Amster-
dam, 1967), p. 184 with note 430. On II6't"VLtX ' A.&cXvtX (KN V 52 + 52bis + atana
potinija), ibid., p. 108 with note 50. The possibility Potniai .Aswiiis "to the Lady of
Asia Minor," suggested by Ruijgh, p. 184 (with a question mark), might be ad-
mitted, but only if Aswia is not" Asia Minor," which semantic content was attached
to 'Acr(tX in the sixth cent. B.C. (see above, p. 34 with notes 137 and 138); .Aswici
would have been a region of the peninsula. The literary evidence, however, of
,A.&'Y)v& ' Acr(tX renders Ruijgh's suggestion unnecessary.

C. Gallavotti, "Note brevi di filologia micenea," Studi italiani di filologia classica,
N.F.,30 (1958), 52, agrees that potinija is a theonym but stamps as merely hypo-
thetical the suggestion by Chadwick (Minos 5 [1957], 125), that the goddess is
Asiatic or Anatolian "magna mater." Gallavotti sees in Fr 1206 Potnia(i) asiwija(i)
representing Greek IIo-rvLcx!. (dat. sing.) "Acrr!.cxL (nomin. plur.) "the Asian women
(offering) to the Mistress" and identifies it with a.64.ja (= aswija) of Linear A, in
which also kinidija (= KVL8!.cx!.), miratija (= M!.AcX't"LCXL)etc. occur.

Palmer, Interpretation (1963), p. 250, explains KN V 52 atana potinija as "The
Lady of Atana," a local Potnia, and, as "The Lady" or "The Mistress" recurs as a
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In this context a reminder may be in order that a seemingly
cognate toponym that is encountered on Mycenaean tablets from
Pylos is certainly unrelated to the name under investigation.349

religious title in the ancient Near East to designate a particular divinity (L. Palmer,
"New Religious Texts from Pylos," Trans. Philol. Soc., 1958, p. 9f.), he considers
the possibility that Potnia represented a goddess of a particular type and finds that a
possible candidate is the Minoan-Mycenaean counterpart of the Peloponnesian
Artemis, whom Nilsson (Geschichte der griechischen Religion, 1.285ff.) identifies with
the Minoan-Mycenaean 7t6'tVLOC(1)poov.

349 The toponym asijatija, occurring frequently on Pylian tablets (Ae 134, and
seven more times; once more in the form asatija Mn 162), was explained as a
derivative of 'AcreeX"t'occ;;,this being the name of the founder of 'Acreocin Arcadia
(Pausan. 8.3.4), and displays i for e, i.e. as 'AcrLOC(for and) from 'Acreoc and
,Amoc"t'Locfrom *,Acreoc"t'Loc.This latter name is held to be an adj. formation. The
ethnic' AcreeX"t'occ;;(gen. plur. 'Acreoc"t'a.v-"t'oovas well as MeyocA01tOAL"t'OOVof the federal
league), derived from the city name 'Acreoc,occurs in coin inscriptions; see G. S. G.
Robinson, "Ethnics on Greek Coins," Numismatic Ohronicle, 4th ser., 14 (1914),246
[A~EAT ON]; A. Florance, Geographic Lexicon of Greek Ooin Inscriptions (Chicago,
1966), p. 15 [A~EATAN, A~EATnN]. 'AcreeX"t'1)c;;is also another name of the Al-
pheios, which originates in the Asea valley; cf. Pugliese Carratelli, Studi Olassici ed
Orientali 7 (1958), 49.

On the texts: The Pylos Tablets (1955), p. 210a; cf. Ventris and Chadwick,
Documents (1956), p. 147 and (no. 31), p. 169; on p. 145 the Mycenaean name is
equated with the historical 'Acreoc.Cf. Palmer, Interpretation (1963), pp. 21, 74, 75,
76, 126, 127, 167, 180.

The phenomenon called alternation i/e was examined in a study, suggested by
Chadwick, by D. A. Hester, "The i/e Alternation in Mycenaean Greek," Minos 6
(1958), p. 32 (a-si-ja-ti-ja is one of 31 examples, i.e. single cases of i = Gr. e; how-
ever, Greek possesses both name forms, ,Acreocand 'AcrLOC].Cf. also an ethnic on
from 'Aaeoc in Hesychius (ed. K. Latte) s.v. 'AaL6>"t'occ;;·'Aaeoc b:r't'lK6>{1-1),APKOC~LOCC;;
K't'A. Herodian (2.479, ed. Lentz) records for us 'AaLoc = 'Aaeoc and ethnic
,AcrLeX."t'1)C;;.Further on the vocalic change and the derivation: H. Miihlestein,
Etudes Myceniennes (1956), p. 94 woth note 1, and p. 96; idem, Mus. Helv.15 (1958),
226 note 26. Cf. M. Lejeune, Memoires de la philologie mycenienne I (Paris, 1958),
p. 268 and 270 note 71; idem, Proceed. of Oambridge Oolloquium on Mycen. Studies
(Cambridge, 1966), pp. 144, 147, and 243; G. Pugliese Carratelli, Studi Olassici ed
Orientali 7 (1958), 49.

On the adjectival formation: F. Kiechle, Kadmos 1 (1962), 99. A. Morpurgo,
Mycenaeae graecitatis lexicon (1963), p. 38, s.vv. a-sa-ti-ja, a-si-ja-ti-ja. See also
Publiese Carratelli, Opecit., pp. 43 and 49.

Heubeck's viewpoint on Pylian a-si-ja and a-si-ja-ti-ja is this: An assumed per-
sonal name (originally being an inhabitant name) *a-si-ja-ta would presuppose a
place name arisen from the attested noun form a-si-ja, which in turn may be ety-
mologically connected with 'Acrcr6c;;,etc. See Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961), p. 73
note 76. If, however, a-si-ja-ti-ja, is identified with Mt. Asia, a southern spur of
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For a better understanding or demonstration of the postulated
reduction of the consonant cluster (Jf /sw/ to the simple consonant
(J /s/ in Greek "A(JLO~from" A(JfLO~,an exact parallel from early
Greek and Mycenaean would be welcome. In fact, an adj. wiswo-
attested in a compound read in a published Knossos tablet350 is the
very same attested dialectal Greek (Arcadian, Boeotian, Cretan)
adj. fL(Jfo~/wiswos / "equal" (in size, rank, strength, or number). 351

The latter form yielded with the reduction of (Jf /sw/ to (J /s/, on
the one hand, Ionic (and Epic) !(Jo~/isos/, with long ~, therefore,
circumflexed, and, on the other, Attic t(jo~ /isos /352 with short ~and,
consequently, bearing the acute accent.

The Mycenaean texts have, therefore, secured, beyond the shadow
of a doubt, the earliest Greek form' A(JfLrI.:for' A(JLCl,which latter
is the classical and only form known from our literary and in-
scriptional Greek tradition (before the discovery of the Mycenaean
tablets and their decipherment).

Taygetos behind Thalamai (Pausan. 3.24.6), where a temple of 'A3'1Jv~ ' AO'LCt is
mentioned (Pausan. 3.24.7 E:crt"r.Be: €v t"OLC;eper.7tLor.c; VCtOC;,A3'1Jv~c; e7tLxA1Jcrr.V' AO'LCtC;,
7tor.1icrCtr. Be: TIoAuBeux1Jv XCtt K<xcrt"op<x lPCtcrr.v&vCtcrw3'evt"CtC; ex KOAXWV· eLVCtr.y~p XCtt
K6AXor.C; ,A3'1Jv~c; ,AcrLCtC; Lepov ••• chI. Be: ' A3'1Jv~v ' AcrLCtV t"r.(1.(;)crLVOL K6AXOr.,7tCtP~
ACtxeBCtr.(1.0VLWV &xoucrCtc; YP&lPw), as suggested by E. Townsend Vermeule, AJ A 61
(1957), 199a (rejected by Pugliese Carratelli, lococit.), then the name could still be
a deriv. of 'Acr€Ct-' AcrLct: ' ACJLctt"Lct from 'Acrectt"Lct. If, on the other hand, ,A.&1)vex.
, Acrtct is linked with Potnia Aswiii (PY Fr 1206), as Professor Vermeule suggested,
than it cannot be related to asijatija. In fact, the tradition of 'A3'1JvCi ' AcrLCt in
Colchis makes such a linking improbable.

The name a-se-ja read in Linear A is explained as an ethnic on derived from the
name a-se-e (PY An 18.4) = 'Acr€Ct; see E. Peruzzi, "Note :Minoiche," Minos 6
(1958), 14 note 1. According to C. J. Ruijgh, Etudes (1967), p. 178 note 406, it is
difficult to set asijatija in a direct relationship with' Acr€Ct or the toponym asee
(' AAcr€er., dat.-Ioc. of" AAcroC;) and thus the interpretation of asijatija is uncertain;
it seems to me that the author has not followed up the pertinent literature on this
point. Concerning a-su-ja see below, p. 73 with note 354.

350 The adj. wiswo- is the reading from wi-so-wo- in the compound wi-so-wo-pa-na
811, 740; Ventris and Chadwick, Documents (1956), No. 292, p. 378f. and 412 =
Bennett, The Pylos Tablets (1955), pp. 186 and 226; Chadwick and Baumbach,
Glotta 41 (1963), 206.

351 Cretan and Arcadian FLcrFoc;, Arcadian Fr.crF6BCt(1.oc;, Boeotian Fr.O'Fo8r.9oc;,
Homeric written !croc; (i:'-) from F£crFoc;, and Attic tcroc; (L-). See M.Lejeune,
Traite de phonetique grecque (Paris, 1947), 116f. (from *wid-s-wos); cf. C. D. Buck,
Greek Dialects3 (Chicago, 1956), 49f.; Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961), 71 note 69.

352 This was indicated by J. Chadwick, Minos 5 (1957), 125; elaborated by A.
Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961), p. 71.
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2.
The just stated fact has reduced to a mInImum the difference'

existing (when this equation was first suggested back in 1924) be-
tween the Greek name form 'AO"LtX.and the Hittite name form_
Assuva. By these developments, Forrer's equation, which certainly
was not presented in convincing detail, has been rendered indubi--
table.353

In fact, the land name Assuva, an epichorial designation for a·
territory in the West Anatolian peninsula, has been made the basis.
for the interpretation of the name' AO"LtX.for nearly half a century.
We align here also the Minoan name a-su-ja, read in Linear script A,
HT 11 II 1,354 if it is an ethnicon, which E. Peruzzi doubts; should_
it be an ethnicon, it is derived from "AO"oc;,name of a Cretan town
with an ancient temple of ZEU~ " AO"LO~(Steph. Byz. s. "AO"o~),i.e.
the earlier form ASWOS,355and so indirectly related to Assuva. As--

353 S. Mazzarino, Fra oriente e occidente (1947), p. 47f., has revived Forrer's.
equation with the suggestion that (1) the original name was restricted to Lydia,
where the Homeric "Acnae; Ae:r.[.LWV was actually located; so too Assuva has a,
restricted application; and (2) an extension of the semantic content of the name
, AaLoc made it what it really was later.

As J. Chadwick, Minos 5 (1957), 126, put it, the matter of (l- and Cl- in "Acl'Loc;,.
, AaLoc "would be clinched if we could accept Forrer's equation of ' AaLoc with
Hittite Assuva"; he does accept it along with Mazzarino and, concerning Potnia,
Aswiii, suggests that "Matriarchal Lydia would of course be an obvious home for a
mother goddess" (p. 126). Chadwick's thesis, however, does not necessarily imply
that we need Potnia Aswiii to explain the name Aswiii +- ' AaLoc; it rather means·
that both Lydia and Mycenae were patronized by mother goddesses.

A. Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961), p. 72, has formulated these facts in a masterly-
way.

354 P. Meriggi, "Glossario miceneo (minoico B)," Memorie dell 'A ccad. delle:
Scienze di Torino, Serie 3a, tomo IV, 2 (1955), p. 25: asuja 11a3 [The glossary on
pp.24-34].

The name asuja has been compared with another name to have its form clarified:-
as the name of a goddess ALFLOC, known from Pamphylia, is written in two equi-·
valent ways diwija and diuja, so can asuja reflect asiwija; cf. Palmer, Interpretation,.
p. 486. Another attempt' has been made to prove that Mycenaean asiwija is equiva-
lent to Minoan asuja and the sign 64 is equal to siwi = swi; cf. Gallavotti, " Note brevi
di filologia micenea," Studi italiani di filologia classica, N.S., Firenze, 30 (1958),.
52f. The attempt, however, at linking asuja with Akkadian ASU"the rising of the·
sun" (Dyer, P P 20 (1965], 116 note 2) is useless.

355 E. Peruzzi, "Note Minoiche," Minos 6 (1958), 14 with note 1. The author'
gives an alternative derivation of a-su-ja from the name :Eu"toc of another Cretan
place. He is correct in rejecting A. Furumark's equation of a-su-ja with a-se-ja, as·
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.suva may originally have been *Aswa as the land name, and deriva-
tives therefrom were Aswios with feme Aswiii, designating the
"inhabitant from the land Aswa," or as adj. "of or pertaining to
Aswa."356

-2. The etymology of Hittite Assuva

We may go to the root of things, it possible. Heubeck derives
Assuva itself from cuneiform Hittite assus (with gen. assuvas or
'a8savas) meaning "good, expedient; pleasant, etc." The latter was
derived from IE *esu-s (hence Gr. €Uc;) "good, brave, etc."357The
'Connectionis possible and even probable. With regard to semantics,
while Bossert attached to the name Assuva the sense "Land des
Heils,"358i.e. "land of fortune," I might be allowed to suggest that
*Aswa would have meant something like "good land" and its
,derivative' Acrf(lX "land or country with good soil."

In all candor, however, I cannot be as sure about this connection
.as Heubeck seems to be, believing as he does that Hittite assu- is
the basis of Assuva.359 This is my reasoning: Caution is required by
·the fact that linguistic situations are, in reality, much more complex
than they appear to be in their results before us, with the develop-
ments that have gone unrecorded and the scanty materials of an-
-cient languages that have happened to reach us. I am, specifically,

if both were ethnica of a-se ('AO'eoc). A. Heubeck (Praegraeca, p. 73) mentions the
~samename a-su-ja (read by P. Meriggi) as to be connected with Assuva.

356 Heubeck, Ope cit., p. 72f.
357 For the accepted derivation of Hittite assus from IE esU8 (Gr. eu<;) with gen.

,eswos see A. Walde-J. Pokorny, Vergleichendes Worterbuch der idg. Sprachen (Ber-
lin und Leipzig, 1927-32), 1.161; J. Friedrich, "Einige hethitische Etymologien,"
IF 41 (1923), 370-72 [he was the first to compare Hitt. aS8U8 'gut' with Gk. eUC;;
"'gut, trefi'lich' and neut. aS8U 'Habe' with Homeric Gk. e&cuv 'Gliicksgiiter' (Gk.
,&yoc6&, Lat. bona)]; W. Couvreur, De hettitische 1J (1937), p. 98; H. Pedersen,
Hittitisch und die anderen indoeuropiiischen Sprachen (Copenhagen, 1938), p. 167
with note; C. D. Buck, A Dictionary 01 Selected Synonyms in the Principal Indo-
European Languages (Chicago, 1949), p. 1175; J. Pokorny, Indogermanisches ety-
-mologisches Worterbuch (Bern, 1950), p. 342, S.v. esu-s; cf. H. Frisk, GEW 1 (1960),
.594; A. Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961), p. 73. - For the attempt to connect the Gk.
.suffix -euc;; such as in ~ocmAe:uc;; with IE esus (gen. eswos) see O. Szemerenyj, "The
'Greek noun in -e:UC;;," MNHMH 1: XAPIN, Gedenkschrilt P. Kretschmer (Vienna,
1956-57), 2.175f. with note 57.

358 Bossert, Asia (1946), p. 2.
359 Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961), p. 72f.
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afraid that homonymity, ·which we so well know from the study of
modern languages, is a constant possibility; we should always bear
in mind that it may mislead us to apparent but unreal explanations
and is, therefore, an easy source for grave errors. Hasty explanations
of this sort, given for ancient names whose history is little known,
have their match in observable folk-etymologies in modern lan-
guages, which are often well couched in name forms adapted to suit
the folk-etymology in each case. In such cases knowledge or no
knowledge makes little difference; both are aspects of a game.

Even if homonymity is not involved in our case, whereby the
geographic name Assuva is explained from the noun assu-, actually
we do not know whether we etymologize a primary or a secondary
name Assuva for a region, whose location is also unknown; data
linking assu- and Assuva- may be missing, e.g. the possibility of an
adjectival or nominal *assuva cannot be excluded.

3.
Conclusion

In summary, we may state that, when the ancient Greeks came to
Anatolia, and specifically to the west coast of it, late in the second
half of the second millennium B.C. and found the Hittite name As-
suva in use in Lydian territory, perhaps pronounced *Aswa, they
formed the Greek adj. "AcrfLOC;faswiosf, whence the later form
"Acrtoc;(tlsios and asios) evolved, and also the feme *,AO'f£ex;fasw£al,
which yielded the historical Greek form' AO'£cx; (i.e. asia and asia).
The latter formation was naturally expected, following suit with so
many land names in Asia Minor terminating in -Lex;,and still known
in history as Bt&UVLCX;,, Icuvf.cx;,Kcx;pf.cx;,Au8f.ex;,Auxf.cx;,Mucrf.ex;,nex;~epUAf.cx;,
<Dpuyf.cx;,etc.360

360 The concluding statement of R. Dyer (P P 20 [1965], 132), that Asia is an
Anatolian name and" it is unnecessary to look for a Greek origin, even in the Linear
B inscriptions where it is first found in Greek (excluding Linear A <asuja) )," is an
error in method (see above, n. 342). For the fact is that no Anatolian language gives
us a form Asia nor a termination -ia ("Amo/;; and' AaL(X are not Anatolian forms) nor
the semantic variations in the history of the name, and the origin of a geographic
name or any other name consists not merely of the root but also of its formation(s)
and the historical whereabouts in the use of one or more languages both in space and
in time. Actually without the Greek forms the name Asia could· never be inter-
preted from its Anatolian source to a satisfactory degree. We did have to examine
carefully and explain adequately the Greek name forms, including those in My-
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It seems to me that Heubeck's neat contribution to advancing
our study of the relevant names deserves attention. With regard
to the name (I) ,A(j(j6~ (from hass-) and congeners and again (II)
concerning the name "A(jfLO~and congeners he has summarized
his conolusions in the following tabulations of correspondences :361

I. 'A(j(J6~ etc.

Linear B place-name formation with -s- : Prehellenie (in later
Greek) place-names in -(J((j)o~ : Homeric Gk. place names in
-O'(O')o~: Anatolian (non-Gk.) texts in -ssa and the like :, Luvian
suffix -assi-.

II. "AO'fLO~,Assuva

Linear A asuja-(~) : Linear B adj. (~) asiwijo-ja- : Anatolian
and later Gk. "A(j(f)LO~: Homeric Gk." AO'LO~: Gk. inscriptional
country name 'AcrLe<: (non-Greek) Cuneiform Hittite adj. assu-
and West Anatolian country name Assuva.

In collecting the material and presenting the evidence which each
time made itself available, various authors and investigators have
rendered valuable service to all interested in the problem at hand.
If the foregoing conclusion is found to stand as true, credit is owed
to the colleagues who made it possible by their genius and their
labors.

Demetrius J. Georgacas
University of North Dakota

cenae~n Linear B script before reaching a satisfactory solution regarding the ulti-
mate source. Cf. above, p. 68ff.

361 See Heubeck, Praegraeca (1961), p. 89f. - The sign /: /, instead of a vertical
line is used in the text above between correspondences.
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VII. ADDENDA

Pp.2-9: Bibliography.
Atlas of the World. Mid-century edition. Ed. by John Bartholomew. Vol. I: The

World, Australasia and East Asia ... lVith an Index-Gazetteer. Vol. II: South- West
Asia and Russia ... TVith an Index-Gazetteer. London: The Times Publishing Co.,
1958, 1959. [Preface, pp. XIII-XVII (general information about the work);
Progress of World Mapping, pp. XIX-XXI; plates 24 (in the 1st vol.) and 25-48;
plates 1-7: World physiography, oceanography, climatology, vegetation, mankind,
surface routes, air routes.]

Paul BolcheTt, Aristoteles' Erdkunde von Asien und Libyen. Berlin, 1908. (Quel-
len und Forschungen zur alten Geschichte und Geographie, herausg. W. Sieglin,
H. 15.) [The 1st ch.: Aristoteles' Erdkunde von Asien, pp. 6-28.]

Kurt Bruning, Asien. Tenth ed. by H. Lehmann. MOOchen,etc., 1964. (Harms
Handbuch der Erdkunde, herausg. J. Wagner und W. Eggers.) [On p. 5, the 4th
ed. (1932) was listed as H. Harms - K. Bruning.]

CAB = Oambridge Ancient History, 3rd ed.
Hb. d. Or. = Handbuch der Orientalistik.
F. Klute, Handbuch der geographischen Wissenschaften. Potsdam.
K. Kruger, Landerkunde. Berlin, 1962.
H. K~ W. Kumm, "Africa as Known to the Greek and Roman Geographers,"

The Scottish Geographical Magazine (Edinburgh) 42 (1926), 11-22. [On the tri-
partite and bipartite division of the Oikoumene by the ancients.]

F. Machatschek, Das Relief der Erde.2 Berlin, 1955.
S. Passagre, Geographische Volkerkunde. Berlin, 1951.
D. H. Teuffen, Die ostliche Welt. Asien zwischen Steinzeit und Gegenwart. Baden-

Baden, 1961.
H. Schmokel, "Geschichte des alten Vorderasien," Hb. d. Or., 1, II, 3 (1957).
H. Schmokel et alii, Kulturgeschichte des Allen Orient. 1961.

Pp. 90.: Oikoumene. Continents.
The American space flight of Apollo 8 took place in December 1968 and the first

color views of the earth as a globe were made by the astronauts from deep space;
a half-earth was viewed 230,000 miles away for the first time, so that whole con-
tinents were pictured as on a study globe. Cf. Time, Jan. 10, 1969, p. 40, and picture
opposite p. 41.

The historian Polybius (2nd cent. B.C.) was the first to question the island form
of the Oikoumene. Strabo (1st cent. A.D.), however, harks back to the island theory
of the Oikoumene, to which theory Ptolemy put an end; he prepared the way for
the heroic enterprise of the explorers of the Age of Discovery, more than a millennium
later. See H. K. W. Kumm, The Scottish Geographical Magazine 42 (1926), pp. 14,21.

Another interesting ancient term, compounded with oikoumene, is Antioikoumene
for part of Africa where the Eleusinian mysteries priest Nicagoras (of Cyprus, who
traveled through Egypt and left behind a visiting inscription in Egyptian Thebes in
326 B.C.) set the Nile source. Cf. A. Hermann, "Der Nil und die Christen," J ahrbuch
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jilr Antike und Christentum (Munich) 2 (1959), p. 50 note 139a. The contrast of
Antioikoumene to Oikoumene is like that of Arctic (&px:t'l.x6c;) and Antarctic
(&v't'cxpx,t'Lx6c;) •

Pp. 13U.: Eurasia.
The continental area represented in Eurasia is l'ightly regarded, in the phrase of a

famous geographer, as the heartland of humanity. From its interior the great migra-
tions that have peopled the earth have flowed towards its circumference and beyond;
within its boundaries there were founded all the seminal civilizations which have
shaped man's progress and set their mark upon the ground that he inhabits. Cf.
Atlas oj the World, II: South· West Asia and Russia (1959), p. XXII. See also plate
25: Eurasia. ~ .

The separating effect between Asia and Europe is insignificant, so the concept
Eurasia came about to express that Europe is in reality a small peninsula of the
enormous Asiatic land block. See K. Bruning, Asien10 (1964), p. 10.

P.16: Australasia.
It is depicted in the Atlas oj the World 1 (1958), plate 10.

P. 17j. (also 1): The Old World
There have been interrelations among Asia, Africa, and Europe which illumine

their vicissitudes. The concept Old World, in which these three continents are in-
cluded, has only historical importance today; for Europe no longer stands as palt
of the Old World opposite the Americas representing the New World but the op-
position is East versus West. See K. Bruning, Asien10 (1964), p 10. Cf. A. Hermann,
op. cit. [addenda to p. 9, above, p. 77 f.J, p. 39 with note 54.

P.17 with notes 45-50:
On the name America, the New World, and related matters see also German

Arciniegas, Amerigo and the New World (New York, 1955) and Atlas of the World 5:
The Americas (London, 1957), preface, p. XII.

P.18: Hemispheres.
Pomponius Mela speaks in his De chronographia, a popular description of the

earth written in A.D. 43, of the northern and southern hemisphere, five zones, Anti-
chthones, etc. Cf. H. K. W. Kumm, The Scottish Geographical Magazine 42 (1926),
p. 15. The notions of Western and Eastern Hemisphere are likewise inaccurate; cf.
K. Briining, Asien10 (1964), p. 10.

P.19: General on Asia.
On the population increases of Asia between 1800 (602 million) and 1960 (1,762

million) cf. K. Briining, Asien10 (1964), p. 34f. Of the total world population, over
3 billion since 1963, more than its half lives in Asia (op. cit., p. 9).

P. 21: Western boundaries of Asia.
Cf. also K. Bruning, Asien10 (1964), p. 10f.
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Firmly established in historical terms is the southern part of the Asiatic border
against Europe, i.e. the Straits of the Dardanelles and the Bosporos as well as the·
Marmara Sea, though also the Bosporos divides the cosmopolis Constantinople and
the Turkish state. The Anatolian Mediterranean coast, richly structured, and the·
many islands lying in front of it are rather of European kind; here a borderline is.
drawn through the greatest sea depths, which follows in essence also the political
allotment of the islands to Greece or Turkey. Cf. BrUning, Ope cit., p. II.

The distinction of Asia and Europe as separate continents, nevertheless, goes',
back to the cultural-geographic net weight of Europe, its exceptional position in the-
history of mankind and modern civilization. Compared with this, Asia possesses also·
its net weight; and the development after both world wars up to the present de-
monstrates the fact that Asia has been able to preserve its importance in full meas--
ure despite the rush of western civilization. Cf. Briining, lococit.

P. 22 f.: The Name 'Aata:
In Hesiod fro 165.11 'Acr(1) contains Troy and in fro 180.3 it is apparently as-·

sociated with the Hermos river; see M. L. 'Vest, Hesiod: Theogony. Edited with Pro-
legomena and Oommentary (Oxford, 1966), p. 267.

P. 24, note 83:
On Ptolemy's Geographia cf. Atlas of the lVorld 1 (1958), p. XXI [up-to-date-

evaluation of Ptolemy's work and the impact of his maps on the great explorers].

P.26: The name Asia in other languages.
Though the peoples of East Asia do have their own conceptions about location,.

the name Asia, designating the continent and introduced by the Europeans, has.
generally prevailed upon the Asiatic peoples. Cf. K. Bruning, Asien10 (1964), p. 9.

P. 34 with note 137:
The Anatolian peninsula in its entirety is assumed to have been nameles~ before'

it was named Asia
The land name lJatti, non-Indoeuropean, covers central Anatolia, more exactly

the north central area embracing the loop of the Halys (now KizIl Irmak) and bound-·
ed by the Kaska on the Pontic zone and the Pala in the northwest (see E. Laroche,.
Les noms des hittites [Paris, 1966], p. 266f.). This name lJatti with a Hurrian ethnic
name ljattu!Ji (E. A. Speiser, introduction to Hurrian [New Haven5 1941], p. 45) as a·
vague land concept continued from the 19th cent. to at least the 17th cent. B.C.
Then it was replaced by the more precise ljattusas udne and URU ljattusa-, both
meaning "lJattusa-Iand" and, in part, taken from the name of the capitalljattusas'
(on the site of modern Bogazkoy, recently renamed Bogazkale). In any case, the-
concept ljatti was no longer valid for the Hittites of the Great Imperial times (ca.
1400-1200 B.C.). The name is thoroughly discussed by A. Kammenhuber, "Hethi-
tisch, Palaisch, Luwisch und Hieroglyphenluwisch," Hb. d. Or. 1, II, 2 (1969),.
pp. 123-27. [My thanks go to the author for the courtesy of supplying me with a·
set of page proofs of her section in this collective reference work; February 1969.1
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There is, however no indication in the texts that Ifatti was ever used in any
.Anatolian language to designate the entire Anatolian peninsula, whose namelessness
for the 2nd millennium B.C. is, insofar as preserved records allow us to tell, a fact.
'The namelessness of a wide area in ancient times is understandable with the un-
;surmountable difficulties of communication among adjacent regions and with the
impossibility of surveying large territories as well as with many different peoples in-
habiting such a wide area. When the larger area was finally named, the namers
:simply applied the name of a smaller area to the wider one.

P.37:
Along with the expansion of knowledge of the earth, the concept of each of the

-continents Asia, Europe, and Mrica was gradually expanded from the coast to the
·entire continent. Cf. K. Briining, AsienlO (1964), p. 9.

P. 39 with notes 161 and 162:
"Cyprus" had the name Yatuan in ASSYrianand the following ones in Egyptian:

Ku/rus (H. Gauthier, Dictionnaire des noms geographiques [see above, p. 39, note
.i66] lAO), sbn (1048), sbinai(ti), and Aountanai (1.57 and 3.83) .

.P. 39, note 163: Asy:
H. R. Hall, "The Keftians, Philistines and Other Peoples of the Levant," CAH

2 (1924), 275-95, thinks also that Asy would seem to be the mainland of Asia
.Minor, perhaps west of Cilicia and Alashiya, and that the name may simply be
-from Asia (p. 281).

ETYMOLOGIES

.Pp. 41 n. 177; 48; 67 with nne 340, 344, 347: 'Aat1] (and EV(}QJ1t1]) in Hesiod's
Theogony.

The names' AO'L1'J and Eupw7ITJare recorded by Hesiod in his Theogony, composed
before 700 B.C., li. 359 and 357 respectively, as names of two nymphs of Tethys'
.and Oceanus' 41 chief and eldest daughters listed by name in addition to the number
,of 3,000 others. It seems obvious to me that these names, used in the genealogical
-epic, are to be sure traditional but are in their use secondary as were "AO'LoC;,
'AO'L1'JC;, etc. Goettling's opinion, followed by F. Fischer, that these nymphs are
eponymous and have received th'3ir names from the lands over which they are sup-
'posed to preside seems close to the true state of affairs. The etymological origin of
the name 'AO'L(x in the form 'AO' fL(x / Aswia / is several centuries older than the time
'of the composition of Hesiod's Theogony. It is disappointing that in a recent other-
wise good book, the commentary to the Theogony (M.L. West, Hesiod: Theogony [see
..above,p. 79: add. to p. 22], pp. 266f.) adheres to opinions prior to 1916 with regard
to the etymology from rlO'LC; "mud" (see above, p. 42f.) and to the long vowel ex: al-
1egedly "by metrical lengthening" (see, however, above, pp. 23f., 48ff., and 68-72),
as if the startling developments in Mycenaean Greek studies had not taken place.

P.44: From Semitic:
It has persisted to this day; so K. Briining, Asien10 (1964), p. 9.
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P. 44, note 193:
The ancient name "EqJe:crot; survived in the Turkish form Ejsus; see W. C. Brice,

"The Turkish Colonization of Anatolia," Bulletin oj the John Rylands Library
(Manchester) 38 (1955-56), p. 43.

Pp. 48-52: 'Aaa6~:
The word hassu- in Hittite records is not Indo-European, for the etymological

attempts are not satisfactory; see E. Bilgig, AOF 15 (1945-51), p. 15 with notes
109 and 110.

P 50, note 222:Pidassa:
On the suffix -assi (Luvian) and -assis (Carlan) and -assa- see also G. Neumann,

"Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft 1816 und 1966," Innsbrucker Beitriige zur
Kulturwissenschajt, Sonderheft 24 (1967), pp. 28f. (Institut fiir vergleichende
Sprachwissenschaft der Universitat Innsbruck) [Dr. H. Olberg of this Institute has
put me under great obligation by courteously dispatching to me a copy of this study.
Feb. 1969.] Cf. also p. 84, addendum to p. 64 note 321.

P.51, note 231: 'Aaaawv-Assuyan:
The earlier bibliography on the "Cappadocian" names up to before 1928 and

given above in note 231 should be replaced by more recent work since 1945: Stephens,
Personal Names of Cappadocia. (Yale Oriental Series, Sere XIII, 1). 1928; Emin
Bilgig, "Die Ortsnamen der 'kappadokischen' Urkunden im Rahmen der alten
Sprachen Anatoliens," AOF 15 (1945-51), 1-37; idem, Die einheimischen Appella-
tiva der kappadokischen Texte und ihre Bedeutung jur die anatolischen Sprachen.
Ankara, 1954 (Ankara Univ. dil ve Tarih-Cografya, Fakiiltesi Yayinlari, 96.
Sumerologi Enstitiisii Yayinlari, 3) ; A. Goetze, "Some Groups of Ancient Anatolian
Proper-Names," Language 30 (1954), 349-59; A. Kammenhuber, "Nominalkom-
position in den altanatolischen Sprachen des 2. Jahrtausends," KZ 77 (1961),
161ff.; idem, "Hethitisch, Palaisch, Luwisch und Hieroglyphenluwisch," Hb. d. Or.
1, II, 2 (1969), §§ 1-3, pp. 119-127.

In Anatolia, Kiiltepe is the mound under which Kanis was buried, situated close
to Kayseri. Kanis was the center, so far the richest in finds, of the Old Assyrian
merchant colonies in Asia Minor of the period ca. 1880-1780 B.C. (so A. Kammen-
huber, Hb. d. Or. 1, II, 2 [1969], 119-27). The hundreds of "Cappadocian" texts on
tablets, dated in the 19th-18th cent. (according to A. Goetze, in the 20th cent.) B.C.,
i.e. much earlier than the Bogazk6y documents (these dated 1400-1200 B.C.), were
uncovered in Kiiltepe and are documents concerning commercial activities of As-
syrian merchants in Anatolia and written in a type of Akkadian, called Old As-
syrian. E. Bilgig took into consideration the published and ca. 500 unpublished texts.
Their material includes few god names, very many personal and place names, and
appellative nouns; some of these words in all three categories recur in Hittite texts
and part of the place names occurs in Lydian, Lycian, Carian, Greek, Byzantine
Greek sources, others do in texts of Akkadian, New Sumerian, Babylonian, As-
syrian times and from Nuzi. The tablets contain also numerous proper names of
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Anatolian natives with whom the Assyrians came into contact; part of the Kiiltepe
names are expl~cable from Hattie, the language spoken in eastern Anatolia by a pre-
Hittite (and pre-Luvian and pre-Palaic) population and preserved in remnants on
Bogazkoy tablets. Bilgi9 and A. Kammenhubel' (KZ 77 [1961], 162) ascribe most of
the personal name material of the "Cappadocian" texts to a non-IE southeast Ana-
tolian language as against A. Goetze's IE view. See Bilgi9, "Die Ortsnamen der
'kappadokischen' Urkunden," AFO 15 (1945-51), 1-2 [-assa pre-Luvian, p. 13];
Kammenhuber, KZ 77 (1961), 161ff.; Goetze, Language 30 (1954), 350f. [-as8u and
-alJ,suare possibly dialectal variants of one and the same suffix (p. 358); names in
-as(s)u are represented in the texts of Kiiltepe (Kanis), 16 of them, from Bogazkoy
four and from Nuzu four; evidence for their close relationship of the two formations
are five pairs of names such as QapialJ,su and Qapeassu, NiwalJ,su and Niwassu.].
On the suffixes see below, p. 84f.

In agreement with Th. Bossert, who had explained many "Cappadocian" place
names as Hittite, and in opposition to B. Landsberger (AOr 18.341 note 67), who
decidedly rejects this solution, Bilgi9, who studied the material thoroughly, men-
tions many instances explicable as Hittite with regard to stem and termination,
some names having Hittite both stem and ending. Thus, part of personal names
with the suffix -at and -an are now explained as Hittite. See Bilgi9, Die einheimi-
8chen Appellativa der "kappadoki8chen" Texte (1954), p. 18ff. Thus, also the per-
sonal name Suppi-laPra, probably meaning "clean hare," in Cappadocian texts con-
tains the same word for "hare" found in both cuneiform and hieroglyphic Hittite
djlapa(r) = Lat. lepu8, lepori8, Gk. Ae:~1JPLC; "rabbit," and in personal names in
cuneiform and hieroglyphic Hittite; Bilgi9, Opecit., p. 25.

Mter this orientation, the name referred to in the heading above will be briefly
discussed. The name Asuwa occurs in the inscriptions from Alishar and vicinity
(1. Gelb, Inscriptions from Alishar and Vicinity [Chicago, 1935], 56.45) and the
name Asuwan in the "Cappadocian" texts, Le. the Old Assyrian inscriptions of
Kiiltepe (65.2). Contrary to A. Goetze's opinion expressed in Lewy (Die alta88yri-
8chen Rechtsurkunden von Kiiltepe, 1.49 note c), one scholar thinks that these names
recall the land name Assuwa; E. Laroche, Recueil d'onomastique hittite (Paris, 1952),
p. 107f. It appears that this brief remark of Laroche was the incentive for Bilgi9 to
try to explain the name more fully: A88u(y,)an is derived from the Anatolian word
assu- "good" with the suffix -an, this in turn from *-ant (the latter is not linked with
the place name suffix -anta or explained as participle or as a plural ending). The
suffix in Assuy,an and Q'atnistuan has not been assigned a certain meaning as yet.
See Bilgi9, Die einheimi8chen Appellativa der "kappadokischen" Texte (1954), p. 20f.
This new explanation is possible, but not satisfactory in all respects. See also ad-
dendum to p. 74 with note 357 on A88uva, p. 85 f.

In Egypt there occurs the name A8wan, Aswan, Assuan (1) for a province, south-
east Upper Egypt, and (2) for the city (ancient Syene, ~U~V1J, also ~O~V1J, ~u&Vct
with inhabitant name ~U1JVLTIJC;, ~u1JVcti:oc;), Le. the capital of the province, located
on the right bank of the Nile (with a population of 22,192 in 1937); this ancient city
was an important town in the first millennium B.C. About 3~ miles to the south of
the city is the great Aswan dam, built in 1898-1907 to replace a 19th century
barrage (cf. Webster's Geogr. Dict. [1964], p. 77a) and the new dam is built in the
20th century. This Egyptian name A8suan together with the ancient ~u~V1J, trans-
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mitted in Greek sources and supposed to derive from the name ~u"1)VOC;, is hardly
related etymologically to the Anatolian personal name Assuan of the "Oappadocian"
texts.

P.60, note 295:
E. Oavaignac located Assuva in the area along the Oay-sterriver. Suppiluliuma 1

(died 1340 B.C.): Suppiluliuma I, founder of the Great Hittite Empire, reigned be-
tween ca. 1380 and 1346; see A. Kammenhuber, Die Arier im Vorderen Orient
(1968), p. 43. The dates of the short chronology by W. F. Albright and F. Oornelius
are 64 years (= one Venus period) lower than the dates of the middle chronology by
Sidney Smith, A. Parrot and others, and are 120 years lower than those of the long
chronology. The short chronology, however, proves to be closer to the actual
chronology as evidenced from the Hittite texts; see Kammenhuber, Die Arier,
pp. 23-46 [III. Synchronischer Uberblick].

P. 62j.: AlJ,lJ,ijava.
Recently, R. A. Crossland, "Immigrants from the North," OAH 1, ch. XXVII

(1967), 27, believes with others that AlJ,lJ,ijavawas Rhodes and that the name was
taken over by the Hittites from Mycenaean Greeks and was not a survival of a Greek
form current in Anatolia some centuries before their time

Professor Kammenhuber, however, states that in the Hittite Empire, which
flourished between the 17th cent and 1200 B.C., it was after 1400 B.C. that Hittite
historical texts attest for the :first time Alasija 'Oyprus' and AlJ,lJ,ijava.In her view,
AlJ,lJ,ijaviidesignates both the west coast of Asia Minor and at least the islands
along it, most probably, in addition, parts of Mycenaean Hellas. The relations with
AlJ,lJ,ijaviigrow strained ca. 1250 B.O., just 50 years before the downfall of the Hittite
Empire, which was occasioned by the so-called Sea-peoples, which came from the
Balkans. See A. Kammenhuber, "Die Sprachen des vorhellenistischen Kleinasien
in ihrer Bedeutung fUr die heutige Indogermanistik," Munchener Studien zur
Sprachwissenschajt, H. 24 (1968), p. 62.

P. 63, note 316:
Egyptian Aqaiwasa (= 'AX(X~fo~) is transliterated and listed as aqaiouachaou by

H. Gauthier, Dictionnaire des noms geographiques [see above, note 166], 1.109.

Pp. 64-66: Bossert's explanation and combinations.
Bossert identified Assuva as "Asia," i.e. northwest Asia Minor, and set the equa-

tion Asia = '1sj.j = Assuva (see also pp. 40 and 63), which is followed by R. D. Bar-
nett, "Phrygia and the Peoples of Anatolia in the Iron Age," OAH, revised, 2,
ch. 30 (1967), p. 4.

Bossert's combinations inspire no confidence in us because of defective methodo-
logy. In his study Asia, p. 91 and passim, he attempted to prove that the Hiero-
glyphic Hittites were the earliest IE settlers in Anatolia (but they were not) and ex-
plains as Hieroglyphic Hittite all that earlier scholars held to be Luvian He con-
sidered Nesish as a designation for the lo-called Hieroglyphic Hittite (Bildhethitisch)
and tried to elevate the latter to be the most important linguistic and cultural ele-
ment of lJatti since the 3rd millennium B.C. in Kizzuwatna and Arzawa. The at-
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tempt was not vindicated as have judged scholars like H. Otten, H. G. Giiterbock,
A. Goetze, and A. K.ammenhuber. See A. K.ammenhuber, "Zur hethitisch-Iuwischen
Sprachgruppe," KZ 76 (1960), p. 10f.; idem, in Hb. d. Or., 1,11,2 (1969), p. 121.
Actually, Nesish is cuneiform Hittite. Hittite hieroglyphics (hethitische Hieroglyphen)
stands for the script called hieroglyphics and invented by the Hittites but the
language is precisely Hieroglyphic Luvian (Fr. louvite hieroglyphique, Germ.· H iero-
glyphenluwisch), whose texts begin ca. 1300 B.C. Ouneiform Luvian along with its
local dialects (of Istanuva, Hubesna, etc.) is Luvian in the narrow sense of this
term, while Luvian in its broader sense comprises cuneiform Luvian, hieroglyphic
Luvian, and Lycian (this consisting of two dialects and recorded in a script that
derived from the Greek alphabet). Cf. Kammenhuber, KZ 76 (1960), 10ff., and in
Hb. d. Or. 1, II, 2 (1969), p. 122f.; E. Laroche, Les hieroglyphes hittites (Paris, 1960),
p. 253if.; cf. also J. Puhvel, "Dialect Aspects of the Anatolian Branch of Indo-
European," Ancient Indo-European Dialects, edd. H. Birnbaum and J. Puhvel
(Univ. of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1960), pp. 235-247, espec. 238.

P. 64, note 321: Names in -ssa, -aBsa, and -issa:
On these names, the following literature should be mentioned: E. BilgiQ, "Die

Ortsnamen der 'kappadokischen' Urkunden im Rahmen der alten Sprachen Ana-
toliens," AOF 15 (1945-51), 8 with note 59; 9 note 60; 13; 15 [who takes -assa to be
a pre-Luvian (erroneously called proto-Luvian) suffix]; H. G. Giiterbock, Orientalia
25 (1956), 127if.; E. Laroche, "Notes de toponymie anatolienne," Gedenkschrift P.
Kretschmer, 2 (1957), 1-7; A. KammenhubeI, "Zur hethitisch-Iuwischen Sprach-
gruppe," KZ 76 (1960), pp.I-26; on the names -assa, especially, pp. 6, 7,13; J. Puh-
vel, "Dialect Aspects of the Anatolian Branch of Indo-European" (1966) [see
above addendum to pp. 64-66] p. 238; G. Neumann "Indogermanische Sprach-
wissenschaft 1816 und 1966" (see above, p. 81: addendum to p. 50 note 222).

Among 2,000 recorded names of places in Hittite records there are seventy in
-assa and -issa; cf. Laroche Opecit., p. 5. Contrary to Laroche's interpl"etation of the
-ssa suffix as IE,! A. Kammenhuber, on the basis of the many inexplicable and un-
IE word stems among the place-names in -ssa (op. cit., 7,13), sees in these Anatolian
place names only word elements from the language(s) of the pre-IE speaking
population(s ).

Hittite uses -assa- for adjectival formations.2 Hittites, Luvians, and Hattians
formed geographical na.mes with -a8sa-.3 On the numerous -assa place names in
Hittite sources it is necessary to consult the work of E. Bilgi9 (p. 9 note 60); in ad-
dition to place names, there are personal names and god names in -assas (ibid.,
p.8).4

On this occasion it may be mentioned that the Luvian thesis by L. Palmer and
G. Huxley, according to whom Luvian was the substratum language of Greek in

1 Laroche states (op. cit., 7), "Les toponymes en -ssa ne temoignent aucunement
d'une plus haute de la langue louvite," which means not earlier than 1300 B.C.

2 Kammenhuber, KZ 76 (1960),6 with note 1 (references).
3 Kammenhuber, KZ 76.6.
4 On the place names of later Asia Minor and pre-IE Greece see Bilgi9, Opecit.,

p. 8 note 59 (with bibliography cited).
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Greece and Crete, has been disproved by various scholars.5 Even Palmer's and Hux-
ley's explanation of the mountain name ITcxpvcxcrcr6c;/ Parnass6s / in Greece, for which
there is an exactly corresponding southeast Anatolian place name Parna,8sa,6 from
Luvian parna- "house" (the connection had been made by E. Forrer back in 1934)
is for semantic reasons (the name is interpreted as "the (mountain) pertaining to
the temple," implying Delphi)' fallacious. For Hittite-Luvian parna- is "building,
house," not "temple" and parn-, occurring in the stem of the mountain names
IIcipv-wv in the Peloponnesus and IIcipv-"t)c; (gen. IIcipv-"t)6-oc;) in Attica, leads us
rather to the sense "height," "peak" or "stone."8 The name Parnassos then is
Anatolian but not Luvian.

P. 74 with note 357: The etymology of Assuva:
Proto-Anatolian rates as a very archaic IE dialect, and Hittite is archaic, while

the Luvian type, spoken in Luvia, the area later renamed Arzava, is less archaic.9
The ca. 2,000 geographic names of the Hittite records are important precisely be-
cause they are long lasting, viz. they were long in use even before they were recorded
in the Hittite texts. One of them is Assuva, a name which seems to be well explained
from assu- "good." However, it also involves other Anatolian names, specifica.lly
compounded or derived with suffixation, and their interpretation from the same
Hittite word assu- or not.

E. Laroche, treating the names terminating in -asu (Cappadocian) and -assu
(Hittite, Bogazk5y), such as Cappad. AbiziaSu in -asu (eight different names in
-asu) and ljappuwassu with -assu (four different names), analyzes ten names. He
discovered in the catalogue of the names of Bogazkoy some 15 names identical with
those of Cappadocia. The majority of these names have, according to the author, a
Hittite etymon on the basis of -assu, which is equated with the Hittite word assu-
"good." The Cappadocian tablets present a complex melange of Semites (along
with some Hurrites), Anatolians (and, to a good part, Hattians), Hittites (who
introduce the compound names in -a!Jsu, -assu or adapt to their language ancient
Hattic names) and people of the south speaking dialects of Luvian and having the
suffixes -uman and -ssa corresponding to Hattic _il.10

Because -a!Jsu and -as(s)u occur as second components in names in the texts of
Kiiltepe (sixteen of them), Bogazk5y (four), and Nuzu (four), and there are five
pairs with both suffixes such as ljapia!Jsu and ljapeassu, Niwa!Jsu and Niwassu,
A. G5tze concluded that they are possibly dialectal variants of one and the same
suffix.11 This second component was rejected by E. Benveniste.12 A. Kammenhuber

5 Cf. G. Neumann, Opecit., p. 29; R. A. Crossland, "Immigrants from the North,"
OAH 1, ch. XXVII (1967), p. 28.

6 E. Laroche, Opecit., 5, No. 46 (also R.A. 47.193); A. Kammenhuber, KZ 76
(1960), p. 13. 7 Crossland, lococit., considers this explanation attractive.

8 Neumann, lococit.
9 Cf. J. Puhvel, Ancient Indo-European Dialects (1966), pp. 237, 239.
10 E. Laroche, Recueil d'onomastique hittite (Paris, 1952), p. 107; cf. idem, RHA

46.29 [the author explains the name Kuzanasu as Proto-Hattic; A. Kammenhuber,
KZ 77 (1961) 210 with note 1, questions the existence of a Proto~Hattic *as~t side
by side with Hittite assu- "good"].

11 A. Goetze Language 30 (1954), 357f. 12 BSL 48.2, p. 33.
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accepts the reflexes of IE *esus (gen. eswos) in Aryan, Hittite, Hieroglyphic Hittite,
Luvian, and Palaic,13 but questions the existence of a Proto-Hattie *asu side by
side with Hittite assu- "good" and with the second element -asu from the personal
names of Kanes-Killtepe and Nuzu, and, since Hittite, Palaic, and Luvian have
1jasu- "good," the component -assu could be only Hittite.14 'Vhen, therefore, the
suff. -e:uc; of Greek nouns was explained from IE -esus and the Anatolian -asu- names15
are taken as parallels,16 the objection was voiced that the Greek e:u- is the first com-
ponent in Greek words.17

One of the pitfalls in paleolinguistic studies is homophony or homonymy as
exists, but to a lesser degree, in the study of modern contemporary languages, even
within one and the same language, and is fittingly called "the siren of identical
sounds, "18that often misleads even the expert. In addition, folk-etymology played
a great part in the languages of the Near East in the second millennium B.C. and,
therefore, modern explanations of words offered are often shaky.19 The inherent
helplessness, however, of the student of ancient languages derives, to a large extent,
from the scanty materials transmitted, which are a minimal fraction of the vocabu-
lary once used by the speakers of the given ancient language; e.g. the entries in
E. Laroche's Luvian dictionary number 900 and A. Kammenhuber counts 190
words for the Palaic dialect.

To return to the name Assuva, if we consider names, the Proto-Hattie group of
personal and place names shows the stem asu-: Asu, Asu-e, Asu-ilka, Asu-kani.20
Hieroglyphic Luvian asu(wa)-,21 a form derived from a Proto-Aryan *asva, this in
turn from IE *ekwo- "horse, "22 is unrelated to Assuva; equally unrelated to the
latter is the personal name As-su-wa-ru in AlalalJ.23

13A. Kammenhuber, "Das Palaische: Texte und Wortschatz," RHA 17, fasc.
64 (1959), pp. 14, 18, 90.

14A. Kammenhuber, KZ 76 (1960),3-8, 13; 77 (1961), 210 note I (no. 3). In
this the author agrees with B. Landsberger and E. Bilgi9 that the suffix -a[}su is of
non-IE origin. 15Laroche, Onomastique, p. 107.

16 Szemerenyj, Gedenkschrift P. Kretschmer, 2 (1957), 157-181; on the -asu-
names, pp. 169f., and 181. See above, note 357.

17 Kammenhuber, KZ 77 (1961), 173 note I.
18 "Sirene des Gleichklangs": A. Kammenhuber, Die Arier im Vorderen Orient

(Heidelberg, 1968), p. 14.
19 So Kammenhuber, KZ 77 (1961), 161ff.; idem, "Die Sprachen des vorhelleni-

stischen Kleinasien in ihrer Bedeutung fiir die heutige Indogermanistik," Munche-
ner Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft, 24 (1968), note 46 [on p. 122].

20 See E. Bilgi9, "Die Ortsnamen der 'kappadokischen' Urkunden usw.," AFO
15 (1945-51), p. 14.

21 Cf. E. Laroche, Les hieroglyphes hittites I (Paris, 1960), Nos. 99 and 98, 108;
;Po Meriggi, Hieroglyphisch-hethitisches Glossar (1962), p. 39f. It is perhaps the same
word in Cuneiform Luvian a-as-su- (pronounced assu-) according to Rosenkranz,
IF 68 (1963),87 note 7.

22 See A. Kammenhuber, Die Arier (1968), p. 210. Mitanni-Hurritic assussani-
"horse trainer" possibly also has aSva- "horse" as its first component (ibid., p. 235).

23 The Alala·kh Tablets, ed. D. J. Wiseman (London, 1953), 177.28; cf. Kammen-
huber, Ope cit., 92 note 280.
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VIII. INDEX

All words in any way discussed are indexed. Abbreviations: n. = note; nne = notes;
add. = addendum, addenda.

afasin (Arab.) n. 193
Africa 11; 12; 14 n. 30
Mroasiatic, Mroasian 15
AlJlJijava 62f.; add., 83
-alJsu, -asu suff. 50 n. 222; add., 85
Akajwasa 63 with n. 316; add., 83
,Axrxtrx 62 n. 311
,AXrxLfLrx62 with n. 313; 63
,AXrxLfLrxv8e:62; 63 with n. 317
'AxrxLf6r; 62 with nn. 309.311
Alasiya nn. 162.167; add., 80; 83
Al-Awasl (Arab.) n. 193
Allemands (Fr.) 'Germans' n. 153
Alte Welt (Germ.) 18 with n. 54
America 17f.; 37; add., 78
Amorites 46 with n. 200
Amurru 46
,Avrx~oAfJ46
Anoikoumene 9 with n. 1
"Avw 'AaL(x27 with nne 98.99
Antarctica 11
Anterior Asia (or Orient) 20
&V~LXeWVn. 41
Antioikoumene add., 77 f.
&OLXlJ~Or;9, n. 1
Arab geographers 10 f.
Archilochos 23 with n. 73
,AarxLn. 131
,AcrrxLrxn. 131
,AarxLoLn. 131
Asau (Chinese) 26
'AcrE(x43; 44 n. 131; 71 n. 349; 73 n.

355
,Acre:cX.~(Xr;71 n. 349
"Aae:Lr;(= "Amor;) Ze:ur;30 with n. 115
aseja (Linear A) n. 349
,Aae:ur; (pers. name) n. 131
Asi (Egypt.) 39f.; Asy, add., 80
,Aatrx 10 with n. 6; n. 30
,AcrL(x23-25; 28; 33 with nne 132; 133;

34; 35 with nn. 132-134.141; 42 with

n. 185; 47; 48; 56; 58 nn. 279.280; 60;
61; 63; 72; 75 with n. 360; 76

,Acrtrxn. 141
,AcrL(x'Anatolia' 24f. with nne 82.84

(also Lat. Asia 'Anatolia' 26); 34
with nn. 137.138.149; land name in
Anatolia 67

,AaL(x (pers. name) 30f. with nne 118.
119.176; 67; cf. 'AcrLlJ

,Aatrx xwprx n. 141
Asia 10 with nne 6.7; Ilf.; 26; 28; 39f.;

45 with n. 198; 46f.; 59; 65f.; 68 n.
342; 75 n. 360; extent of continent and
subdivisions 19; west boundaries 21f.;
add., 77, 78f.; population, add., 78;
political concept of A. vs. Europe 24
n. 79; = Lydia n. 146; 36; = Persian
Empire n. 148; international name,
add., 79

Asia (Iraqi Arab.) 26
Asia (etymological games) 38 with nne

156-158
Asia = 'Isj.j = Assuva40; 63withn.319;

add., 83
Asia Islands 20 n. 65
Asia Major 19
Asia provincia 28
,AcrLcX.8lJr;(pers. name) 31 with n. 120;

52 n. 233
Asian 32 with n. 126
Asian Mainland 20
Asianic 32 with n. 126
,Am rxv6 r; 32
Asia.nus (Lat.) 31f.
,Am cX.PXlJr;,-Lrxn. 101
,AmcX.r;29 with nn. 108.109; 42; 54 with

n. 250; 69
Asias (Lat.) 30
'AmcX.~r;31 with n. 122; 71 n. 349
,Am(x~L(x71 n. 349
Asiatic 31; n. 33
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Asiatic Soviet Union 20
Asiaticus (Lat.) 31
,Acn~'t'Le;31
,AcnEue;32 with n. 127
,Aa(1) 22; 23 and add., 79; 49; n. 132;

53 n. 246; personal name n. 176; 41 n.
177; 48; 52 with n. 238; 67 with nn.
340.344.347 and add., 79; 68 with n.
344

'Aa(1)e; m. (pers. name) 31; 41 with nn.
176.178; 42; 49; 55; 67

Asies (pers. name) n. 176
Asija 63
Asija (Russ.) 26
asijatija 71 n. 249
Asiyat al-kubra (Arab.) 'Great Asia' 27
,AaLoKCU[l1rr1)e;30 with n. 116
cXaLOe;42; 43
"AaLOe;30f. with nn. 177.120; 43 with n.

184; 52 n. 233; 68 with n. 343; 69; 76
"Amoe; AEL[l6lVn. 6; 30 with n. 114; 33;

43 with n. 186; n. 193
,AaLcuv32 with nne 128-130
,AaL6l't'CXe;n. 131
eXaLe;41f. with n. 183 and add., 80; nne

187.190.191
'AaLe; 29f. with nn. 110.113; 34; 69;

nn.176.195
Asis (Lat.) 30
Asius26;n.114
asiwijo- 69 with n. 346; 76
Asje (Egypt.) 39; 40 with n. 171
"Aaoe; 69 with nne 346.347
-assa- name suff. 64 with n. 321; add.,

84f.
,Aaarf.cuv51 with n. 231; add., 81
-assi- suff. add. (to n. 222) 81
Assia (Lat.) 26; 44
eXaaLoe;44 with n. 195
"Aamoe; 48; 49 n. 210; 50 with n. 218;

*"A. nn. 121.196
A8siya- 61 n. 306
Assos46;48;49; 50; 55
"AcrcroC;49 with n. 210; 50 n. 220; 51
'Aaa6e; 50 with nn. 219.220; 51; n. 231;

52; 76; add., 81
';'Aaaoe; 51

-as (8)U place name suff. 50 n. 222 and
add., 81; 74 with n. 357 and add., 85.

assus Hitt. 52 n. 233; 66; 74 with n. 357 ;
add., 85f.; assu- 'good' 74 with n ..357
and add., 85f.

Assuva 40; 41 ; 49; 56 with nn. 264.267 ;
57 with nn. 269.273; 58 n. 279; 59; 60
with nn. 293.298.299; 61; 63; 65f.;
67; 73; (etymol.) 74 with n. 357 and
add., 85 with n. 9; 75; 76

Assullan add., 81-83
Asu- (add. to 74 with n. 357) 86
a~ii (Semit.) 44; 45 with n. 198
A~ii 46
ASU Akkad. 73 n. 354
asuja 73 with nn. 354.355; 75 n. 360; 76
Asuwa (add. to 51 with n. 231) 82
*asva- Proto-Aryan, (add. to p. 74 with

n. 357) 86
*Aswa 49; 74; 75
Aswan (Egypt.) add., 82 f.
Aswia. 60 n. 299; 70 n. 348; 73 n. 353; 74
'AafLcx 70; 72; 74; 75
"AafLOe;49; 69 with n. 346; 76
Aswios 74; 75
Aswos 69 n. 347; 73
Asya (Turk.) 26
'Ae1)v~ 'AaLcx25; 70 n. 348; 71 n. 349
Australasia 16; add., 78
Australia 11; 16 with n. 41 .
australis ora 16 n. 41
Austrialia u. 41
-&fcuvsuff. 51 n. 231
Azija (Russ.) 26
Azla (Turk.) 50 with n. 221· .

Bosporos, separating the two continents,
21 with n. 69

Canada 36 with n. 152
canadien (Fr.) 36
Central Asia 19f.
continent 10ff.; division into coiltinents

and seven continents 11
continentes 18
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East Asia. 20
East vs. West 46; 47; add. (to p. 17 f.),

78
Efsus (Turk.) add., 81
Elamtu 46
~EAArt<;36
~EAA~O'TCOV"t'O<;36 with n. 151
"Ecps:cro<;43; n. 193; Ephesos 44
ereb (Semit.) 45; Ereb 46
,-es-ja (Egypt.) 39; 40; 57; 63
Eurafrican 15 with n. 39
Eurafrika 15
Eurasia 13-15; six major areas 13;

n. 37; add., 78
Eurasia Septentrionalis (= E. Europe

and N. Asia) 14
EUPetO'Let,Euprtmm (Mod. Gk.) 14
Eurasiafrica 12; 17
Eurasian 15 with n. 32
Eurasians (= Indo-Britons) 14 n. 23
EupetmrtTIJ<;(Mod. Gk.) 14 n. 28
Eurasiatic 15 with n. 33
Eurasiatic Great Continent 15
s:upetO'~et"t'~x6<;15 n. 33
eurasiatis~h (Germ.) 15; -er Kontinent

15
Eurasien (Germ.) 13
Euro-Asian languages 15 with n. 37
Europa (nymph) 10 nn. 6.7; 48
Europasian 15
Europe 10 with nn. 6.7; 11; 12; n. 30;

46; 47; (etym.) 45 with n. 197; small-
est of continents n. 58

Europe-Asia-Mrica concept 12
EuPWTC1137; 47; 48; 53 n. 246; 58 n. 281
-s:u<;suff., (add. to p. 74 with n. 357) 86
'H~6v1)53
1J,f.WV53 with n. 243
~fL~cr~etLP~OV(Mod. Gk.) 18
~TCs:~pO<;'continent' 10 n. 7; 12 with n. 17
"HTCe:~pO~33 with n. 134
~Hm6v1) 52 with nn. 235.236.237; 53;

54
,Hmovlje:<;52; 53; 54 with n. 249; 55
,HcrLOVLet52; 55
r1HcrO'~o<;51 with n. 227; 55
,Hcr0'6~nn. 226.227; 55

Far East (Asia) 19
Far Orient 20
folk-etymology (add. to p.74 with no.

357) 86

Graeci n. 153
Great Asia 26
Greek place names in Egypt. records 39,

n.164

Halbkreis (Germ.) 18
*hass- 52; 55
hassu- add., 81
HCicrcro<;51
tratti add., 79 f.
hemisphere(s) 18; add., 78
homonymy 74 with n. 357; add., 86
homophony see preceding

-Letland name suff. 58; 75 with n. 360'
Idrisi 11
India, subcontinent, 20
Indo-Afrika (Germ.) n. 40
inhabitable world 9; 11
, IcrLou~n. 227
isj.j (Egypt.) 39; 40; 41 n. 173
'LO'O<;72 with n. 351
-issa suff. (add. to 64 n. 321) 84

Krt"t'w 'AO'Let27f. with nn. 98.99
XUXAO~ 9 n. 2

Lesser Asia 26 f.
Libya 10 n.6; (= North Mrica) 11 ~

(= Mrica) 12; 12 with n. 15
Luvian thesis (add. to p. 64 with n. 321}

84f.

Me:yrtA1),AO'Let19; 26f. with nn. 92.93
Middle East 20
M~xpcX.'AO'Let27 with n. 95
MOpEet<;36
Mundus Novus 17 with n. 45

Naher Osten (Germ.) n. 69
Nameless (post office name) 33
nameless peninsula (Anatolia) 37 n. 154-
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names, major and lesser, 1; -, primary
and secondary, 67; mythological -
derivative of geographic ones, 67

Near East 19f.
Near Orient 20
New Holland (= Australia.) 16
New World 17f. with n. 47
Nippon (= Japan) 46
North America 11
North Asia 20
Novus Orbis 17 with n. 46

Oceania n. 42
Oikoumene 9; add., 77 f.
.oLxouILEVlj9 nne 1.2; IL~- 9 n. 1
Old World 14; 17f.; tripartite division

18; add., 78
-on- suff. 56
-orbis terrae 9

-parn- 'peak' (add. to n. 321) 85
Parnassa (add. to n. 321) 85
IIlXpvlXO'0'6c;(add. to n. 321) 85
'pars pro toto 36; n. 153
IIeAo7t6vvljO'oc;36
IIepO'I.c;,AO'LlXn. 141
Pedasos 50 with n. 222
n1j8lXO'OC;51
Pidassa 50 n. 222
n6'tVLlX'AO'LlX70 with n. 348; - 'A6&VlX

70 n. 348

provincia Asia 28
Ptolemy's work ll. 83; add., 79

South America 11
.South Asia 20
Southeast Asia 20
Southwest Asia 20
-ssa suff. (add. to n. 321) 84
-O'(O')oc;place name suff. 76
S~t (Egypt.) 40 with ll. 168
S~tyw (Egypt.) 40 with n. 169
:Eu1jVlj(= Aswan) add., 82f.
~U"tlXn. 355

Terra Australis 16
T'ien-hsia. (Chinese) 9 n. 1

-uwa. suff. 64 with n. 322

Vorderasien (or Vorderer Orient) 20

-wa Hittite suff. 63
West Asia. 20
wiswos 72 with ll. 350
fLO'foC;72 with n. 351
world: - units 9 ff. ; its tripartite division

12; 18; - onomastics 1
World Island 17

Zeuc;"AO'LOC;70 n. 348; 73


